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Abstract
In this thesis. the unusual physics of rodlike liquid crystals are explored through simula-
tions of rigid-rod kinetic theory discretized by the finite element method. As their name
suggests, these substances retain crystalline, anisotropic microstructure but deform as
a liquid; the microstructure results from the anisotropic shape and interactions of the
constituent molecules. The molecules are modeled as Brownian. interacting, rigid rods
in a kinetic theory formulation. A solution of such rods undergoes a phase transition
from a disordered (isotropic) state to an ordered (nematic) state as the density of rods is
increased: such a solution also exhibits interesting, complex, non-Newtonian rheological
behavior.
Liquid-crystalline substances are used in a number of high-performance industrial
applications because the aligned, liquid-crystalline structure yields superior mechanical
properties in the final product. The properties can be compromised by any interfaces or
defects present in the system. The processing of these systems is poorly understood, and
further progress requires accurate modeling of the coupled evolution of the microstructure
and non-Newtonian flow field.
The main goal of this thesis is the simulation of liquid-crystalline phenomena featuring
sharp nonhomogeneities in structure on the length scale of a single rod. Such critical
phenomena include the interfaces and defects that are prevalent in isotropic-nematic
coexistence, phase transitions, aligning boundaries such as walls. and nonhomogeneous
flows. In order to capture this level of detail, simulations evolve the rod distribution
function, which describes the distribution of rod positions and orientations, coupled with
the velocity field. The evolution equation for the distribution function is known as the
Doi diffusion equation.
Prior studies of rigid rod behavior have typically avoided this level of detail: instead.
a series of approximations and assumptions have been used to simplify the diffusion
equation and avoid evolving the distribution function since it is a quantity that varies
in both spatial dimensions and orientation dimensions. These prior studies evolve the
order tensor (the second moment of the distribution function) and invoke closure ap-
proximations to obtain a closed form for an evolution equation for this tensor. However,
these techniques suffer from inaccuracy, often of unknown magnitude, because of the clo-
sure approximations, and they lose the ability to describe phenomena where gradients in
structure on the length scale of a single rod are important or where variations in density
are important. This thesis avoids these approximations and their attending limitations.
A parallel, finite-element method is used to discretize the rod distribution function
and the rod interaction potential. However, these simulations differ from traditional
finite-element-based simulations of complex fluids because of the coupling between the
physical space for rod location and orientation space for rod alignment and because of
the difficulty of computing extended rod-rod interactions in a tractable manner. Instead
of approximating the rod-rod interaction potential via Taylor expansions as previous
studies have done, novel numerical methods are developed to meet these challenges and
allow rapid, parallel computation of the full, nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation.
These methods are applied to the equilibrium phase behavior of solutions of rigid
rods in both periodic systems and system bounded by hard walls. Newton's method is
used to solve the nonlinear set of equations for extrema of the system free energy, and
the properties of the Jacobian matrix describe a local free energy surface. Simulation
results show that periodic, isotropic-nematic coexistence states are stable in a given
concentration range; the bulk phase properties and interfacial properties are independent
of the average concentration or size of the system if the solution is stable. Results for
confined systems show a number of surprising results when hard wall boundary conditions
are used; in particular, the phase behavior of an extremely large system bounded by
walls does not converge to the phase behavior of a homogeneous system without bounds,
because the walls fundamentally alter the free energy surface of the system.
Spinodal decomposition, the phase transition from an unstable isotropic state to a
stable nematic state, is also studied. Prior studies of this process have been limited
to linear stability analyses and have yielded sharp conflicts about the dominant mech-
anism of the process. The linear stability analysis is re-examined and prior conflicts
are resolved by numerically showing that the process mechanism is a strong function of
the system concentration and diffusivities for rotational and translational rod motion.
A semi-implicit, finite-element-based time stepper is then used for full dynamic simula-
tions of the spinodal decomposition process. These simulations mark the first results for
the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation in the spinodal decomposition process, and
the results show how restricted rod motion can cause the process to become kinetically
trapped in nonhomogeneous intermediate states. The method is also applied to the re-
lated problem of coarsening between large nematic domains of aligned rods, and results
show the effects of domain misalignment on the final structure.
This dynamic method is then extended to simulations of rigid rods in wall-driven,
rectilinear shear flow and pressure-driven flow between parallel plates. These simulations
mark the first results for the full nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation in nonhomo-
geneous shear flow. Simulation results show that the accurate treatment of wall-rod
interactions is critically important: aphysical anchoring conditions at walls can suppress
out-of-plane instabilities in planar shear flow. Also. simulations of pressure-driven flow
show that misaligned domains marked by "'twist" interfaces can spontaneously form as
a result in gradients in the shear rate: this concept lends important insight into the
formation of domains in macroscopic rheological experiments. Results also show that
nmisaligned. tumbling domains are not stable. Phase diagrams for wall-driven. rectilinear
shear flow and pressure-driven. rectilinear shear flow are given for varying shear rate and
systiem size.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The phase behavior and rheology of liquid-crystalline materials has inspired decades of
experimental and computational research because of the complexity and utility of liquid
crystals. Liquid crystalline materials exhibit complex behavior because of the anisotropic
shape and properties of their constituent molecules and because of the coupling between
molecular density, orientation, and macroscopic stress.
Liquid crystals (LCs) can form ordered phases as a result of changes in temperature,
concentration, optical fields, or magnetic fields. A familiar example of liquid crystalline
behavior is found in the low-molecular weight LCs used in display applications and con-
trolled by external fields. Thermotropic LCs undergo order-disorder phase transitions
as a function of temperature, whereas lyotropic LCs undergo order-disorder phase transi-
tions as a function of concentration. For lyotropic LCs, steric intermolecular interactions
increase and cause the formation of aligned phases as the concentration of rods in the sys-
tem is increased. Figure 1-1 depicts simple phases formed in solutions of lyotropic, rodlike
liquid crystals: a dilute solution, a concentrated, unordered (isotropic) phase, and the
concentrated, aligned (nematic) phase caused by steric interaction between the molecules.
Lyotropic behavior is prevalent in high-molecular weight LCs such as liquid-crystalline
DILUTE ISOTROPIC NEMATIC
Figure 1-1: Three concentration regimes of rodlike molecules: Dilute, concentrated
isotropic, and liquid-crystalline (nematic) solution. (Reproduced from [5].)
Figure 1-2: Schematic for a liquid crystal polyester derived from phenylene-napthalene
monomers; note the inability of the bonds to rotate (Reproduced from U.S. Patent
7148311).
polymers (LCPs) [17]. LCPs are typically rod-shaped and can be approximated as mi-
cromechanical models such as rigid rods or rigid dumbbells sterically interacting through
an excluded-volume potential. Inflexible, non-rotating chemical bonds in the polymer
repeat unit cause the rodlike structure frequently observed in LCPs, as in Fig. 1-2.
Liquid-crystalline polymers have great industrial importance because of their unique
properties and potential advantages over other materials in processing and in the fi-
nal product. Materials formed from LCPs can have a high tensile modulus because of
the molecules' parallel alignment [52]. Also, LCPs are known for their relative ease
of processing because molecular alignment results in lowered viscosity and controllable
orientation [99]. LCPs have been used in many applications including bullet-proof vests,
high-performance cables, and stealth airplanes [52]. Industrially important LCPs include
Kevlar (marketed by DuPont), Vectra (marketed by Hoechst Celanese), and Twaron
(marketed by Azko).
Rodlike, interacting molecules like LCPs are also important from a scientific perspec-
tive, because rigid rod models are one of the simplest polymeric molecular models as a
result of their lack of internal degrees of freedom. The modeling of rigid rods represents
one of the simplest avenues to connecting molecular order with the fluid mechanics of
a liquid with microstructure. The thermodynamic description of ordered phase bound-
aries remains a fundamental problem in statistical mechanics [30], and LCPs provide a
practical avenue to study this problem.
In addition to LCPs, many novel nanostructured fluids such as carbon nanotube solu-
tions can be approximated as rigid rod solutions. Many current experimental problems
in nanotube processing require a rigorous understanding of nanotube phase behavior for
further progress to be made.
The modeling and computation of liquid crystalline rheology and phase behavior
are critical in the design and optimization of industrial production of high-performance
LC products. However, the complex interplay between the non-Newtonian evolution of
stress, velocity, concentration, and orientation is difficult to predict in industrial settings,
and the ability to control product properties requires a thorough understanding of the
connections between microscale rod interactions and the macroscale velocity field. This
thesis is ultimately driven by the need to develop new theoretical and computational tools
for understanding the complex dynamics of rodlike liquid crystals such as LCPs. These
computational techniques must go beyond traditional finite-element and finite-volume
techniques for modeling non-Newtonian fluids, because the liquid-crystalline structure
must be explicitly evolved along with the stress field. Simple viscoelastic constitutive
equations for the stress evolution [7] cannot describe this evolution of structure.
A fundamental problem in the dynamics and phase behavior of liquid-crystalline poly-
mers is the modeling of nonhomogeneities in structure. The most complete description of
rigid rod dynamics is found in the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation derived from
kinetic theory -8. 37]. The Doi diffusion equation coupled( with the nonhoinogeneonus On-
ager potential provides a theoretical lleans to describe nonhouiogeneities in structure.
How-ever, the computational difficulties associated with this theory are considerable. and
prior studlies of rigid rol [Phas behavior and rheology typically use a series of approx-
inations to simplifv the diffusion equatioln a(l avoid the evolutionl of the distribution
funlction in both physical space and orientational space 147. .123. 124. These approx-
inatio1ns inclh(lde the assmnnption of unifiormll densitY. closure approximations. andl Tavhlor
expainsions of the interinolhcular potential. The (levelopmnent of n)ovel parallel inm 1ierictal
techlniullpes is required to make the original diffusionu equation derived( froni kinetic theory
complu itation4ally tractable for even one pisica l (lilmension.
The ability to l(understan ailnd control these nlonAholnogelleit ies ill s.tru1ictlre is critical ill
rnany. LC(P ind(hstrial applications. becanse imperfections in stlIructIure call conilpromIlise the
integrity of the fiinal product pr1operties. Also. experimental evi(lence suggests that the
rheological response of LC(s in shear flow is dominated by tlhe formation and evolution of
supramio]ecular structures calle(1 dlomains. so that the predliction of macriloscale rheological
beha vi-or requires the accurate d(escrip)tion of doinain format.ionl andl interaction.
1.2 Goals and Outline of Thesis
The unifying theme of this thesis is the (letailed modelinlg of the e(quilib)rinl and dy(naim-
ical )ehavior of rigidl rod solutions with the aim of resol-ving Inolihontooeneous features
such as interfaces an(l de(ects. Thllis is made possille through the use of the Doi diffulsioll
equation coulple(d with the nonihomogeneous O()sager excludlel-volume potential. which
miodels interact ion b)etween rods oil the scale of a single rod( legth. Prior ilnvestigations
of rodllike LC behavior have avoidled this level of detail because of the associated conmpu-
tational difficulties. but these prior st udies use simiplifications that are inappropriate for
systems featuring sharp gradients in. density ailnd structure. \Ve investigate phenomena
where these sharp gradlienlts i structure are critically important. anld we develop iuiner-
ical methods to simulate the exact theory without the approximations, assumptions, and
inaccuracies of prior studies. The use of the exact theory not only yields greater numer-
ical accuracy in simulation results but also makes novel, multiscale studies of important
rheological processes such as domain formation and nematic coarsening possible.
The large set of equations necessary to simulate discretized theories for LC behavior
requires the development of efficient numerical methods and formulations. Modular,
parallel finite-element code is developed to investigate both equilibrium and dynamic
properties of rigid rod solutions.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 serve as introductory material
for the reader on the theoretical and computational background of the thesis, and the
detailed simulation methods, results, and their significance are detailed in chapters 4-
8. Finally, in chapter 9, we summarize simulation results and comment on several key
qualitative conclusions. We also make suggestions for future research that would follow
on the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the theoretical treatment of lyotropic liquid crys-
tals, particularly those theories that form the basis for the work in subsequent chapters,
and to aid the reader in classifying and relating these theories. The various liquid-
crystalline phases for rod-shaped and discotic LCs are described, followed by a descrip-
tion of the associated rheological properties. The intertialess momentum equation is
introduced in the DEVSS-G (Discrete Elastic-Viscous Split Stress) formulation. The-
oretical treatments of rod-rod interaction are then reviewed with an emphasis on the
Onsager excluded-volume potential and its various simplifications. A brief discussion of
the various techniques used to model rod-wall interactions is also included. The var-
ious theories of rod dynamics are then reviewed with the aim of aiding the reader in
classifying theories found in the research literature and understanding the relationship
between them. Of particular interest is the development of the nonhomogeneous Doi dif-
fusion equation derived from kinetic theory and its simplified forms. We also review the
various attempts to connect the Doi diffusion equation with continuum Leslie-Ericksen
theory. phenomenological tensor-based theories. and mesoscopic formulations of domain
dynamics. Finally. an extended discussion of previous work on critical problems in rigid
rod phase behavior and rheology are presented. These summnaries of previous work
correspond to the specific problems addressed by chapters 4-8.
Chapter 3 further aids the reader by introducing the numerical methods underlying
the simulations of later chapters. After a discussion of alternative simulation techniques
such as Brownian dlynamics. the fundamentals of the finite element method. which forms
the basis for most of the numerical techniques in the thesis. are described through a conI-
mon example. A brief discussion of basis functions and elements in both physical and
orientational space is included to aid the reader in understanding the implementation of
the finite element method. Parallel. memory-saving techniques for exact computation of
the Onsager potential in a discretized framework are outlined. However. analytical ex-
pressions for gradients in the potential cannot be computed exactly,. so the finite element
method is used. to approximate gradients of the Onsager potential for use in dynamic sim-
ulations. Applications of the finite element method to the study of equilibrium states
and stability studies are then presented for both periodic systems and confined systems.
Newton's mIethod is used to colmpute equilibrium solutions as extrema of the discretized
free energy of the system, and the eigeinvahlues and eigenvectors of the .Jacobian are used
to characterize the stability of the solutions. The fundamentals of bifurcation analysis
are then presented as a, means of tracing out phase diagramns for equilibrium solutions.
IMethods for linear stability analysis of Fourier nmodes around the isotropic base state are
then described. Finally. a parallel. semi-implicit time stepper is developed for the full
nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation discretized by the finite element method.
In Chapter 1-. we utilize the equilibrium unmerical methods to solve for periodic.
nonhomogeneous equilibrium states for a periodic one-dimensional system. First. the
method is used to solve for stable coexistence states where an isotropic bulk and nematic
bulk form stable interfaces; these states are computed in a periodic system rather than
the semi-infinite system used in the previous literature [22. 73. 127]. Unstable. nonhonmo-
geneous, equilibrium solutions in the spinodal concentration regime are also computed.
These unstable nonhomogeneous states are important because they correspond to un-
stable attractors in the dynamic process of isotropic-nematic spinodal decomposition.
For large systems, the nonhomogeneous states develop wide, bulk-like nematic regions
separated by thin regions with sharp gradients in orientation and concentration. These
unstable states correspond to unstable attractors in the late stages of spinodal decom-
position. We also monitor the free energy surface and construct an accurate neutral
stability curve for perturbations to the unstable isotropic state in the spinodal concen-
tration regime.
In Chapter 5, similar equilibrium numerical methods are used for a one-dimensional
system confined by hard walls. The walls affect the system by causing several phase
transitions; as concentration is increased, a phase transition from oblate to nematic order
occurs at the wall, after which the nematic film grows into the interior. We highlight
the simulation results that seem counterintuitive when compared with the phase diagram
for homogeneous systems. The introduction of walls substantially changes the stability
limits for all channel widths, contradicting the intuitive assumption that walls do not
impact the interior of systems with wide separation between walls. This is because the
growth of a secondary nematic film is more energetically favorable than increasing the
density of the isotropic core for all values of the channel width. Finally, we note the
counterintuitive result that the introduction of walls suppresses the existence of some
nematic equilibrium solutions that are present for homogeneous systems; this result is
counterintuitive because an aligning force at the walls actually prevents the existence
of some aligned nematic equilibrium states. The cause of this loss of stability is the
steep gradient in the degree of alignment between the nematic states at the wall and the
interior.
Chapter 6 describes our analysis of the initial stage of spinodal decomposition through
an eigenvalue analysis of the linearized Doi diffusion equation in Fourier space. This
study discusses the two possible mechanisms for spinodal decomposition and describes
the effects of system parameters on these mechanismls. Previous studies on spinodal
decomposition yielded contradictory answers for the domninant mechanism. Our analysis
generalizes the results of previous studies by using the finite element method to approx-
imate the exact form of the linearized Doi diffusion equation: prior studies used Taylor
expansions in Fourier space and averages over orientation space to simplify the problem
for computational purposes. Our results in(licate that the dominant mechanism is a
function of the diffusivities for rotational motion. motion perpendicular to the rod axis.
andl motion along the rod axis in additiou to the system concentration.
In Chapter 7. the finite element-based time-stepper described in chapter 3 is applied to
periodic, dynamnic simulations of zero-flow processes such as spinodal (decomposition, and
the coaHrsening of misaligned nematic grains. These simulations mark the first dvnanmic
computation of the Doi diffusion equation for spinodal decomposition in nonhomogeneous
rigid-rod systems. The effects of rotational and translational diffusivitv ratios oni the
nmechanisms for alignment and phase separation in spinodal decomposition are analyzed.
Nelnatic coarsening sinmulations in a periodic box show the effects of misalignmnent be-
tween neighboring ordered domains on the time for coarsening time and on the director
field around structured interfaces. and several key physical observations are described on
the basis of these neinmatic coarsening sinmulations.
In Chapter 8. the finite element-based time. stepper presented in chapter 3 and utilized
in chapter 7 is coupled with the intertialess momentum equation: it is then used to explore
the dynamnics of solutions of rodlike molecules in nonhomogeneous rectilinear shear flow
with flow in the .r-direction and velocity variation in the !-direction. The different types
of rod-wall interactions are discussed. and sirmulation results demonstrate the existence of
spatially nonhonmogeneous states and their dependence on the type of rod-wall interaction.
Forcing the rods to align in a nematic state at the wall suppresses out-of-plane instabilities
that develop in planar flow; oblate anchoring forces at the wall alleviate this constraint. A
new composite state with logrolling and flow-aligning domains is observed for pressure-
driven flow in a channel, and the relative sizes of the two domains change with the
pressure-drop. Full phase diagrams for wall-driven, rectilinear shear flow and rectilinear
pressure-driven flow are described as well.
Chapter 9 contains a summary of the work and results presented in this thesis. From
the numerous simulations, we extract a number of simple, overarching concepts about
liquid-crystalline phase behavior and rheology. Finally, several research projects that
could build upon this thesis are described.
Chapter 2
Theoretical models of liquid crystal
behavior
2.1 Liquid crystal phases
Liquid cryvstallieu materials exhibit characteristics resembling bothi liquids and cryst alline
solids. Thev deform under stress like a liqui(l. but they retainý aniotropic order because
of the anisotropic shapes. such as rods or (discs. andl interactions of the lilquid( crystal
Sm1olecules. Anisotropic crystalline order created inl a (efItornable liquji(l state is the
chief cause of the unusual optical properties. respollses to electric fields. and( viscoelastic
behavior in liquid crystals.
The termns "li(ui( crystal" and "liquid-crystalline" can refer to the liquid crystal miole-
cules or to the miesophases that the molecules can form. The'l isotroUpic phase is composed
of ranl(ionllvy or•ielted• liquid crystal molecules. An isotropic phase can transition to an
ordered h(liqui-crys.talline inesophase through changes in conce•.tration, temiperature. ve-
locity fiell. electric fiekl. or magnetic field. These orlderedl li(tuid-crystalline phiases
inchlude the nematic. oblate, cholesteric. andl sinectic phases (lepicte(l in Fig. 2-1. Tile
neinatic phase contains rods with an overall orientation along the direction of the director
vector n but lacks any spatial order. A perfect necmatic phase consists of rods precisely
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Illustration of orientational order in liquid crystals: (a) nematic, (b)
(c) smectic, and (d) columnar discotic phase. (Reproduced from Bhave,
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aligne(l in the saime direction. Similarly. the oblate phase describes rodls oriented around
a plane perpendicular to the director n: a perfect oblate phase consists entirely of rods
oriented perpendicular to n. The cio )lesteric phase is similar to the neinatic phase. bult a
sllpraiolecular spatial structure exists through rotation of n in space. This twist in the
d(irector is directly correlated with the uniilque optical properties of liqulid crystals. Tlhe
snlectic phase resemblles perfect structured neinatic layers arra"nge(d atop one another:
the ro(is cani be orthogonal to the latered structure or tilted within the lavers 17].
Liluid crystals (LCs) are broadly cl(assifie( as t heriotropic and lvotropic. Thr-
inot ropic li(qii(l crystals transition to structured )phases t hroughll changes in tempelrature.
The inesophase may be formed from heating a soli(l crystalline lattice or from coolinll
an issotropic liquid crystal fluid. Lyotropic liquid crystals undergo phase transitiojes as a
fulnction of concentration. Therinotropic inesophases are associateed with low molecullar
weight liquid crystals while lyotropic Inesophases are oftenl associate(l with li(quid crystal
polymers (LC Ps).
The phase behavior of lvotropic LCs are controlled by ster'ic iterlloleclllar interac-
tions. As the systenm concentration is increased. the LCs will undergo a phase transition
from a lisor(lered, isotropic state to an ordlered( . nentatic state.
LCPs' industrial ilmportance stems from I heir uni(ple properties aiind potential ad"van-
tages over other materials in processing and(l in the final pro(hduct. \lMaterials formIle(d from
LCPs (such as Kevlar and Zylon) can hav\e a high tensile modlluls b)ecalse of the mole-
cules" parallel aliginment 521. Also. LCPs are kno()wn for their relaýtive ease of processilig
Ibecamse mnolecular alignment results in lowiered I viscosity andl c(ontrolla)le orientation [99
LCPs have been use(l in miany applications inchidinmg bullet -proof vests. high-performlance
cables. and stealth airplanes 5'2].
Also. recent research on the phase behavior of carb)on iinanotuibes (CNTs) indicates
that carbon nanotubes resemble rigid rods [l0] and exhibit rodflike LC phase behavior
after being dispersedl in superaci(ds 26. 43. 95. 115, 1.18. 151]. The superacids protonate
t:he si(lewalls of the nanotiubes and indllce tube-tul)e repulsion such that the nanotubes
do not bundle together. The added factor of the solvent quality increases the complexity
of the problem of CNT phase behavior, but CNT-based products constitute a promising
new field of applications in need of theoretical and computational study.
The theoretical treatments of discotic liquid crystals are mathematically similar to
those of rodlike liquid crystals; however, discotic liquid crystals tend to have a low mole-
cular weight and thermotropic phase behavior. Intermolecular interactions are less
important in this context. The reader is referred to the work of Rey et al. [27, 28,
59, 128, 129, 148] for a discussion of discotic LCs, particularly carbonaceous mesophases
derived from petroleum pitch.
The aim of this chapter is to describe the characteristic phase behavior and rheological
features of LC systems and to introduce the various theoretical approaches used to model
these phenomena.
2.2 Rheology of liquid-crystalline systems
Like other polymeric materials, the ordered phase behavior of LCs influences their flow
behavior and vice-versa. The local orientation of the rods determines the non-Newtonian
contribution to the stress tensor r and the associated rheological material functions.
2.2.1 Viscoelastic flow behavior
The unique features of liquid-crystalline rheology can be described through the use of ma-
terial functions. These material functions will be introduced with reference to standard
flow systems [7, 99].
The shear stress for a Newtonian fluid is easily calculated as 7 -r-p . where is
the viscosity ry is a constant with respect to the shear rate '-. In simple shear flow,
this is simplified to 7-X = -rq(V/L) where V is the relative velocity of the top plate
relative to the top plate and L is the distance between the plates (Fig. 2-2). Most
polymeric solutions display non-Newtonian shear thinning (decreases in q) as the shear
t
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Figure 2-2: Schematic diagranm of simnple shear flow (Reproduced from Nayak. 1998 [99]).
rate is increased. For LC(s. the viscosity can vary ill time as the orientation of the rods
relative to the flow changes.
For Newtonian fluids in simple shear flow. the first and second normal stress differences
,.., - 7-, all T,-F -- T , are always zero. butt they play an important role in the rheological
behavior of non-Newtonian materials. The associated material functions. the first and
second normal stress coefficients. t, and TI.2 are defined by the normal stress differences
as
v-- -- = 2-
The coefficient T.2 is typically very small and difficult to measure. The first normal
stress coefficient .1I is positive for many polymeric solutions. but can be negative for
liquid-crystalline materials such as LCPs and carbon nanotubes [105]. as illustrated in
Fig. 2-3. Polymer melts in simple shear flow between parallel plates tend to develop
tensile stresses in the flow direction (due to the stretching of the polymer molecules) and
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of positive (a) and negative (b) first normal stress differences N1,
where N1 - 7yy - Txx. (Reproduced from Pasquali, 2004 [105].)
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Figure 2-4: Shear-rate dependence of viscosity for LCPs (reproduced from Onogi and
Asada. 1980 [101]).
compressive stresses in the cross-stream direction. creating a positive first normal stress
coefficient.. It has been experimentally shown that adding rodlike molecules such as
carbon nanotubes to a polymer melt will reverse this effect [72]. but the physical origin
of this negative normal stress difference remains unclear _105].
The typical viscosity dependence on slhear rate of LCP systems is qualitatively de-
picted. in Fig. 2-4. At very low shear rates (Region 1). LCP show shear-thinning behavior.
Region I is marked by constant viscosity. and Region III depicts a final shear-thinning
region at intermediate to high shear rates .4. 101]. Many LCP solutions exhibit behavior
showing all three regions. although some show behavior associate(d with only one of the
three regions [4]. Rheo-optical mneasurements show that this unusual viscosity depen-
dence is associated with the motion of domains within the system [101]. A domain is
defined as a region of uniform rod orientation much larger than an iindividual rod length.
but much smaller than the macroscopic experimental length scale. The abrupt defect
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Figure 2-5: Illustration of domain structure of liquid-crystalline materials. (1) A polydo-
main system, (2) dispersed domains, and (3) a monodomain system roughly correspond
to the three-region dependence of viscosity on shear rate. (Reproduced from Onogi and
Asada, 1980 [101].)
boundaries (or "disclinations") between domains occur on the length scale of a rod. As
the shear rate is increased, the domains decrease in size and become more oriented with
respect to one another; this decreases the number of defects and the degree of misalign-
ment between the domains, thus decreasing the viscosity. A physical representation of
the polydomain system in the three regions is shown in Fig. 2-5. The ability to under-
stand and model the behavior of the viscosity at variable shear rates is critical for the
processing of LCPs and similar materials.
Experiments confirm that LCPs experience time-periodic behavior, such as tumbling
[15, 79, 130]. Other unusual time-dependent rheological phenomena associated with
domains are damped oscillations in stress unrelated to molecular relaxation [94]. These
time-periodic phenomena and the transitions between them also impact the rheology
and properties of LCP-derived products. Defects and texture in the final structure of a
I I
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product can undermine the desired mechanical. optical, and electrical properties.
2.2.2 Equation of motion
The structure and flow of LCPs are described by the continuity equation and the equa-
tion of motion for the velocity field v(r) coupled with an equation for the evolution of
structure.
In the inertialess limit. the equations of motion and continuity equation simplify to
r•,V -(Vv + Vv') - V -(rp pb) = 0. (2.1)
V -v = 0. (2.2)
where rl, is the solvent viscosity, v is the velocity. p is the pressure. and r7, is the
non-Newtonian contribution of the stress tensor. It is useful to split the polymeric
contribution 7, into an elastic stress term -r and a viscous stress term Vv : 7, 134].
These equations are made dimensionless by scaling the equatioin of motion by a velocity
scale I. a macroscopic length scale LI,. a time scale L\ /V. and a pressure and stress scale
o;,'!L3,! where i/, -= - tlip. where t,, is the viscosity of the polymer. The V2v terni in
Eq. (2.1) can become very small if i, << ,ip. For computations. the DEVSS-G (Discrete
Elastic-Viscous Split Stress) formulation is introduced to guarantee the ellipticity of the
equation of motion (Eq. (2.1)) [14. 86. 136]. The DEVSS-G computational formulation
involves the decoupling of 7r, into elastic and viscous components and the use of an
auxiliary variable G that represents the velocity gradient interpolant. Adding and
subtracting i,,G and dividing the equation by rlo yields
(V(v - Vv') - V (, G' : [- - (1 - 3, [I I -- p) = 0. (2.3)
where ., = *,/(,. + t;p) is the dimensionless solvent viscosity. and I is a fourth-order
isotropic tensor. The quantity G rather than Vv is used to compute r7,. ensuring that
the stress is continuous.
Theories of LC dynamics aim to describe the evolution of structure in the system and
connect that structure to the quantity P7 for use in the equation of motion (Eq. (2.3)).
2.3 Theoretical treatments of liquid-crystalline struc-
ture and dynamics
Models used to describe the phase behavior and rheology of liquid-crystalline systems are
described here with a discussion of the limitations and predictive power of each model.
The two basic groupings of models of LC rheology are the Leslie-Ericksen (LE) and Doi
theories. The LE theory treats an LC system as a perfectly-aligned continuum material
locally described only by the director field n(r, t), where r is the position vector and t
is time. In this model, gradients in this director create elastic stresses that drive the
rheological behavior of the system.
The Doi molecular theory in its homogeneous form focuses on describing the dynamics
of the rod orientation distribution function and the associated contributions to the stress
tensor by solution of a diffusion equation derived from kinetic theory; the Doi theory is
ultimately based on kinetic theory and on Onsager's free energy expression for rigid rods,
to which we now turn our attention.
2.3.1 Onsager's theory for rigid, interacting rods
An extension of Onsager's pioneering work [102] on the phase behavior of rigid rods serves
as the starting point for our analysis of the free energy of nonhomogeneous systems of
lyotropic liquid crystals.
The probability that a rod will be at point r and oriented in direction u is given by
the distribution function f(r, u), where the orientation u is a unit vector described by
the spherical angles 0 and 0. Integrating f over all orientations gives the local number
density n(r). (The number density is sometimes denoted by p(r) as well.) Integrating
f over all orientat"ions an(d positions gives the total number of rods in the system: f is
normalized such that the average (lenlsit in the system is A. (Note that some theoretical
treatments of the Onsager theory normalize f(u) to 1 at each point r if n is indlpen(lent
of r.) The local or(er ill a systeml is express(ed through the syn mnetric. traceless ord•er
tensor S(r) as
I IS(r) (r. u)(uu - )u. (2.4)
Invariants of the tensor S give scalar mneasures of order the milost useful scalar ieasure
is S.. dlefined( as
S(r) - ((S(r) -S(r)) : S(r)) :". (2.5)
The (lirector n is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of S with the largest
ablsolute value. If S is (liagonalized and two of the components are equal. then f is
uniaxial aboultn n anid the local order is completelv described cby ,S. with S -. '(nn-- 6'3).
The three simplest phases formed by rigi( rodls are uniaxial: Isotropic (disorderedl.
S5= -). neinatic (rods aligned along n. S > 0), and oblate (rods aligiiedl along a plane
perpenllicular to n. S < 0). The value S . 1 correspon(ls to perfect nenatic ahliginent
and(l '= -1/2 corresponds to perfect oblate alignment. The biaxiality x is m•:easlre(l
as the difference between the two eigenvalues of S with the smallest absolute values.
Anothe(r usef•tl measure of 5(r) for a noinhonogeneou s system is .. . t he (1 sitv-weighted
mean of S'(r). defineid as
Sn (r)S(r)dr{5} -- - - dr. (2.6)f o(r)dIr
Note that brackets surrouniiing a flunction of u indicate any u-dependent quantity nnul-
tiplied by vf ant integrat(ed over orientation space. written as
l) - /f J(r. u/ (u)du. (2.7)
while braces surrounding a function of only r (as in Eq. (2.6)) in(dicate a (density-weighted
average over r divided by the total number of rods in the system.
Free energy expression
The dimensionless free energy of a nonhomogeneous system of interacting rods of infinite
aspect ratio is a functional of f(r, u, t). Following Koch and Harlen [73] the dimensionless
free energy is written as the virial expansion
F(f, A; N) 4f (r, )du) dr
kBT )duldr
+ f (ri, ul) f(r2 = r + ri, U2)B(r, ul, 2)du1du 2drdr 1
(f (r )drdu. (2.8)
where A is a Lagrange multiplier necessary for normalization, nr is the bulk isotropic
coexistence density, N is the average density of the system, and B represents the excluded
volume interaction between two rods with orientations ul and u2 and centers of mass
separated by r. The free energy may be used to define a surface tension y- between
coexisting phases as shown in [73]. For isotropic-nematic coexistence, / is defined in
dimensionless form as
b/2
-B= ( OA ) = F,' dz, (2.9)
0
where A is the dimensionless area (scaled by dL) and F,!, is the free energy due to the
interface. F,, is calculated by finding the total free energy of a system with one interface
and subtracting out the free energy that would result if the bulk isotropic and nematic
phases did not interact [73].
The expression for the free energy in Eq. (2.8) is truncated after the second virial
coefficient because of the high aspect ratio of the rods [4, 133]. Inclusion of the third
virial coefficient in the virial expansion is theoretically and computational intractable. If
the distribution function f is homogeneous. then Eq. (2.8) reduces to Onsager's original
expression and B = sin(ul.uj). We follow Koch and Harlen in using it = -4.25 [73]
although the value is arbitrary for computational purposes. Note that A behaves as a
reference chemical potential [22].
All stable and unstable equilibrium solutions of f are extreina of the free energy. To
find equilibrium solutions of f. the first variation of the free energy with respect to f.
ci, is set to zero. vielding the Euler-Lagrange equation
In( u ) 1 - f (r = r r 1 .u)B(r. ut. u)du.dr =0. (2.10)
where the final term in Eq. (2.10) represents the dimiensionless intermolecular potential
(P. The distribution flunction f is scaled with (IL . and variations iin f over a distance of
order d are neglecte(d because of the high aspect ratio.
An equilibrium solution is stable if it minimizes the free energy with respect to any
infinitesimal perturbation in f at constant N [13]. This means that the second variation
of the free energy with respect to f must be positive, written as
(YF(f. A: N) > 0. (2.11)
in order to have a stable equilibrium solution .138].
Rod-rod interaction
For excluled-volumne interactions. the integrand in (D corresponds to the "excluded vol-
ume" that a rod at (r2. u2) cannot enter because of the presence of a rod at (r1 . ut).
Onsager's original formulation is based on the assumption that f is homogeneous in
r. For this homogeneous case. the pairwise excluded volume of cylindrical rods with
Figure 2-6: Excluded volume between two rods oriented at u and u'. (Reproduced from
Doi and Edwards, 1986 [37].) The parallelepiped has a volume of 2dL 2. The rod with
orientation u is held constant, and the excluded volume is the volume that is disallowed
for the center of mass for the rod with orientation u'.
spherical caps is given as
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B(Ul, u2) = 2wLd2 + -4dd + 2L 2djU1 X U21. (2.12)3
(Note the contradictions regarding Eq. (2.12) found in previous studies caused by con-
fusion of the diameter and radius of the rod [4, 5, 37, 55, 133].) Fig. 2-6 shows a
parallelepiped of volume 2L 2dlul x u2 1 denoting the excluded volume between two rods.
For high aspect ratios, the final term dominates. Straley [133] extended this analysis
to a nonhomogeneous system. In the mean-field approximation of rod-rod interactions,
the intermolecular potential ((rl, ul) felt by a test rod is written as
(rl, u, t) = kBT B(rl-r 2 , ul, u 2)f(r 2 , u2, t)dr2 du 2 . (2.13)
(Reproduced fr(omFigS"Iue 2-7: Geometr3v of)
Stralev. 1973 [133].)
This expression is equivalelnt to the final teri in Eq
TB - 1: otherwise. B1
(2.10). If the two rods overlap.
0. Stralev ussedl the obtlio 1 e coordinates (,. /1. ) illllstritel ill
Fig. 2-7 to write the inlt elm.11( Iec.ulal (listance as
Sl X 112)
Ul • x u)
The molecules overlap if Ic L/2, i < L/2. a tnd ( td 13:3. Using these obtliquc
coordlinuates. Eq. (2.1-1) is rewrittenl as
LI2 L. 2 7L
. .2 .2
U l X U 2
U IX Ul2
[f f varies only in one diimensioni !I. this expression can be analytically simplifiedl to the
form used by Koch and1 Harlren [731 where (D is written as
(2.1-)
__
two int ersecting rods in oblique coordlinates.
u ) ut xu ')s d( d-/duc. (2. 15)
(z 1, ul) =2kBT lu xIu f (y2, u2)>( -Y21, u1.U2)dy2du2,
and the trapezoidal function K is written as
(y + a)/(P ,u2)
(-h - a) 1 2)
(a - y)/P p2
for -h > y > -a
for
for
h > y > -h
a> y>h
i = ey * ui
1
a =- (i + P2),2
h = max(/QI - P/2 - ),2
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
and e, is the unit vector in the y-direction. These results can be derived from the general
form for 1 given by Eq.
and van Roij [127].
(2.15). This is equivalent to the form of 1 used by Shundyak
If spatial gradients in f are small, then the distribution function f in Eq. (2.15)
may be expanded in a Taylor series about rl. The leading-order term is analogous to
Onsager's original homogeneous expression for excluded volume (Eq. (2.12)), simplified
here as
4ons(ri, u1) =2kBTdL2 f u1 xu 2 f(r 1 , u2)du2. (2.21)
This expression can be further simplified by expanding the quantity Iu x u21 in terms of
surface spherical harmonics [36].
IU1 x 2 = 1 - 1 - 6/3) : (u 2 -6/3)+....4 16- - (2.22)
If tensors of fourth-rank and higher order are neglected, this expansion may be substi-
(2.16)
(YU, U1, U2)
where
(2.17)
tuted into Eq. (2.21) to yield a mean-field excluded volume potential written as
xso(r.u) = TdL- (r) - n(rl)(ulut - 6/3) S . (2.23)
" Hij "kB _L2 y-, rl9 -32 ( "
and often approximated as
tI.s(rl. ui) =kABTdL - t(ri)(uu - 6/3) : S . (2.24)
The first term in Eq. (2.23) is frequently omitted 5, 36]: this is erroneous for any
system where the local density varies in r. (I•~is is termed the 1Maier-Saupe potential
because of the similarity to a potential previously used by Maier and Saupe for studies
of therinotropic low-mnolecular-weight LCs [88. 89]. Actually. their potential features
a t emnperature-dependlent prefactor that controls the isotropic-nematic transition. This
prefactor represents the potential strength CU. The utility of expanding the integrand of
Eq. (2.21) to get Eq. (2.24) will be made apparent in our discussion of LC dynamics.
The quasi-homogeneous potentials in Eqs. (2.21. 2.24) have been described in ref. [5]
as capturing only "the contribution fromin the excluded volume potential from an interac-
tion between two rods with coincident centers-of-mass." In reality,. these potentials do
indeed capture interactions between rods at a. distance if the assumption of homogeneous
f is correct. When f is nonhomogeneous. it is necessary to capture gradients in f in
the potential (D because the rods are extended in space and interact at a distance. The
most accurate way to (do this is through the rigorous potentials described in Eq. (2.15)
(or Eq. (2.16) if gradients in f are limited to one dinlension). Also. the potentials in
Eqs. (2.21) and (2.24) are made more accurate by retaining more terms in the Taylor
series expansion. (Again. this Taylor series expansion assumes a gradual variation of f
in space.) The retention of an additional term in the Taylor series expansion changes
Eq. (2.21) to
4HR.j(rl. ul) =2kpeTdL/ lui xuI f(rl. u,)du,
1 
11X
Figure 2-8: The Marrucci-Greco potential utilizes a finite length scale of interaction e in
a capsule-like region around the rod. (Reproduced from Bhave, 1992 [5])
+ kBTbL (UU U 2U2) VVf(,U 2) 1 X U2 du 2. (2.25)
This potential is termed the "hard-rod" potential in [5]. Again, the spherical harmonic
expansion is used to write this potential in a Maier-Saupe-like form as
1HR(rl, ul) = -n(rl)kBTdL 2(uu - 6/3) : S(ri)
k TdL4kBTdL VV : ((uuuu) : (uu - 6/3) + (uuuu) : (uu - 6/3)). (2.26)
16
A similar extension to the Maier-Saupe potential has been proposed by Marrucci and
Greco [56, 57, 90] and used by Leal and co-workers [123, 124]. These authors propose
an arbitrary, finite interaction range f around the rod, pictured in Fig. 2-8. Within this
capsule-shaped range, all rods interact with the test rod equally, while rods outside the
range do not interact with the test rod at all. If £ r L, then the Marrucci potential is
similar to (4 HR. If it is assumed that f > L, then the practical, Maier-Saupe-like form
of this mean field potential is written as
4iMar(ri, ul) =- 3 kTdL2n(r)(uu - 6/3) : S2
0 4
-0
n 1.
--4 45 5 55 6 65 7 75
Figure 2-9: Bifurcation diagram for homogeneous system of rigid rods. Dotted lines (- -)
indicate unstable states and solid lines ( ) indicate stable states.
-kf• Td(L - V [on(r)(uu - 6'/3) : S: (2.27)
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Homogeneous Equilibrium Phase Behavior
The spatially-homogeneous form of the Onsager problem is well-known. and the horno-
geneous phase diagram for the (o,, potential is shown in Fig. 4-1. The isotropic branch
(S = 0) is an equilibrium solution for all values of N. For smnall A. the isotropic state
is stable but becomes unstable at the critical (spinodal) point. V = AN- = 5.09 where
there is a transcritical bifturcation with subcritical. unstable. prolate (nemlatic) states and
supercritical. unstable. oblate states branching away fromiO the base state. The prolate
solution regains stability at a limiit poinlt X = 4.44. This stable nematic family
exists for all higher values of A and evolves toward perfect alignment (S -- 1) with
increasing AN. For VNi,, < N <K 1 both the neinatic and isotropic states are stable.
-_----------
," In
\ ,Vi, =. I.44i
'I ' ' ' ' ' ' _i
NEMATIC A
SISOROPIC i CONCENTRATION N-o
NO PHASE PHASE SEPARATION BY
SEPARATION I I SPINODAL DECOMPOSIMON
PHASE SEPARATION BY
NUCLEATION AND OROWTH
NUCLEATION AND SPINODAL
GROWTH DECOMPOSITION
Figure 2-10: Schematic of the mechanisms for the disorder-order phase transition for
rodlike liquid crystals. (Reproduced from Bhave, 1992 [5].)
For N > NJ, the isotropic state is an unstable equilibrium state, and for N < N•im, the
nematic equilibrium states do not exist. For the homogeneous Onsager potential (ons,
N* = 5.09 [76] and Ni'.m = 4.44 [55]. Additional homogeneous unstable solutions bifur-
cate from the isotropic branch at high values of N [55, 70], and stable smectic solutions
bifurcate from the nematic branch for high packing fractions [97].
The homogeneous phase diagram illustrates how the disorder-order phase transition
may proceed (Fig. 2-10). For IlVm < N < N*, a phase transition can occur through
nucleation and growth. For N > N, the isotropic state will spontaneously transition to
the nematic state through spinodal decomposition.
I
Wall Interactions
The phase behavior of rigid rods in the presence of hard walls is another experimentally
and industrially important equilibrimn. tu,1,  is the external potential on a rod exerted
by a wall. [1091. written as
S or for y - i < e-u..
= (r. u) 2 (2.28)for U - !,,,,l > ,e'-u
where y is the y-component of r. and the wall lies in a plane perpendicular to the unit
vector e. This potential prevents any part of a rod from intersecting with the wall. This
potential is added to ( in Eq. (2.10) when computing free energy extrema of the system.
In. practice, Pb,,.,,1 is approxinlated by various techniques to prevent the intersection of
rods with the wall.
The wall interactions can be reproduced by approximating the wall as a high-density
layer of aligned, frozen rods. Yu and Zhang emlployed this technique by approximating
4,,.,,o/ as Eq. (2.13) with the Dirac delta function for the boundary molecules [149]. This
potential causes rods that interact with the boundary to experience a force orienting
thein in a particular direction. Other studies that evolve S rather than f simply use
a boundary condition to fix S at the wall. These techniques yield LC behavior that is
markedly different from Eq. (2.28) because they specify a preferred nematic director at
the wall. whereas a true hard wall would only specify that the nematic director must
lie in the plane of the wall. Yu and Zhang justify this technique by imagining possible
chemical treatments on hard walls that would chemically anchor or tether LCs to the
walls at. a given angle.
Rigi
Figure 2-11: Illustration of rigid bead-rod model. The kinetic theory for bead-rod models
is equivalent to the kinetic theory for rigid rod models. (Reproduced from [5].)
2.3.2 Doi molecular theory of rigid, interacting rods
Development of diffusion equation
The rigorous kinetic-theory description of the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation is
described in detail elsewhere [5, 34] as an extension of the homogeneous diffusion equation
for rigid bead-rod micromechanical models of LCs as shown in Fig. 2-11 [8]. We focus
on a few critical aspects of the derivation.
The forces acting on the molecules are the hydrodynamic force, the Brownian force,
and the excluded volume force. The Brownian force results in a simple diffusion term in
physical and orientational space. The excluded volume force is calculated as gradients
of 1 in physical and orientational space. The hydrodynamic force describes the drag
experienced by spherical bead in the bead-dumbbell model as it moves through the
solution. Hydrodynamic interaction is neglected such that one bead's influence on the
local velocity field experienced by a nearby bead is neglected; this approximation is widely
employed due to the difficulty of computing the perturbations to the local velocity field
of the beads [34].
In the mean-field approximation. the Doi diffusion equation for f is written as
Of [f
-7 . -fLvtD.VfI T D.Vt
R . [-(G' - u - GT: uuu)f D,.R ir'D ' (2.29)
where (F(r.u.t) is the excluded-volumne molecular field. R is the rotational gradient
operator ux Vu. D,. is the rotational (liffusivity. G is the velocity gradient tensor cle-
fined as G -Vv. uand D is the translational diffusivity tensor. which is lefinle(d as
D - D_(6 ---- uu) + D:luu. where D_ and Dil are the components of D perpendicu-
lar and parallel to the orientation u. The two quantities in brackets are the fluxes in
r-space and u-space. respectively. Equation (2.29) conserves the distribution function
f. The quantities in the diffusion equation are scaled as y/L. fdL i. 4/kBT. and tD,..
In the absence of flow. Equation (2.29) fits the Cahn-Hilliard formulation of spinodal
decomposition [126] for a system with both spatial and orientational degrees of freedom.
For a conserved order parameter varying in r and u. the Cahn-Hilliard equation is written
as [106]
.x= V -M - - -M- (2.30)
SSf(r. u. t) f(r. u. f)
where IMr and M•l are entropy-producing operators related to the imolcular mobility.
With a choice of Mr =- D and MIu = D,.6. Eq. (2.30) reduces to Eq. (2.29) for no flow.
This establishes the thermodynamic consistency of Eq. (2.29) and connects the complex
phase transitions of rigid-rod systems to classic Cahn-Hilliard spinodal decomposition.
The Cahn--Hilliard formalism is also used in phase-field modlels of thermotropic LCs to
describe interfaces and phase transitions [110 113].
The nonhomogeneous diffiusion equation (Eq. (2.29)) is often simplified for homnoge-
neous flows to
0f -_f )f-. DJf
= R (--(G . u - GDR: uuu)f + D,.Rf I TR(). (2.31)
Ot kAT
A homogeneous intermolecular potential such as (on,• or •irs is typically used for the
homogeneous diffusion equation, and f is normalized to 1. The second moment of the
distribution function, (uu), is the only quantity necessary in the constitutive equation
[4]. The diffusion equation is averaged over orientation space [5, 37] with Qjrs to give
the evolution equation of (uu) as
(uu)() = -6D,n(r)S - 2G': (uuuu)
+3n(r)D[S - (uu) + (uu) -S] - 6n(r)D,.S : (uuuu). (2.32)
This equation demonstrates the utility and widespread use of #xjs and other potentials
that can be cast in terms of S. Variations in density are typically neglected in Eq. (2.32).
The difficulty with Eq. (2.32) lies in the fourth-order tensor (uuuu). The evaluation of
this term requires an evolution equation for (uuuu) which will in turn require (uuuuuu),
etc. A common technique used to obtain a closed-form equation for the evolution of
(uu) is the closure approximation [36],
(uuuu (uu) (uu). (2.33)
Although this approximation succeeds in its aim of closing Eq. (2.32), quantitative
predictions of the theory suffer as a result. For instance, Eq. (2.32) with 4o,,. correctly
predicts AN = 16/7r, while the Maier-Saupe potential :DYrs predicts NJ = 5. The
use of the closure approximation changes this prediction to N* = 3. Other closure
approximations have been recommended to minimize these inaccuracies [18, 19, 46].
The utility of a tensor-based intermolecular potential such as D,,s is apparent in Eq.
(2.32). Rather than evolving the entire distribution function f, only the second moment
of f needs to be evolved in time. However, the use of (,Ds is problematic because Durs
does not capture any gradients in structure.
A common technique of extending Eq. (2.32) is the addition of a interaction term
This can be done through the ulse of M(G ,,,. 123. 1241 or
bv a(dding a "long--range" Frank elastic tern to the "short-range" MaN ier-Saupe potenl tial
(Dli.,ý 158. 60. 121. 139. 140]. Leal et aI.
tensor-based evolution eq(tuation a s
D(uu)
DI
G'. iuu - luu)- G'
6D, •,,,.((uu) (uu, ll
1
S( V 2 u u u
123. 124] ulse(d (D,,, to write a simplified.
GDS - 2G' i (uuuu
:1\U
(,u)ll V2 (/u1
: (uuuu
(2.34)2V ~uU 2 ,luuut ).
wVhllce( the nlmo(lified •1 x,. is writtel as
i, (illI- u2
... --
) : Uu.
and( I •I,,, is the nematic potential strengoth, a phenoi•ienological paramle(ter analogous to
A_.
Hydrodynamnic drag
The two dliffiisivitv ratios in Eq. (2.29) are exptressed as
-- (9. )k
anii
(2.37)
(Note that <_ 1 for rods.)
ro0(5 are ((,d
The values of the diffusivity ratios for a d(ilute solution of
12 and 3 , = 0.5 33. 34. 371. although one derivation based( on head-rod(
kinetic theory pre(licts (\,1 4 5 . The actual dilulte vaiiues for the dliffusivities 33. 34. 371
are written tas
(2.38)
(2.36)
that includes gradients of S.
D, /DI
3 k j, T In ( L /id)
kBT ln(L/d)
D, =. (2.39)
and
kBT ln(L/d)
D = ,L(2.40)
The values of the diffusivities is a matter of some debate. Larson and Ottinger argued
that a rigorous accounting of the rotational diffusivity should be orientation-dependent
in order to capture the anisotropy of a nematic solution [79]. In such a case, a more
accurate D, may be computed as
Dr(u) = Dro f (u') u x u' du -) (2.41)
but most computational and theoretical studies employ an averaged value of D, or use
an empirical estimate; see Eq. (2.44).
The controversy over diffusivity ratios mainly focuses on the concentration depen-
dence. In the kinetic theory derivation of Bhave, [5], the tensorial friction coefficient (
in the hydrodynamic force is empirically expressed as
( = ([uu+ (6 - uu)], (2.42)
Udrag
where (7drag is the anisotropic drag parameter and ( is a scalar friction coefficient [9].
can be inverted to give the drag tensor Z as
1 1
_ -Z= [adraqgUU (1 - u)uu]. (2.43)
Note that Z is directly proportional to D and that adra and 3 are equal. The controversy
centers around the value of drag. Doi and Edwards' development of the homogeneous
diffusion equation illustrates the difficulty [37]. They first develop expressions for the
phase behavior of dilute solutions of rods using the dilute values of the diffusivities; so-
lutions are considered as dilute if N < 1/L 3. They then move to describe the dynamics
of senllidlute solutions iin the concen.tration• range of 1/ L: `  < 1 idL . For this
semlillihitee egile where rods have infiltent but non-negligible interaction. t hey phe-
nomienologically modify the diffisivities to reflect the entlnuglelnent effect of surroiunding
rodls. Doi anil Elwairds suggest an empiirical estimate for the averaged r-,r,.
,
, 1 as
'1-, ý (= 0(L A-N)2  1 S : S (2.44)
xwxhere the empirical paramceter b",., is theoreticaltv estilmated(I to be ordel ()(l(). No
intermiolecular potential was usecd in the selii(lihit( regime. The use of Eq. (2.441)
is often imapractical. so c,,,,, is tXpically considere(l to be a constant. A numb)er of
stullies improved( thleoret;ical andl computational estimates of (onceitration effects on the
(liffisivities thel seuidilite concentration regimne [11. 12 50). 71. 87. 100. 1:37. I)ut it
remains unclear how to employ these emupiricisins wlen an interimole(ular potential is
used in Eq. (2.29) for use in the concentrated solutiolus.
Finallv. Doi and( Edwards dlevelop the full nonhornoge-neous Doi (liff-usion e(puatioHn
for concentrated solutions (A > 1 "dL ): the fuill diffusion e(uation shown in Eq. (2.29)
inchl(des aim excll(ided-vohlnme potclltial .D Subse(quent st •nhes of phase transitions 5.
126. 147] argue(l that rotationa dilfusiol amid tranislational (ifusioll perpe•dicilhir to
the rod(1. axis would be verv snmall relative to the rept ation-like l.iffusion along the ro(l
axis: these stulldies set. D: D,. = ). Dhont amd Briels -33] recently arguaed that
the liluute values of the, difflusivities shouldl I1e u1) sed since the internioletcular potential 'D
should( accouint for the presence of' surrounlinig rods. They arguled that priot st ldies
were essentially 'double-comuting" the entianLglmonemnt effect bv iincludillg )both ( an(d -
dlepenent (liffusivities. The fact that both the entanglement emp"iric•sm ns ( Eq. (2.44))
and the intermnolecular potential (1) are used at thle sanle tille ill 126. 147 i seeIl
t:o support tht at arg unelnt: hoiwever. Dhont and Briels assumnptions result in aphvsical
predictions for spinoldal decomposition 162] as shown iI chap)ter 6.
- side n
+ side
Figure 2-12: Schematic of a fluid plane straddled by a rigid dumbbell of orientation u.
(Reproduced from Nayak, 1998 [99].)
Constitutive equation
The polymeric contribution to the stress tensor of a bead-rod LC model can be derived
from kinetic theory as follows [8, 36, 99]. If a plane perpendicular to n is drawn (Fig.
2-12) such that a bead-rod dumbbell of orientation u straddles it, then the number of
rods within the range du about the orientation u that penetrate the unit area of the
plane is rnL(n -u)fdu. The force on the solvent exerted by the bead on the positive side
of the plane is written as F + . The contribution of all beads to this force per unit area
on the plane is written as
u,n.u>O L(n -u)F+fdu. (2.45)
Similarly, the force contribution by the negative-side beads on the negative-side solvent
is written as
n.u<O L(-n -u)F-fdu. (2.46)
/I
J
The forces on either si(de muist he equal opposite. such that the total force contribution
per lunlit area of the plaine is
n - , / L(n - u)Ffdu. (2.417)
As in thle dlerivation of the dliffusionl equation. the forces ex"ertedl b the rod are the
Iv drodiantric force. Browniaii force. and excluded-volu]icn force. The final form of thle
polvinleri cont riitlltiotn to the stre(ss is
1
i [uu 3 -- : uuuu uRi . (2.4-)D,
When Eq. (2.I48) is tused ill Eq. (2.3). the disparity b)etweeln the length. tinte. anid
stress scales imust be resolveld. The Deborah number. i.e.. the relaxation timescale of
the polvymert (ivi(le(d the tillmesc(ale of t he process 7]. is defined ais 1) -- (/L, ) L D,
The length scale of thlie process L i must be expressed in terms of the rod length scale L
in ord(er to couple Eq. (2. 18) to Eq. (2.29) with a consistent length scale. In order to
scale Tr, I) l(,(/L ) rather tthan l,, D, (where li A XF,, i'7I) ). -r,, mlist h)e multipliedl
by the (quantity (t i- )iD ii order to be used in Eq. (2.3) 13.1]. lThiiis. the ('correctiv
scal(el"l 71, is
7, - 3(uu - 6 3 +- D (ý,: uuuu11 (uR)11 (2.49)
The Doi models predictions for LC rheology are in qualitative aOgreement withli experiment
at ilt ermlledihatc to high shear rates (Regions II andl III of Fi. 2-4 The Di model
lias also been usedl to model isothermal spinning of LCP fibers 51. 116. 117].
2.3.3 Leslie-Ericksen
Before the development of the Doi theory. Ericksen [41, 42]. Leslie s:3. 8- 1. ai(nd Parodi
1041] (develoIpe( a continuum theorv. of viscoelasticity of LC solutions. This theoiry is
Oft am OPM
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Figure 2-13: Bend, twist, and splay distortions of LC systems. (Reproduced from
Stephen and Straley, 1974 [131].)
based on a continuum description that neglects molecular-scale interactions and assumes
perfect order (S = 1) at all points in space. Nonhomogeneities in space are expressed
solely through variation of the director field n(r). The polymeric contribution to the
stress is derived from Frank's theory of elasticity for nematic LCs. The Frank/Oseen
elastic free energy per unit volume is written as
1 1 1
FFrank = K'll(V -n)2 -+ 2 2 (n. V x n)2 +-K 33(n x V x n)2. (2.50)2 2 2
where K 11 , K 22, and K33 are the elastic constants associated with splay, twist, and bend
elastic strain depicted in Fig. 2-13. These constants should not necessarily be equal,
but they are frequently treated as such for simplicity's sake. The Frank/Oseen elastic
free energy can also be expressed in terms of the order para"meter S as
1 1
F-,.,,,,u = -L 1 V(S: S) L sL(V S) (V S).9 9 - (2.51)
where the elastic moduli L 1 and L2 can be related to KJI. K..22 . an(d I: in the uniaxial
limit. The elastic contribution to 7, is calculated ats
S _, V(n.6 - (Vn) (2.52)
and the viscous stress contribution to r7 is calculated as
r, = ---h[tnnnn : j + 2nI,nN - 2-(:iNn -49 --.-a ,nn -+ ay " nn .
Dn
-- w- n.Dt
A is the rate-of-strain tensor. and w is the vorticity tensor [4. 5. [17].
0( coefficients are in(lependent since o.) -- -(: = ( -- (n:, 1041. NeglR
the evolution of the director field is governed by Oseen's equation
Only five of the six
xcting external fields.
D 2 n
., t 2  g - V- r "'Dt2 (2.55)
Wh reO
g = ?(..),c:.un - 0/3 o,,, n En',,,ni:7n-
trr""r = -Poser ~,,n 6( Vn)
P~,owr, is a material constant. and the constants "o. ,, and • 0s,,,, are arbitrary since
no one director orientation is preferable. The problem of arbitrary( director can be
eliminated by taking the cross-product of Eq. (2.55) with n and rewriting the result as
where
(2.53)
(2.54)
(115  0 (J)
--- --- i/-2 (2.56)
(2.57)
I
+(o._, --- (v:ý)n
a torque balance [75] as
6(Vn) 6n 2
The assumption of linear dependence of stress on shear rate limits the applications of
the LE theory to low deformation rates and prevents the theory from predicting nonlinear
rheological properties [5]. The theory's applicability to high molecular-weight LCs is
limited although the LE theory has been used extensively for low molecular-weight LCs
[29]. A related shortcoming is the fact that the LE theory is incapable of describing
phase transitions because perfect order is assumed throughout the system. Also, the
large number of phenomenological constants which much be determined experimentally
limits the practical usefulness of the theory.
The LE theory accurately predicts experimental results for low shear rates but loses
accuracy at intermediate and high shear rates. The LE theory has also been used to
analyze flow instabilities for tumbling in simple shear flows [4].
2.3.4 Combinations of Doi and LE theories
A number of researchers have attempted to write a unifying theory that captures the
best qualities of both the LE and Doi formulations, since the LE equations typically
apply to low molecular-weight LCs and the Doi theory is typically applied to LCPs.
Beris and Edwards [4] used the Poisson bracket formalism to create a single theory
that reduces to the LE theory and the Doi theory in the appropriate limits. Rey and
coworkers [58, 60, 121, 139, 140] utilize a Landau-de Gennes-based equation for the
Jaumann derivative of S as
= FR(S, /) + Oe(S), (2.59)
where the flow contribuiton Fi , is
:3
S)S - •S -S
:S)S 4.S-S
{(S S) : f}l6.
an(l the elastic contributioln 0s=
long-range interactions written as
0 4t,,./ - n,,/, can be (decompose(I into) short-range and(
i:3) S - US S UC (S • S)S -- (S (2.61)
anld 1
,,, - I V2:
-(V(V -S)) -
S (LJ -){V(V S)
-tr(V(V c s))6}i. (2.62)
i,> is a theri.od(vnarnic parameter governing tile flow. U is a potential strength. 'f1
. /•-(6), ) is a D,-dependent viscosity, and S is the .iauinann derivative of S.
,;- 1_ t 1, ( is it (0lttprllTt vs~ s
OS
S - (v- S -w.J (2.63)
where (Vv -- Vv )/2. The (limnensionless numhbers DL (Deborah nuimher ) and Er
(Ericksen unbler) for simple shear flow are given )v
D - V '(D, H).
Eir -VHijr/LI.
for a velocity scale V ani(l channel height H. In Rey's parlance t39]. the Deborah
unmber is the ratio of the short-range interaction time scale to the flow time scale. and
IS~j+-,
I
(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.65)
S)6Fj?(S. •) =
S--ý- S - S -S --
O.,!,,,. = --6D,. ( : S)(51,.
the Ericksen number is the ratio of viscous torque to long range elastic torque. The
quantity Er/De represents the ratio of short-range elasticity to long-range elasticity. In
the limit as Er -+ cl, Eq. (2.59) reduces to the homogeneous Doi theory with a Maier-
Saupe-like potential. In the limit as De -+ 0, Eq. (2.59) reduces to the LE theory.
The strong mathematical similarity between Eq. (2.59) and Eq. (2.34) should be noted.
Although Eq. (2.59) is phenomenological, it still captures the same essential forces as
tensor-based extensions of the Doi theory.
Equation (2.59) and other attempts to incorporate both molecular theory and Frank
elasticity into the stress tensor evolution equations still fail to capture many of the critical
physical phenomena that dominate LC rheology such as interfaces, defects, wall effects,
etc. because they are unable to describe sharp gradients in structure.
2.3.5 Domains and mesoscopic formulations
Because of the domain-dominated rheological behavior observed in the work of Onogi
and Asada [101] and Larson and Mead [78] and other experimental studies, several at-
tempts have been made to develop models for domain dynamics and their contributions
to LC rheology. Domains are much larger than individual rods but still much smaller
than macroscopically observable quantities such as the stress tensor; a collection of mis-
aligned domains are pictured in Fig. 2-14. These macroscopic quantities are obtained
from spatial averages over many domains. Pioneering work on polydomain systems was
carried out by Marrucci and Maffettone [91, 92] who extended a simple planar version of
Eq. (2.31) to polydomain systems by assuming that each domain experienced the same
kinematics and averaging the shear response of many domains with different orientations
[91]. They also developed a mesoscale evolution equation for a domain distribution func-
tion [92] which describes the probability of finding a domain with a particular average
orientation, (analogous to Eq. (2.31)).
Similarly, Larson and Doi used a spatially-averaged LE theory with phenomenological
expressions for texture-generated stress to develop expressions that qualitatively matched
Figure _ 2-11: Illustration of poltdoinin svsteiln prevtalenlt ill liqulid-cry(stalline miaterials.
(R1eproIuced froni [5] .
some( rheological phenomlena associat(edl wvith LC domains 77 ! Kawaguchii an[d Denn
velope1 a similar theory for the imotion of (domains b)ased on an LE iforliation for
d(ollain elechalics (69. Like la'rrllcci and i talffettolle 91. 92' thiey pictullrel each
(tomain as a large collection of ro(ls withi an average orientatlion. sliowll i Fio '2-15.
Thlev then (describ)ed the collective behavior of many (lomaills (Fig. 2-16) using a torque
balance in the LE ftnonalismn. and average( over a large anum)ber of ()fnainis to goenerate
al expressiol for the liesoscopic stress l ens(or. However. t:i thieo•v silfers fron the
samen limnitatin•ais as Larson a(ndl Doi's: both t l•or(ies are ua1111lle to a(le( tuately (lescri)be
the ilnportant coltributio11 of inter-.domtain stress. hawagluchi ami Denn provide a
)laceh()l(l•r inII their theory for inter-( toinain potentalýs to (lescri)be the evolution of stress
(tue to director mismatches betweenll (Ollaillls. but tlhe exact niatiure of these interactiolns
remiains an open (Iuestion. Kawagiichi and( Denn's results tualitative.IV reproduceI reiol(l
II shea-r ftHow behavior 120 .and they claim that the theory c(0ul(t be (exten(lled to region
I with i an t er-dornain intc-acmtai ionl potenitial an1(1 accurate c losiure iapproximations.
Thll (ifficultv of (lescribfl)ing inllnatchles between (ldomains is part icutlarly evi(lentl in
complex flows where domains (do not all experience the sntoe kinematics becauise of a
11(,ogio lloo'eneous flow field.
Figure 2-15: Illustration of aligned rods within a domain. The rod orientation is de-
scribed by the vector u while the overall domain orientation is described by the the
director n. (Reproduced from [69] .)
2.4 Previous computational studies of lyotropic liq-
uid crystals
2.4.1 Equilibrium
Isotropic-nematic coexistence
Onsager [102] and later Lekkerkerker et al. [82] calculated the properties of a stable
system with coexisting isotropic and nematic phases by equating the chemical potentials
of the two phases. Onsager used a trial function for the probability distribution function
f to simplify the problem and calculated a coexistence bulk isotropic density of Niso =
4.25 and a bulk nematic density of Nnem = 5.71. Lekkerkerker et al. predicted a
coexistence bulk isotropic density of Viso = 4.19 and a bulk nematic density of N,,em
= 5.33, similar to Kayser and Ravech6's predictions of Ni,,o = 4.19 and N,,,em = 5.38 [70].
Several researchers have computed the interfacial profile of f for the coexistence problem
in one physical dimension, z, by solving the Euler-Lagrange integral equation in order to
Figure 2-16: Schematic of a polydoinain structure. Each mesoscopic "point." contains a
cluster of domains. (Reproduced fr'om 691.)
find extrema of the free energy.
McMullen's 1988 investigation [93] of the interface assumed a simple monotonic func-
tional form for f in z-space and correctly predicted that the nematic phase is oriented
parallel to the interface, in agreement with Doi and Kuzuu's 1985 study [38]. Chen and
Noolandi [22] computed the interfacial density and order parameter profiles by fixing
the boundaries of the system to the bulk isotropic f and the bulk nematic f. Given
these constraints, they solved the nonhomogeneous Euler-Lagrange equation to find an
equilibrium coexistence solution for f. Their results predict monotonic density and
order parameter profiles. Their calculations assume a uniaxial solution; Chen's later
calculations [21] showed that the effects of biaxiality on the surface tension are small.
The coexistence problem was revisited by Koch and Harlen [73], who solved the
problem by using a more refined mesh and by using a biaxial form of the Onsager trial
function to fit f. Their results yielded a higher surface tension and a density profile that
varied non-monotonically in space. The calculations of Shundyak and van Roij [127]
suggest that the density profile is indeed monotonic and that Koch and Harlen's results
are in error. Koch and Harlen's calculations were more refined in z-space and assume a
particular functional form of f in <;-space. These various studies agree that the surface
tension - is minimized when the nematic phase is aligned parallel to the interface and
perpendicular to the z-axis, contrary to the anomalous results of [109] that indicate a
nonzero optimal tilt angle for the nematic phase.
Nonhomogeneous equilibrium structures other than the coexistence state have not
been previously computed, but the existence of such states is implied by analyses of
previous researchers of the initial stages of spinodal decomposition. Shimada, Doi, and
Okano [126] investigated these initial stages by analyzing the nonhomogeneous diffusion
equation for Of/Ot, linearized about the isotropic state. Their analysis focused on
dispersion relations, which are expressions of the growth rate A of a perturbation as
a function of the perturbation wavenumber k and the system concentration N. It is
challenging to derive such expressions for perturbations in f analytically, so the analysis
was simnplifie(l byv taking appropriate momients of f an( solving for (lispersion relations
for the local con•ceintratiotin 0(r) and(1 the local ord•er tensor S(r). 3have 5] carriedl out a
similar analysis for several simplified intermiolecular potentials. Winters. O(tijk. and( van
(cer Schioot 1i47] reevaluatedl the Doi diffilsion e(lquatiol andt analytically solved for the
(isipersion relationi for f byv omitting rotational (diffsionl from the (liffusion equation.
Confined systems
As (liscusse(l in chapter 5. the e(quilibriumn phase behavior of a systemn of rigid ro(ds is
sublsttntiallv alttered lv the intro(lulctiou of hlr(1 w;alls oin eithier s i(l of al onle-(lll•melsioi•al
svstclll. At low V. the systeni is isotropic with all ob)late ilmh at the vwalls. The
e(uihlibritun phase hbehavio)r changes as X is ilncreasedl as follows: (1) The s.steil goes
through a ob)late-e-limatic transition in the layer of r(ls near the waills at the "uniaxial-
biaxial" transit ion (densityv A-. (It) For A > /)*. the next stable equilibrinn state is
the biaxial phase,. colnprise( of a uieliatic fitl at the walls anii( an istropic celiter. A
secon(larv nemiatic film grows ilIwar(l froml the \w\alls as X is increase(l. (III) There is
a critical wall se)aratioi be that (letermnies whether tthe transition betweeu thle hiaxial
phase and( the c(apillary coun(lcnlse(l nIlenatic phase, is colitinuouis. (IV) Tihe k-alue of 1)
determinles the staiblity limits of - for tihe biaxial-capillary traisition.
Prior researchl efforts have usedl both theoretical approaches at p(l t)article-base( siln-
ulations to st•ui(ly rigi(-rod phase behavior iln codunit• geom.etries. Ping Shmengs 1976
stu(yv [125] of the ieimnatic-isotropic tranlsition used a tlheri•ntotropic Lanlau-de(-eimes
theor\ to pre(lict 1(.. For 1) < 1)r.( the isotropic-niemnatic tranisition is coiitiimous because
the or(ler introduce(d by the walls affects a large fraction of the systemmm. Int 200(). Biatalioto
et al. usedl a [a ier-Saupe intermolecular potential an(dl a vanl (Ier Wa•als wall interacltion(
potential. to estimiate (, for a therinotropic system 2]. These esthiimates of b(, caintot lbe
(lirectlv related t to he size of the ro(ls.
For lyotropic rigi(-rod nimodels. Poniewierski and8( Holyst calculate(l (-)I and S(I) for
neimatic bulk solutionis in contact with a single wall (109'1: this work was later extein(led[ to
isotropic bulk solutions [108]. For systems with two parallel walls, van Roij et al. used an
Onsager-like free energy functional to simulate the wall phase transition and to compute
bc = 2.08 [146]. The computation was greatly simplified by admitting only three possible
rod orientations, but this simplified model still generated phenomena I-IV, described
above. However, the small number of possible rod orientations significantly decreased
the accuracy of this restricted-orientation (ROM) model. Moradi et al. extended the
ROM model to a larger number of possible orientations in order to compute more accurate
profiles of n(z) and S(z) [96]. The most relevant study of elongated particles confined by
walls is that of Chrzanowska et al. [23]. This study used density-functional theory for
hard Gaussian overlap particles with an aspect ratio of 5. Although these particles are
not identical to high-aspect ratio rigid rods, the results still display two of the phenomena
of interest: (I) A wall phase transition and (II) a growth of a nematic film inward from
the walls in the biaxial phase regime.
Monte Carlo simulations have frequently been used to investigate the phase behavior
of a number of confined particle systems, both thermotropic [132] and lyotropic [74]. The
theoretical results of van Roij et al. [35] and Chrzanowska et al. [23] were validated by
corresponding Monte Carlo simulations.
2.4.2 Spinodal decomposition and coarsening
Previous investigations of spinodal decomposition using the Doi diffusion equation have
been restricted to the initial stage of the process. The initial stage is analyzed by
computing the growth rate of fluctuations around the unstable isotropic base state (f =
N/4r) as a function of the system concentration N. The fastest-growing fluctuation
may be identified by computing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linearized
diffusion equation in Fourier space. Shimada et al. [126] simplified this analysis by
restricting gradients in f to density and orientation tensor fluctuations in one dimension.
They reasoned that a rod's ability to rotate or move laterally in a concentrated isotropic
solution is hindered by the surrounding rods. They restricted rod motion to translational
diffuision along the rod axis and (lisallowed rotational diffusion and translational (liffision
perpendicular to the rod axis.
Sl )stequent stll(lies of the initial stage of spinodal decomposition also restricted gradi-
ents in f to one dimension 5. 33. 147]. Dhont and Briels 33] argued that the difl'usivities
sh(ould not be changed to reflect entanglement effects because the interaction potential
alreadlv accouints for the presence of surrounldillng rodls. They. also argued that the (loni-
nant wavelength of spinodal decomposition changes over tirne. These stul(dies of spinodal
decomnlpositioll are. however. restrictedl to the iniitial sta,,ge of the process where the lin-
earize(l form of the (liffusion equatio] holdls.
Late-time kinetics of spinodal (lecomnposit ion freiquentlv involve the d(lvlallics of topo-
logical defects create(d by misinatches in the orientation t(ensor S :6]. Prior experimental
anl theoretical studies of nemtatic coarsening were prinmarilv focused on dylvnal ical Scalig
laws for the defect density and the cllharacteristic domain size 6. 2 1. 32. 98]. Other studies
use(l similar liio(lels to mialvze the annihilation dvynaniics of defect pairs [31. 119'. These
studies rely on either contimnul models of the (lirector fiel(l '24. 31] or oil liquid-crystal
hvdrodtynainic lmodlels for the ( orientatioll tenlsor evohltion b:Iase(I on phenolmenological
free-energy expressions :32. 67T 119].
Clontilnulmn modlels such as the Leslie-Ericksen theory lack the abilitv to resolve dtiscli-
nlatiolls since t he are based onl continuul elastic descriptions of the director field( in a
)perfect ly or(lere(l svstenn. Disclinations inl such motlels appear as mathematical singu lar-
ities iln the director field whereas true physical dlisclinations have a characteristic lengthI
scale of order L.
This iss .ie of domain coarseniIng is importanit in the context of rheology because
rheological experiments show the existenice of texturedl systemrs of dlomails in li(u•ii(l-
crystalline systenes un(ler shear. Within each (lomain. the neinatic director remains
roughly conistant. but the various ldomiains are inisaligned from one another: the domains
are separated .by abrupt changes in the orientation. The presence of such a polvdointainl
texture is comnironly associate( with the "Region [" shear-thnining behavior of liqui(l
crystals at low shear rates [4, 101]. (A number of models based on the physical picture
of a polydomain system have been proposed [69, 77, 92]; however, these models lack a
description of interfacial interactions between domains and retain the drawbacks of other
continuum models of liquid-crystalline structure.)
Prior studies of coarsening, texture, and shear flow using the nonhomogeneous Doi
diffusion equation are limited by the computational requirements associated with the
interaction potential and by the difficulty of evolving functions of both r and u. Leal
and co-workers have simulated liquid-crystalline flows by using a modification of the
closed form of the Doi molecular theory to evolve the orientation tensor. They also
utilized approximate interaction potentials such as the simple Maier-Saupe potential
[47, 48] and Marrucci-Greco potential [123, 124] (note similar techniques used by Rey
and co-workers [58, 60, 121, 139, 140]). These simulations also use interaction potentials
that are unable to resolve small-scale interfaces between domains. (The Maier-Saupe
potential has no inherent length scale, and the Marrucci-Greco potential is simply a
Taylor series expansion of the original Onsager potential with an adjustable parameter
[5]. The expansion loses accuracy in the presence of sharp gradients in orientation).
2.4.3 Homogeneous shear flow
The time-periodic behavior of rodlike LCs in homogeneous shear flow has been the subject
of theoretical studies ever since Doi and Kuzuu [38] predicted that a nematic homoge-
neous system would undergo tumbling under shear flow. This prediction was regarded
with skepticism until experimental results confirmed the phenomenon [79]. Marrucci and
Maffettone simulated the Doi diffusion equation in a two-dimensional plane and showed
that high shear rates suppress tumbling [91, 92]; this cessation of tumbling is associated
with a negative first normal stress difference. Larson and Ottinger also solved the homo-
geneous form of the diffusion equation (Eq. (2.31)) using spherical harmonic expansions
[76, 79]. Their definitive description of the homogeneous viscometric phase diagram is
depicted in Fig. 2-17, which shows the stability of various steady states and time-periodic
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Figure 2-17: Stability diagram o0 vs. F for N = 5.335. (Reprod-uced from [79].) Note
that the potential strength ( - for hlaier-Saupe an(d other potentials may be written as
-= 2,V [55. 79].
attractors for Eq. (2.31) as a fiunction of the shear rate and the initial director angle
E0. For this geometry, velocity is in the .r-dimellsion and thle gradients in velocity
are in the y-(lilmensimo. and - is tihe vorticity direction. o( is define(d such that o. - 0
gives anll initial director n - x and ol = -- /,'2 gives n = z. At low dimensionless shear
rates F = ,/Di,. only the logrolling attractor exists. Logrolling refers to rods with their
]ong axes in the vorticitv dimension. An lmstea(ly tumbling regime in the x.r velocit-.
gradient plane exists for low F. although the time-depenldelnt crossover from tmnblilng to
logrol-ing canll be quite long. As F is increased for 0(I . the tumbling state becomes
stable at F - 8 and transitions to the "wagging" state at F C 10. Finally. for of = 0.
a stable flow-aligning regime exists for high F. For o = -7/2. the logrolliing state
eventually becomes unstable and bifircates to a short kayaking branch in the regime of
14 < 1 < 15.5. This kayvaking state goes through a linmit point. anld aii unstable kayaking
state connects back to the oD, -= 0 branch. This work was extended by Faraoni et al.
[44] and Suen et al [135].
Negative first normal stresses are predicted in steady flow shear [120], and the impact
of flow on the bifurcation diagram (Fig. 4-1) was studied by Bhave [5].
2.4.4 Nonhomogeneous Shear Flow
Because rods are extended in space, many rigid rod flows are nonhomogeneous, even for
simple wall-driven shear experiments. The interactions of the rods with the walls causes
a variation in the shear rate near the walls. For practical purposes, most simulations of
LC flows simply use anchoring conditions to set the rod orientation near the walls rather
than allow the rods actually to interact with the wall [120]. These nematic anchoring
conditions are problematic for LC shear flow because they freeze the rods at the wall
into either a logrolling or flow-aligning state when the rods should be free to rotate in
the plane of the wall.
The LE theory has been used extensively to simulate defect coarsening and banded
textures in LCPs under shear [120]. This approach chiefly suffers from the inability to
resolve small-scale gradients in structure and the faulty assumption of perfect order at
all points in space. Much of the interesting physical phenomena in defect-laden systems
appear as mathematical singularities in the LE formalism.
Simulations of the homogeneous Doi theory (Eq. (2.31)) in two-dimensional, non-
homogeneous shear flow (such as pressure-driven channel flow) generate an aphysical
buildup in texture [99]. This infinitely textured appearance occurs because the tum-
bling or wagging frequencies at each point in space are different due to the continuous
variation of the shear rate in space. Without a spatial diffusion term, the spatial gradi-
ents in structure continuously build until the texture reduces to variations on the size of
the mesh. Suen added a DrV2f diffusion term to Eq. (2.31) that allowed the buildup in
texture to be smoothed out [134]. However, without the fV4 term, no interfaces or de-
fects are predicted. The evolution of f in time and space using the full nonhomogeneous
Doi diffusion equation (Eq. (2.29)) is notoriously difficult because of the computational
expense associated with evolving f while computing gradients in the nonhornogeneous
Onsager potential D (Eq. (2.13)).
The simulations of Tsuji and Rev [139] d(ealt with the nonhomnogcneous (lhevelopminent
of textullre using the combined Doi/LE theory described in Eq. (2.59). They established(
that a three-layered structure develops for simple shear flow with strong anchoring con-
(litions. In the center region, the rods tumble as a bulk: Inear the walls. the rods wag.
an(d a time-periodtic series (seen in Fig. 2-1I) of lefects separate the three regions. The
authors explain the comnpatibility l)etween these different re.gimes b claiming that the
(efect b)etween tlihe two constitutes an "abnormal neinatic state." The authors went on
to generalize these results as a function of Ericksen mnumber aid Deborah nmunber and
applied the same niethodl to a d•efect-ladeni systeml in or(ier to simulate defect. coarsening
i121. 110]. Rey and Grecov also applied similar mnethode(Is to the evolution of texture in
thlerinotrol)ic neilinatic L( Ps 58. 6)].
Fe(ng and Leal 17] used the closed forim of the homogencous Duoi etIuation with the
nlaier-Saupe potential (Eq. (2.32)) to study LC' flow in a 2-D eccentric cylinder ldevice
ai(1d futind several different steady( states as a finction of thie al[ier-Saupe potential
U. In addtition to tlliubling and logrollin-g solutions. a polydnain soilution bounllde(l )
(lisclinations was ,enerated because of the irregular geomnetry. In a subse(lent paper 4S.
they investigate(d1 pressure-dri ven channiel flow using a Binghan closure approximation:
they focused on the effects of contraction anti expansion on flow instabilities andl the
creation of disclinations.
Sgalari. Leal. andl Feng later extendedl this work to use the Marrucci-Greco p)otential
ill the closed( liomoogeneous Doi equlation in an effort to add the effects of distortional
elasticity [123]. They also anchored the rods at the walls and simulated planar shear
flow. They observed a non-uniform orientation field an(l the cessation of trunblinig when
the rods stayed in the shear plane. and they p)re(licte(l aii out-of-plane tipping instability
for the director. The nonhor:ogeineous features of the mnodel all scale with the nMarrucci-
Greco potential length scale (. This Marrucci-Greco-basel simulation was also extended
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Figure 2-18: Simple shear flow with strong anchoring conditions at walls obtained with
the model in Eq. (2.59). (Reproduced from Tsuji and Rey, 1997 [139].) (a) Director
orientation angle 0 as as function of t and y. (b) S as a function of t and y. Note the
time-periodic defects separating the wall regions from the center bulk.
C\3
to the analysis of roll cells in rectilinear shear flow 1124]: the larruicci-Greco p)otenta ml was
cast as an analog to Frank elasticity in ord(er to parameterize the problem by the Ericksen
nmbner and(l Deborah numb)er. similar to the prior work of Tsuji and( Rev 121. 140].
In addition to the Doi theory. Feng. Tao. anL Leal utilized the LE theory as well in
ord(er to investigate the roll-cell instability an(l the onset of (iclilinations 191].
The limitations of these previous efforts include the following:
1. * Investigations based on the LE theory are limited to niar-e(uilibriulll sitau-
ations andl low shear rates. Moreo••.ver the LE theory is Intable to resolve
dlefects anid disclinatiolls of finite size.
* Thle assnllption of uniifor-n (1nlls'itv leads to faulty intcerpretatio lns of defects
as an alleged "abnormal nematic state" iil 139].
* The assumption of unifornm ltensity niasks inlmportint wall effects.
* The anchoring of rodIs near walls (listorts out-of-plailje inJstal)iil its anl( logrolliing
near walls.
* Closure approximations lead to inaccurate and potentially aphlYsical predlic-
tiolls.
•* Most important lv. these variolls studies of the Doi thcory lack the abilitv
to resolve interfaces and defects on the length scale of an iII(lividual rod.
The ilaier-Salupe potential has no inherent lengoth scale. andi tile pred(ictions
of the Nlarrucci-Greco pot cutial l caill onlv be chlaracterized i terms of tile
pihenomienological paramoiet:r . In addition. bo(th of tilose p(otcnials can he
construed' as Taylor expansions iIn spherical harmonics of tile full excluded-
vohune potential ( (Eq. (2.13)) In the presence of sharp gra(Iients i f. as is
the case with defects. int erfaces. and domains. these expansions lose accurac.y.
The only sinalllations of the evolution of f'(r. u. t) that use Eq. (2.20) in nonhloimoge-
neous shear flow is the recent si 11ly bwy Y1 and Zhang [[191 which follows the Niarrucci-
Greco- -)based stlldies of Zhou. Forest. et al 5:3. 1•50j. Yu andl Zhang simulited the full
nonhomogeneous diffusion equation in one-dimensional nonhomogeneous shear flow [149].
This study occurred at the same time that much of the research in this thesis did, so
there is a substantial amount of overlap because the two research studies both focused on
the same problem. These authors simulated Eq. (2.29) for a system where the director
is constrained to lie in the xy plane (the plane of the velocity gradient), so that only a
single angle 0 is needed to describe the orientation. They also used an intermolecular
potential written as
4y 1,(r 1, u) =kBTdL2 J By-,(rl - r 2, u1 , u2)f(r 2 , u2)du 2dr 2, (2.66)
By-, ,(r - r2, U1 U2) U0, if rods at (ri, ul) and (r2, U2) intersect (2.67)
0 otherwise
where Uo is an interaction potential constant. Note the similarity of Eq. (2.67) to Eq.
(2.13). They also developed an ansatz to approximate Eq. (2.67). The authors used
dilute values for the diffusivities and an anchoring potential to set the orientation of rods
at the walls. This potential approximates the wall as a high-density layer of frozen rods
oriented in the flow direction. They then solved Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.3) for one-
dimensional Couette flow and Poiseuille flow with velocity in the z-direction and y as the
direction of velocity variation. Despite the fact that the system is concentrated enough
for the rods to interact, they describe the system as "dilute" and set 3, = 0.9. This high
choice of ,3 ensures that the rods will experience a near-Newtonian flow and effectively
decouples the structure and velocity fields. This high choice of 3, is also aphysical
[85, 134]. They used finite differences and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time-stepper to
evolve f(y, 0, t).
The methods used by Yu and Zhang have several considerable drawbacks which we
address in our simulations in chapter 8. These drawbacks include the constrained rod
orientations, the unrealistically high value of 3~, the use of nematic anchoring walls, and
the use of an ansatz for (.
1/e
Figure 2-19: Rheological phase diagram as a function of E- 1 - b and De. (Reproduced
from Yu and Zhang, 2007 [149].)
Their simulation results indicate a phase diagram (Fig. 2-19) for shear flow as a
function of E - b-1 and shear rate; this diagram is similar to Tsuji and Rey's description
of in-plane time-periodic states for LC systems [121]. These states include: (a) The
in-plane elastic-driven steady state (IE) at low shear rates where no time-periodic be-
havior is present. (b) The tumbling state (IT) where tumbling occurs in the bulk of the
system bounded by flow-aligned boundary layers with time-periodic defects separating
the boundary layers from the bulk. (c) The in-plane wagging state where wagging occurs
in the bulk of the system with two flow-aligned boundary layers at the walls. (d) The
viscous-driven steady-state (flow-aligning). They also predicted three new flow modes:
(e) the tumbling-wagging composite region (TW) which acts as a transition between the
IT and IW mode, (f) the tumbling state with inside defects (ITD) where inner defects
arise in the midst of tumbling at high b, and (g) the tumbling-wagging composite region
with inside defects (TWD) where inner defects appear in the midst of the TW mode
at high b. Comparison with their exact results is made difficult becuase Fig. (2-19) is
qualitative rather than quantitative.
Note that Tsuji and Rey also report four twisting out-of-plane states, but the com-
plex structures found in these states are chiefly caused by the anchoring condition that
constrains the director at the wall to the flow direction.
Yu and Zhang also applied their method to Poiseuille flow and found quasi-periodic
temporal behavior when flow viscosity and molecular interactions are of comparable
order. Time-space graphs of n(y, t) show complex defects and branch patterns in the
interior of the channel.
Chapter 3
Numerical methods for modeling
rigid rod dynamics
3.1 Introduction
The study of liquid crystal rheology. dy(namics. and phase behavior has attracted much
att.ention not only because of the physical importance of the molec:ules. but also because
of the numerical challenges presented by these systems. Simulations of the full nonho-
rnogeneous kinetic theory for rigid. interacting. rods with variation of the distriblution
function in three-dimensional space are not tractable given the current state of comput-
ing power. Prior studies of rigid-rod kinetic theory have used an array of simplifying
assumptions and approximations to make simulations of the Doi diffusion equat ion more
tractable as discussed in Chapter 2 [36. 37. 58. 60. 121. 12[3 124. 139. 1.40]. In this chap-
ter, we first (describe some of the alternative numerical techniques lused to sinlliate the
behavior of rigid rods. We then describe tihe features of the finite element met hod that
und(lergird the numerical nlethodIs used in this thesis. Finally, we describe the numerical
nmethod(s used in our equilibrium and dynamics studies in Chapters 1-8 with an emphasis
on thle tractable, accurate computation of the Onsa-ger interaction potential.
3.1.1 Phase field methods
A number of techniques avoid the difficulties associated with rigid rod kinetic theory by
using simple phenomenological models or particle-based simulations to investigate the
behavior of rigid rods. Phenomenological models such as the phase field model have
been used to model interfaces and fronts in LC systems [110-113], but these models
contain no information about rod-rod interactions and are better suited to thermotropic
LCs. Because these models do not compute an exact interaction potential, they are
significantly less computationally expensive than those that do. The phase field models
used for LCs are adapted from numerical and theoretical treatments of crystal growth
kinetics.
3.1.2 Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo methods
Particle-based simulations have also been used to investigate the behavior of rigid rods,
particularly for studies where the fine-scale details of the rods' orientation is important.
Molecular dynamics have been used extensively to model equilibrium properties of LC
systems, particularly in studies where the aspect ratio of the molecule is varied [3]. Monte
Carlo simulations have also been used to describe equilibrium properties [35]. These
particle-based methods have advantages over kinetic theory whenever three-dimensional
effects and aspect-ratio effects become critical and provide insights into molecular be-
havior on a much smaller scale. However, because of long, impractical simulation times,
these methods have seldom been used to simulate dynamic processes far from equilibrium.
3.1.3 Brownian dynamics
The Doi diffusion equation is equivalent to a Fokker-Planck equation derived from kinetic
theory for interacting rigid dumbbells [5, 34, 36]. In addition to the deterministic tech-
niques explored in this thesis, stochastic simulations of the Fokker-Planck equation can
also be carried out through Brownian Dynamics simulations by establishing an equiv-
alence between the original Fokker-Planck equation and the corresponding stochastic
formulation for equations of motion for stochastic bead-based models -99]. These meth-
ods have been applied to rigi(d dumbbells as well as Hookean duIlbbells and Finitely-
Extensible Nonlinear-Elastic (FENE) dumbbells [122. 152]. Brownian dynamics is also
frequently used to simulate flexible polymers through rnulti-link chain models [39. 144].
The chief drawback for Brownian dynamniics simulations is the large variance to which the
results are subject. particularly in simulations where Brownian forces dominate. Also.
Brownian dynalnics simulations have, for the most part. remained limited to homoge-
neous simple shear flow [99].
3.1.4 CONNFFESSIT and Brownian Configuration Fields
iOttinger and Laso [103] combined finite-element techniques with Brownian dylnamlnics in
order to evaluate average orientation at elemental nodes: they termed this technique
CONNFFESSIT (Calculation Of Non-Newtonlian Finite Elements and Stochastic Silnu-
lation Techniques). The authors initially simulated the Oldroyd-B model. representing
a dilute solution of Hookean dumbbells. in the start-up of steady shear. but the tech-
nique has been extended to other molecular models ýI80] and flows 415. 81]. This method
essentially simulates a collection of dumbbells mioving along each streamline. and the
average orientation is used to compute the polymeric contribution to the stress field.
This techniqu.e has shown great versatility in the types of problems it can solve: how-
ever. the colmputational requirements for this Lagrangian formulation can be excessive.
particularly for complex flows that can experience instabilities.
Van den Brule et al. :66. 1-45] introduced the concept of Brownian Configuration
Fields. which utilizes averages of large ensembles of configuration fields rather than the
motions of collections of independent particles. The numerical difficulties associated
with random forces in Brownian dynamics are greatly imlproved through this technique
although computational expense still limits its applicability.
The benchmark problems for these methods are usually centered around extensible
dumbbells of some kind. In the case of rigid rods, all of these techniques suffer from
the multiscale problem of simulating macroscale flows while retaining molecular scale
interactions. These particle-based models also suffer from the constraints caused by the
rigid connectors in rigid dumbbells.
3.2 Finite element method
3.2.1 Weak form
The finite element method forms the basis for many of the numerical techniques in this
thesis, and the fundamental principles behind the method are illustrated here through
a common example, following the more complete development of others [63-65]. The
one-dimensional diffusion equation for a concentration-like function u(x) is written as
d2U
= f, (3.1)
with a Dirichlet boundary condition
u(O) = 0, (3.2)
on the x = 0 boundary and a Neumann condition
du = 0, (3.3)
dx x=1
on the x = 1 boundary. This equation can represent the flow of heat in a one-dimensional
system with a no-flux condition on one boundary and a specified temperature on the
other. This "normal" statement of the diffusion equation is classified as the "strong
form" of the diffusion equation. The corresponding "weak form" of the equation is
formulate(d to find a fulction -.i E 1V such that
a(u. -) = (.f. c). Vt' E I
where a(u i, ) anli (u, ) are defilne( as
a( 1. rr) )
where u' is any fuliction in I. and the function space is lefine(d as
IV = { :c Co) on [0.1]. 1i(0) - 0}.
Equivalence of the weak and strong forms
The weak form of the (lifflsionl equation is formally equivalent to to he stroug.
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.(6)
(3.7)
Illtegratingc
Eq. (3.4) by parts yields
(I(1t.u) - (12 (It .
' 1 d.r
dl.r2'
1(11 .r- f/'(d.r. (3. 8)
which is rearrangedI to give
( (II. ') -- I ' (12 u.rb-2· (it () - 0. (3.9)
Any solution to Eq. (3.4) will guarantee that the term in parentheses will bc zero. thus
satisfying Eq. (3.1). The function space V is constructed such that = 0 at x. and
the Dirichlet condition is satisfied. The Neuniann condition causes th-e term evaluate(d
at .r = 1 to be zero. Thus. any solution for Eq. (3.4) is also a solution for Eq. (3.1) and
the associated boundary conditions in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3).
-t)
Ritz-Galerkin approximation
When the finite element method is used, the strong form of the set of differential equations
is rewritten in the weak form by multiplying the equation by a test function v and
integrating over the spatial domain Q. Dirichlet boundary conditions are handled by
choosing an appropriate function space for V that causes V to vanish on the Dirichlet
boundary. Neumann boundary conditions are handled by integrating by parts to produce
extra terms as in Eq. (3.8) that can then be set to a constant. The weak form is
essentially a restatement of the strong form in an error minimization formulation.
The weak form is discretized by applying the Ritz-Galerkin approximation, where the
original function space V is replaced by a finite-dimensional subspace V,, C V. Eq. (3.4)
is reformed such that the problem is solved by finding uh E Vh such that
a(uh, V) = (f, V), Vv'h Vh,. (3.10)
The functional space Vh is spanned by a linearly independent set of basis functions { i }
such that any function Uh in Vh can be expressed as
Ith(X) - U,,t(i' X). (3.11)
where {uf} is a set of coefficients describing the function uh(x). The test functions
v in Eq. (3.10) are also constructed such that v E Vh. The discretized form of v(x)
transforms Eq. (3.10) to a set of linear equations written as
A - u = f, (3.12)
where Aij = a(,, ), and f; = (f, l,). The solution to Eq. (3.12) yields the coefficients
ui for the function uh(X) that minimizes the residual between the true solution u(x) and
the approximate solution Uh(x). The solution to Eq. (3.12) may be thought of as the
function Uh () in the functional space Vh4, that is the closest to the true solution in the
fuinctio1ial space V.
A simiilar exaimple will he seen in Section 3.3.1. where (liscrietize(d equiliIbriullI so"l-
tifois are foun11(l by inltro(lucing a discretization for the function f into the expression for
the free energy F. Solutions are found by setting OiF/Ofi - { to generate a set of non-
lineari eq(luatioiis. In this case. the solution vector u i represent s the set of finite-ele"ment
coefficients that generates extrema of F.
Many (lifferelnt choices for the linearly in(lepelndlent basis functions { ;, illn I, are
permissi)[le for the method to vield a solution. The finite element 1method typically
dlefiiles v 1, by dividing the spatial (lomlain Q into noin-overlapping regions in space. )or
elemients. • , is tIheni colnstrniuctec d bvy using low-orlideir polvnomiials dlefilned on each clemeniit.
Practical use of the finite element method for time-dependent equations
A silmiple example of the process 1(iscri•ibe(l ablove is illustrat ed in detail: the finite element
mlletho(d is ulsed to solve the tinle-depciahlnt f[orm of thle diffuision equatioun thro)ugh, the
use of linear basis filunctions. The timnc-(lependlenlt foirm of the silmple (liflulsioi e(lluatinll.
S- - .f(., (3.13)
i)t
is muiltiplied by a set of Q basis fulilnctionls { &/(, ')} (where /ll ,goes from 0 to ) - 1) ani
integriatedl over . to Yieltc
, u(r. t) _, i.3) d1 t)
J Of . \U>? ( (.1
A Dirichlet boundary condition and Neumann boun(larv coid(litioni are used again, written
(0) = . (3.15)
S0. (3.16)
d.ir 1
The basis functions {4,x())} are chosen such that 4i(0) = 0 for all i so that the approx-
imation to u(x, t) satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition automatically. Then, the
approximation for u(x, t) is introduced as
u(x,t) = ui(t) W(x), (3.17)
where u(t) is a vector of coefficients that evolve in time. Equation (3.14) is rewritten as
1 d j(x)) ()d = d(x) ( u,(t) d2 J + f(x) dx. (3.18)
J 
J
The diffusive term is integrated by parts to yield
0 l du (t) d1 t(x) d'(x) f (x )
Jo z dt 0 Jo dx dx fxpt (x) p(x)dx= - ZUJ(t) dx dx(x)dx. (3.19)
The extra terms from the integration by parts are
dx 40(x) = 0, (3.20)
where the term at x = 0 is zero because O,(x) = 0, and the term at x = 1 is set to zero
to satisfy the no-flux condition.
This set of Q equations represented in Eq. (3.19 is rewritten as
M . dt = -A - u(t) + f, (3.21)
where
MAy = 'j(x))i(x)dx, (3.22)
Aj d dx, (3.23)
A o dx dx
f- f(x)t',(")di. (23.21)
The limatrices M andl A are of size () x Q).
The tilne derivative du/d/ll is liscretize(l using a simple explicit Euler technique, writ-
tell tas
ClZj 
A, if"-tj ( -
"1 
f"
here f" is the timlle at tillestep /I and u(t") rereesents the vector of coefficielts at I".
The technique is explicit rather than impl)icit, because the right-handl(-si(le is eva-thilate
iat the old time, step rather than the new time, step. (A more complete discussioni of
techlli(tjlls for tiimte integration, is given in detail elsewheret 1-(07]-.) Equation (3.25) is
finally rewrittenl as
MI u(t"/  ) = (/" - )(-A- u(t") f) M-  C u ) (3.26
This equation canll be inverted to vield an easy up(date equat' (ll i fob r u(t" I ) at each tiune(
step on the basis of u(t" ). To solve for the stead(l-state values of u (lirect lv. the leff-hland
side of Eq. (:3.21) is set to ztro to yiell Eq. (:3.12) aigain (A , u -f).
A procedure much like this is used( to liscretizec the theoretical expressions of chapter
2 to Yiei tlie equiation sets usedl in Sections :3.6 and 3.7.
3.2.2 Elements and basis finctions
In this work. basis functions in physical space are nixed with basis fulctionls in orient a-
t.iol s"ptace. A\lth lollgh orient ationl space is frequently describ)e( l by sph•ericcal har moniic~s.
wavclets. an rl other basis flunctions. the typical potlyinoinial 1basis functions 1 sedl il phys-
ical space can also be appliedl to orientation] space. Here we describe the use of linear
and qut•adratic b)asis flmctions in one-dimensional space. but the extension to the three-
(timensiotal basis functions ultilize(l in this thesis is fairly straightfo)rwar(d.
Piecewise polynomial basis functions
Each basis function is defined to be unity at its own node and zero at all other nodes
to ensure compactness. Lagrange polynomials are used to derive basis functions for
one-dimensional line elements, defined as
b=-
ne ()- bna (3.27)
b=l
b#a
where n.,n is the number of nodes in the one-dimensional element, n,,en is the order of the
polynomial, a is the node in the element, and ýa is the coordinate of node a. For an
element with 2 nodes defined at I = -1 and ( = 1, the linear basis functions are given
as
No() = () = (1 - /)/2, (3.28)
I() = () = (1 + )/2. (3.29)
The corresponding quadratic basis functions for a 3-node line element are given as
N() = () (_ - 1)2/2, (3.30)
NI(1) = () = 1 - (2 (3.31)
(•) = e(e2) (1 + () /2. (3.32)
Basis functions for two- and three-dimensional elements are simply found by taking
the product of one-dimensional Lagrange polynomials defined over separate dimensions.
Two-dimensional linear and quadratic quadrilateral elements are pictured in Fig. 3-1.
Triangles are also used for two-dimensional problems, and different types of elements can
be mixed as well. This thesis utilizes three-dimensional cuboids as elements.
* f------------ -------- ·--- 4I
(b)
c-rner node
side nc-de
center node
Figure 3-1: Two-dimensional quadrilateral
(a) 1-no1le bilinear quadrilateral element.
elements for use in the finite element method.
(b) 9-node biquadratic quadrilateral elemient.
Spherical harmonics and wavelets
Alternatives to conventional piecewise polynomial finite element basis functions have
been traditionally employed for orientation space. Spherical harimonics are the natural
eigenfunction of the Laplacian operator in spherical coordinates found in the homoge-
neous Doi equation for non-interacting rods [8]. so they have been wi(lely used in studies
of rigid rod d(vlynamics 779].
eqluation is
Following the development of -]. the simplified diffusion
n i /~ ' __ • nfl l 1 (3.33)-- -1 k-k UUU)J -- u~nj)'
at
In simple shear flow ('.,. = ,(t)y) with 0 measured from the :-axis and o meiasured from
the vr-axis. the diffusion equation is rewritten as
1 02f
+ ---S2 0(j
S 0[0 (92(f) -- (.•"2F (3.34)
(a)
.5
S D,. 0
-- -- - (
where the abbreviations S = sin 0, C = cos 0, 9 = sin e, and 6 = cos are used. Eq.
(3.34) is rewritten in terms the linear operators A8 and •s as
= Dr A' f - •Q9,f. (3.35)at
The utility of spherical harmonics stems from the fact that the A, operator acting on
a spherical harmonic of order £ gives the same spherical harmonic multiplied by the
constant - (f + 1), written as
AP m(C).9m = -e(f + 1)Peý(C)gm, (3.36)
AsPim(C)ým = -e(( + 1)Pm(C)&m, (3.37)
where 9m and cm are abbreviations for sinmq and cos mp, respectively. The spherical
harmonics are the product of the Legendre polynomials Pem(C) and Sm and 6m. Also, the
result of the operator •s on spherical harmonics can be expressed as a linear combination
of spherical harmonics as
rn+2 e+2
QfPem(C)Ma= S 5 (aM >C) ( 0r), (3.38)
j=nm-2 k=E-2
m+2 f+2
sPm53)M = - aP (C)., (m > 0), (3.39)
j=m-2 k=e-2
where the coefficients are given in [8, 10]. However, although spherical harmonics are
ideal for Eq. (3.34), spherical harmonics are not easily applicable to the peaked dis-
tribution functions found in concentrated solutions of interacting, flowing rigid rods,
particularly in nonhomogeneous flows. Concentrated, interacting, flowing rod solutions
are described by Eq. (2.29).
Wavelets have also been employed as basis functions in operator space, since they have
compact support and localization in both the spatial domain, like piecewise polynomial
basis functions, and the Fourier domlain. like spherical harmonics. The orientation
space discretization is performed using an expansion in Daubechies scaling functions in
a Inixe(d-wavelet./Galerkin fashion. This is described in detail in [99. 134. 135].
3.3 Applications of the finite-element method to one-
dimensional equilibrium problems
3.3.1 Newton's method
Chapters 4 and 5 are focused on the properties of nonholrogeneous equilibrium solutions
in rigid rod systemns. Here we describe the nunerical methods needed to compute
equilibrium solutions. trace out phase diagrams via continuation. and evaluate stability.
The equilibrium properties of a simple. periodic nonhomnogeneous systemn of rods of
length L and diameter d are studied where the distribution function varies in only ( one
physical dimension. y. scaled by L.
The distribution function is approximated as a weighted sumt of finite-element ba-
sis functions on a discretized (y. 0. o) gri(d with Q nodes. This approximation to the
distribution fimction f(r. u) is written as
f(r. u).- fil j. (Y. 0. ). (3.40)
where f, is the coefficient for node i and '; is the tri-linear finite-element basis fiunction
for node i in (y, 0. o) [65]. The method is designed to be as general as possible: the use
of spherical harmonics and other trial functions for f in u-space is avoi(ed because of the
resulting constraints on possible frlctional forms of f and 4. The angle 0 is measured
from the ;-axis. and the angle o is mneasured from the .r-axis. The discretized form
of f is introduced into the Onsager expression for the free energy. Eq. (2.8). The first
variation of the free energy with respect to the coefficients .f is set to zero. yielding the
discrete Euler-Lagrange equation:
OpF '(y )[-ln(47 rn (Y
O (f; y, 8, 0 )+(f A] sin OdOd dy= 0, i = 1..Q. (3.41)
kBT
Normalization is enforced by setting cF/jA = 0 to yield
fJ yj (y, 0, 4)sin OdOdqdy - Ndy 0. (3.42)
as an auxiliary equation for A.
Eqs. (3.41) and (3.42) are residuals written in vector form as R(f,A), where f =
(fN. f). Newton's method is used to solve this nonlinear system of equations; the
(Q + 1) x (Q + 1) symmetric Jacobian matrix is written as
J_ f OA (3.43)
Of+ 0
Successive iterations of Newton's method solve the linear system
- J = R, (3.44)
AA
and will quadratically converge to an equilibrium state [f,A] if the first guess in the
Newton iteration is sufficiently close to the solution. For i = 1..Q and j = 1..Q, the
entries of the Jacobian are
S V,(y-, 0, 0) 80(f: y( , 0,)
- - J( - 0 + )0 i(0 y(, 0, ) sin OdOdody. (3.45)S_. fi ~(.eO) Of3
The most general computation of D in three-dimensional space would requlire the
obli(que coordinates (lescribed by Straley -133i. The calculation of ( ill finite-elenlent
space is d(liscussed(l ini Section 3.4.
Althougl h ( is collputationallv complex. it, is linear in /*. so the •ii/' Of termn in Eq.
(3.1.45) ldoes not have t o e recalculate(l for each Newton iteration. The accurate coi(n-
putation of #( is a critical step ill the numerical mnethod. since D governs the length scale
and stretlgth of interniolecillar interactions across phase bountlaries andl other griadlients
in structr'e.
There are two i(lepelndent parameters: A, the average (tensity of the systemn. anid
1). the physical size of the system. \We vary these t-wo paramneters in our1 investigatimn )of
nonhomogemneous equilibriumn solutions. Arclength continuation is used to move around
limit points in the soluition structure. Note that in a periodic systemn. noniholl ogeneous
solutions can bhe shifted in1 y without changinog he free energy. The position o1 nonho-
mnogeneous feat ures is set by tilhe initial .guess and the miesh. Arclenoth continuation froml
one ec(uilibrilltn, solution ( fi,•I: A,,I,\: -\ ,/•) to tile next ( •,,.: A,,,,.: X,l,,.) is c(arried out by
augmenting R. with an aditional equation. written as
(',,,..)- - ( ,,. --- N )2 (.\4,/ /-.\ 2) ( f,,, ..- f I' )'d Idu = 0. (3.46i)
whcere ,,,,. is a specified arclength step 99i. The a(lditional unknown is ,,,,,,. This
techmnique allows solution branches to be tracked around limit poiints. A general schelnatic
(diagrami of continuation and its use I in mapping out soluttion families is shown in Fig. 3-2.
3.3.2 Bifurcation and stability
Energy stability theory I 16] is applicable to the analysis of the equhlilbrill states corn-
putedl as the extrenma of the firee energy. Eq. (2.8). As described in 1131 for a liffereilt.
but mathematically similar problem. the Jacobian matrix J evaluated at an equilibrium
fFigure 3-2: Schematic depiction of solution families, bifurcations, limit points, and first-
order continuation (Reproduced from [99]).
solution f = fo(N. b) is the finite element representation of the second variation of the
free energy with respect to infinitesimal perturbations in f. Hence, the thermodynamic
stability of the state is given by the eigenvalues of J; if all the eigenvalues are negative,
then the energy surface is locally concave and the state is stable to small perturbations,
but if one or more of the eigenvalues is positive, perturbations exist that will lower the
free energy, corresponding to an unstable local equilibrium. There will be one additional
eigenvalue as a result of Eq. (3.42) which should not be considered in the eigenvalue
analysis because it does not describe the free energy surface. Of great interest is the
condition where the parameters N and b are such that an eigenvalue of J is zero, in-
dicating the existence of a perturbation that would leave the free energy unchanged.
As described in [13], this point represents the crossing or bifurcation of two equilibrium
states. The eigenvector of J corresponding to the zero eigenvalue indicates the difference
between the bifurcating state and the base state used to compute J.
The method monitors the eigenvalues of J and detects bifurcation points when eigen-
values switch signs. The bifurcating solutions are computed by adding the corresponding
Firs~t order
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No solutical
Fallwe· of tk*r
order conrtlnuaPý*n LCL knit Point or
at a limit point Turnifumng point
Mlultiple sokillons Soluton Family Iat the same
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eigencvector to the base state at a value of IN close to the hifurcation point. The bihir-
cating solution is then traced by using conltinuiation.
Calculations of equilibriTum states and their stability is complicated )b the fact that
J is a (lense matrix. Thus. storage of J and• direct solutioni of the nonlinear equationl
set (3.44) is prohib)itively expensive. Insteaid. Eq. (3.41) is solve(l byv the coljugate
grladient metho4l implemented in parallel for a Beowulf complitilig evion'mlienllt bvy ulsin"g
NIP[ protocols [54j: elemenits of J are store( oiln multiple processes for thie niatrix-vector
mulltiI)licatio'Is inee(led(l iin the coijpugate gradient iterati(:l.s.
3.4 Interaction potential
3.4.1 Rod-rod interaction
Throughout this thesis. the ()nsagelr potential is used to ldescribe ro(o--rod inlteraction.
Here wee lscrib-h 1tpractical numernicial kin plemenltation of this potential. The Onsager
potential (D(rtl ui) is written as
(3.47)
If the two rods overlap. B = 1: otherwise. B = 0. St r•i
(C. U. () to rewrite the intermnolecular (listance as
U1 X U-
ri -r. - u) - uI/ , - -
- !~u1 x 0u2
The mnolecules overlapl if < L/2. Ur < L/2. andl
coor(linates. E(q. (8. 1) is rewritten as
1' tisedl oblique coordin(ates
(3. 4 )
d 13.3. 1tsilng these oblique
1.2 L 2 ,
U 1 X U 2
r u u , u,) u ., d1i ( !d,,cdu-. (23.49))
1. 2 UX U'2
()(r , I.u t) A= )T B(r ---n. r ,ut.u.).f (rr . u.).t)dr.du,.
D(rl, u,) =--eT.
If f varies only in one spatial dimension y, Eq. (8.5) can be rewritten using a trapezoidal
function to describe the integral of over the excluded-volume parallelepiped. Koch and
Harlen [73] wrote this simplified potential as
I)(yi, U) = I Uxu 2 f(Y2, U2)( Yl - Y2, U1, u 2)d2du2. (3.50)
The trapezoidal function n is written as
(y + a)/(t 1,2) for -h > y > -a
n(Y 1, u, ) (-h - a)/(Pl P 2 ) for h > y > -h (3.51)
(a - y)/(Pp 2) for a > y > h
where
p- = ey -ui (3.52)
1
a = -0(1 + P2) (3.53)2
h = max(PL1 - P2 -2 1), (3.54)2
p, and P2 are the components of ul and u 2 in the y-direction, and ey is the unit vector in
the y-direction. This is equivalent to the P used by Shundyak and van Roij [127]. The
term involving 4 in Eq. (3.45) is evaluated as
D(y u) dydu =_Yj, (3.55)
Y = f 'i(_l, U1);j (Y2 U2) UI XU 2 ( Y - Y2, U1, u2)dy2du2dy1du1 . (3.56)
This expression is useful for dynamic simulations of liquid crystals where gradients of 1 in
physical and orientational space are also necessary but analytically impossible to obtain.
Gradients of 4 are obtained through the use of a finite-element approximation, described
in Section 3.7. The integral over Y2 in Eq. (3.56) is taken as the inner integral, since
the nonzero space in Y2 for K is defined by (Yi, u1, u2). This nonzero space is integrated
using Gaussian quadrature for each (!jly u. u 2 ) quacdrature point in the outer integrals.
The matrix ;, appears in euilibrillumn calculations as the constant portion of the
Jacobian since it is not dependllent on f: thus. it only has to )e calculated once for a
give(n geometry. However. I, is not sparse. A row I may have nonzero entries for any
cohl0 unit that has a (!/. 0. o) location within a dlistance of L on either sidle of the (iy. 0. o)
location of i. This suggeests that V;i shouli be defined as a (Q 1) x (0 1) matrix:
however,. this definition canll create excessive incinorv riestrictions. Rather than definingl
) as a ((0 1) x (Q- 1) matrix. a sutniatrix V1; is defined to (lescri)e the V;Yi entries for
a 1ohlde / of arbitrary position A11(1 all other no(ies .j. Tile miemory re(uirelivents for this
submatrix are ro hlv times less than for . where is the number of grid( points
in physical sptace. This slbinatrix 7 is store(d and whenever a itatrix-vector product
for Y1 f is nleeded. then the indices for no(les I and .j are shifted i]i physical space to
k ailld to generate a product vector v = f,( / This lechhnique works because
thle differnce in e betx\ween nliodes / anil ji is mportant but not the absolute values of
y at those locations. This means that the intro(dluction of walls into the systen- can
colmplicate this technilque because the abtsolute value o)f y (which (lescribes the dIistaicee
betweeiu the nlo(le allnd the wall) may become imnlportalt.
3.4.2 Rod-wall interaction and anchoring
The hard wall potential is written as
_)c for /y - IU,,.,1 < L e,,-u),a(r. u) (3.,7)
o for •Y - y,,,// > *e,-u
where e, is the unit vector in the /-dlirection. This typtl) of potential has been used ilI
equ(lilibrium studies of liquid. crystal phase behavior !23. 109]. and ultimately serves to set
(r. u) 0 for any (r. u) that results in the ro(1 in]tersecting the wall. This true "hard
wall" interaction in(hlces an oblate laver of rods near the wall for low _ a1(nd a neimat ic
laver of rodls for high \. but. the wall does not select a particular nematic director. This
type of wall can be simulated in two ways in equilibrium studies. Chrzanowska restricted
the orientation-space mesh boundaries in the vicinity of the wall [23]. In our equilibrium
simulations in Chapter 5, the effect of the wall potential 4bwat is enforced by setting the
finite-element basis functions to zero for any point in (y, 8, d)-space that causes the rod
to intersect a wall. These two methods yield near-identical results. This technique is
not compatible with the memory-saving device described above because certain points
in y are different than others because of their distance from the wall.
An alternative to the hard wall potential represented above is the anchoring wall.
Anchoring boundary conditions on f or S force a nematic phase at the wall with the
nematic director lying in a particular orientation; such techniques are frequently employed
for tensor-based theories [120, 139]. As an alternative, Yu and Zhang approximate the
wall by a layer of "frozen rods." Unlike ,,wa1 in Eq. (3.57), this technique does induce
a particular nematic anchoring force on rods near the wall.
We also utilize a frozen-rod potential for both anchoring and non-anchoring dynamic
simulations in Chapter 8. A nematic wall is used to induce nematic anchoring, and an
oblate wall is used in the non-anchoring simulations. The oblate wall indeed induces
oblate structure at the wall but does not preferentially select for any nematic director in
the plane of the wall. This technique is necessary to ensure that out-of-velocity-gradient-
plane instabilities are not suppressed. In this sense, the oblate wall approximates Eq.
(3.57) more closely than the nematic wall for use in dynamic simulations. It remains
unknown what anchoring, if any, actually occurs in LCP experimental flows, so the
method is designed to simulate both anchoring and non-anchoring conditions. Also, the
frozen-rod potential is easily simulated in the Yij framework. Whenever a rod at node
i interacts with the wall through Ybj, the node j describes a location within the wall,
where a constant, frozen, distribution function is pre-defined as fwall(u).
3.5 Fourier analysis of spinodal decomposition
Chapter 6 focuses on the initial stage of spinodal decomposition and utilizes a linear
stablility analysis around the isotrop)ic base state (f = N/4;). For sinmall. fluctuations.
ff(r. u) can be written as
f (r. u. t) = -V/4wr - d.f(r. u. t). (3.58)
The Fourier component of the fluctuation 6f is introduced as
1
Jk - - / f(r. u. t) exp(-ik r)dr. (3.59)
where V' is the volume of the system. Eq. (3.58) is introduced into Eq.
the resulting equation is linearized with respect to 65f.
(2.29). and
The Fourier transform of the
linearized diffusion equation vields a linear. integrodifferential equation for the evolution
of fk as
-/k ---kk.k (3.60)
Ot
where the linear operator -2k and1 interaction kernel T1 Lk are defined as
-k(tU).k(u.t)= [D (k -(k -l)2 - D-,(k u)-
x [fk(I. t) - /fk( /)-kf(U. uI)du . (3.61)
Lk (u. u') = 2dLujo(- k 16) (3.62)
withl .j,(.r) - sin -/.. Eq. (3.60) is solved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of S.k(U). YWe restrict our attentcion to the one-dinlensional case where J - f () an1d
only the y-dixmension of k remains in Eq. (3.60): this approach follows previous studies
33. 126. 147].
[126] were the first to analyze the initial stage of one-dimensionalShimada, et al.
spinodal decomposition. They first simplified Eq. (3.60) by expanding fk(u,t) in density
and order parameter fluctuations nk (t) and Sk (t). Following [37], they reasoned that the
rods would entangle each other in the concentration regime where the solution becomes
unstable; in such a concentrated system, a test rod would be unable to rotate or move
laterally. They reasoned that each rod would primarily diffuse along its axis, so they
set Dr = DI = 0 to account for the entanglements. (This is equivalent to selecting a
finite value of a and /3 = 0, where a and ,3 are diffusivity ratios defined in Eq. (2.36)
and (2.37).) They then computed the maximum growth rate ormax and corresponding
wavenumber kmax for the various fluctuation modes. Their results indicate that kmax > 0
for all values of N > N,.
Winters et al. [147] carried out a similar analysis but did not use an expansion of
fk(u,t). Instead, they assumed that Dr = 0 and that the translational diffusivity could
be expressed by a scalar Dt for disentangled rods; this is equivalent to setting a = 0
and 3 = 1. This approach ignores the difference in parallel and perpendicular diffusion
inherent in the shape of the rods. The rationale for setting a = 0 is also questionable,
since the authors argue that the rods should be able to rotate freely. Their results also
indicated that kmax > 0 for N > NV.
Dhont and Briels [33] disagreed with the interpretation of diffusivities of Shimada et
al.. Instead, they assumed that the effects of the surrounding rods should be modeled
solely through the excluded-volume mean field 4. They argued that it is unnecessary
to change the diffusivity ratios to account for the entanglement effect, so that the dilute
values of the diffusivity ratios were used instead. They argue that to include 4 and also
change the diffusivities is to "double-count" the entanglement effect.
The analysis of Dhont and Briels utilized a small k expansion of fk and resulted in
kmax = 0 for N > N,. However, they argued that the scattered intensity will still exhibit a
time-dependent maximum at k > 0, because of the dependence of the eigenfunctions on k.
The maximum eigenvalue occurs at k = 0, but the functional forms of the eigenfunctions
ensure that the eigenfunction for k = 0 is identically zero. The time-dependence of the
(a)
Figure 3-3: Mechanisms of spinodal decomposition. (a) Rods move chiefly by translation
diffusion along axis. (b) Rods rotate to form an aligned phase. (Reproduced from [33].)
effective kmax results from the competition between the eigenfunctions, which are small
for small k, and the eigenvalues, which are large for small k.
The distinction between kmax > 0 and kmax = 0 is of great importance, because
it determines the mechanism for the initial stage of spinodal decomposition. Figure
3-3 pictures the difference in rod motion for the two mechanism types. If kmax = 0
(Mechanism 1), there is no inherent length scale in the spinodal decomposition process.
All of the randomly aligned rods will simply rotate toward a common director. If kmax > 0
(Mechanism 2), the rods diffuse translationally to form differently aligned regions with
an associated length scale e, where £ - 27r/kmax.
In Chapter 6, we proceed using the following method. The Fourier components of the
distribution function fk are approximated by using trilinear finite-element basis functions
7i in (k, 0, 0)-space. Eq. (3.60) is written in discretized form as
Of
M = Off (3.63)Sis the finite-element representation of
where M is the mass matrix, Q is the finite-element representation of Qk, and f is the
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vector of finite-element coefficients that vary in time. Solutions to Eq. (3.63) have the
form
f(t) = vj exp(crat) (3.64)
where vj and aj are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Z = M-1 0, respectively. Be-
cause the matrix Z is independent of time, the solution to Eq. (3.63) is fully expressed by
solving for vj and aj. The eigenvector vmax that corresponds to the maximum growth
rate rmax will dominate the initial stage of spinodal decomposition and will set the length
scale of the dominant perturbation.
For each set of parameters (N, a, ,), Z is computed on a (k, 0, 0)-mesh, and the
largest positive eigenvalue Umax and corresponding eigenvector Vmax of Z are computed.
The dominant eigenvector vmax is always associated with the wavenumber kmax. Care
must be taken to ensure that the range in the mesh includes kmax and that the mesh
itself is sufficiently refined to resolve kmax. The dominant eigenfunction is formed by
multiplying the components of vmax by the finite-element basis functions ?pi as fk(O, 0) -
Ej Vmaxj,'ýij(k , 9, 0,). The quantity kmax can be easily identified by integrating fk(0, 0)
over orientation space to show a peak in nk and Sk at kmax.
Eigenvalues are computed using the symmetric QR algorithm [54] to reduce Z to
tridiagonal form. Once amax is found, Vmax is computed through inverse iteration [54,
114]. Inverse iteration is carried out by selecting a value uapprox is close to the eigenvalue
Umax and a random vector ro. The eigenvector roughly corresponding to vmax is found
by repeatedly solving the system
(Z - UapproxI)rn + 1 = r'. (3.65)
After a few iterations, r" approaches vmax; just as uapprox is close to Umax, the solution to
Eq. (3.65) is rich in the direction of Vmax. These techniques are all amenable to parallel
computation [54].
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3.6 Applications to dynamic phase transitions
Ch(lipter 7 foscuses o(i simullations of tIhe tilnle-dpen(dent Doi diffusiol eqluation ill no-
flow. spatially-periodlic (dvall ic processes such as spino(dal (lecon11poosition anll (lilmatic
coarse fing. The (discretized tilne-stepper and(1 the finite-eleineiit approximati(on for / anll(
Sa(d (es(cribed(( belo(w.
The (listribut ion flnction f is defined1 throughout three-dinmen,,ional physical space.
but variations illn J are restrictl(ed(1 to the .y-dimle(nsioin as illn previo)us stud(ies of spino(dal
((deco)llpos()itioll 33. 62. 1.26. 147]. The system has lgth l 1) an(l perioi(c di)lllbo daryV
co(litioons ill t1he /-die[io. Both the (listrihbution flilctioln all( the illterioolecula.l
pot(ential are ap)proxiliate(d by the finlite-ele1llent met1hod( on0 a ( 1.). o -1inshI as
/f(1- . o) Z f,,(!. 0.). (3.66)
(D y. .o) - 1 4 , (.. 0 ). (3.67)
wheret( y. 6. ) '1 flinear basis fhinctions il (y!. 0. ))-space. The (orrespondnlg (lis-
1crtiz•e fori)l of Eq. (2.29) is written bYV ulsing semi-i11lplicit. first-order tilll( integratio(
i:!,S
ll(t -. fi')"+ -- t") = (2>./i f Ii - An 7k,, . V.(38)
where 1I,, is thte -mass matrix (C), is the (liscretize(l trauslatiotial andl rotatiounal (liffusion
operatorl. I W;, is tlhe (is.cretized• operator inatrix for the ro(t interac-ti(n c)ntribl tionl to
the flux. f," is the vector of fin te-I I(2-el1•et ((coefficients for the dIistril)ut ion fiunction0 at
ti•le '". anll( V/'! is the vectol of( fillitc-clenrent coefficientss for the mluolecu'lar pottential at
time f". We lutilize the co11Velltion of suillmiatioll over epeatel i11ic( s iil Eq .6
Eqtuation (3.68) is generated firom Eq. (2.29) b)y the procedllure (escribed in Section 3.2. .
Thel uIse of" a separate fillite-element alpprl)oximtion for the intermnolecular fiehl is tlhe
critical aspect, of the mletho(l that allows thie computation of cof(1plex tillie-(depen•dent
phenomena while r(etaining the length scale andIt accullracy of t IC le loullollglleeous Onsager
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potential. The quantity (O is updated as
Ai,j(~" + = Ij fn, (3.69)
where Yi is the discretized form of the Onsager potential operator discussed in Section
3.4. Calculation of (D' is complicated by the fact that Yij is a dense matrix, because
of the coupling between physical and orientation space [61]. The full matrix Yj is not
stored; instead, the relationship between a node and its neighbors in physical space is
computed once and then shifted in physical space as described in Section 3.4.
The discretized operators in the semi-implicit Doi diffusion time-stepper are inte-
grated by parts and written as
Vi= (y, u) (y, u)dydu, (3.70)
Qij = - (V,i(y. u)DYVy (y, u) + DrRi(y, u) - ij(y, u)) dydu, (3.71)
k= D J ,,V i(y, u)VYj(y, u),k(y, u)dydu
- D R.(y, u). - (y, u)k(y, u)dydu, (3.72)
Yj = Vl,(yl1, u)wj (y2, U2) U X U2(Y - Y2, U, U2)dy2du2dyxdul, (3.73)
where 4,b is the ith finite-element basis function in (y, u)-space. The operator W/ijk is
not stored; instead the products Wij••jkfkn( are computed directly at each time step.
A parallelized conjugate gradient method is used to solve Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69)
sequentially for each time step. This method is generalized such that it may be applied
to any no-flow time-dependent process with one-dimensional gradients in f, such as
spinodal decomposition, post-nucleation growth, and nematic coarsening. Independent
parameters include N and b; a and ,3 are varied in order to quantify the effects of limited
rod mobility on the phase transitions.
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Althouglh (DP may be written analytically and computed accurately. both V(D7I anl([ RI•
are finite-eleient approxilnations and result in overestiilates of the stead.-state values
of S relative to those reported iin equilibrium studlies -611.
Each st)inodal decolmposition simulation begins with anl unstable isotropic syst.(nl' of
period 1) at concentration X: the svsteirn is perturbed l y a periodic fluctuation with twist.
bendl(. and splay characteristics corresponding t the dloninant fluctuatiolls (compu)tedt
through linear stabilitv analysis 62]. (CGr;licnlts in S•,- - .. anll in S,. are classific(l
as exatmples of the "twist" mode. Gradients in S,./ and111 S.'5 show the "-benll" imode. anld
the coupled variation of n and (l,, is termed the --sphtly" lo (le.)
3.7 Applications to nonhomogeneous flow
Chapter 8 exteinds the nulmerical lnetho•s o>f chapter 7 to fow simuillations: the develop-
llent of the imetho d is sinilar to that in Section 3.6. withl the ý(ddlition of flow eqluationls
and( alnother operator-splitting step.
For simple shear flow, variations in f. ad. n (r are stricted( to the !/-dlinetl:on 149]
.
andi flow is restricted( to the .r-direction.. The systemn has length 1) an(l z'ero-flux bolun(iarv
conditions in t he !-dimnenlsion at the two walls. The distributioin function f( / . o. t). the
intertlileccuilar potncitial (y./. H. o. t). velocity '(y. t). and shear rate G(!/. t) are (liscretizedl
by the finite-elem:ent metho(l on a (j. H. o)-rnesh as
f(y. H. . t) Z ( ) ). (3.74)
G(•(i o. t )- (iOi(Tj 1. ). (3.75
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where 4'i (y, 0, ¢) is the ith linear basis function in (y, 0, €)-space, 'i (y) is the ith quadratic
basis function in y-space, and Ti(y) is the ith linear basis function in y-space. Linear
finite-element basis functions are used for f, (, and G whereas quadratic basis functions
are used for v to ensure consistency [134]. The corresponding discretized form of Eq.
(2.29) is written by using semi-implicit, first-order time integration as
Ayij(f2 + 1 - f7)/(tn+l - tr) = Q ffj+l + AijkG fk + TWijk•j ff, (3.78)
where ALij is the mass matrix, Qiy is the discretized translational and rotational diffusion
operator, Aijk is the discretized flow operator, Wijk is the discretized operator matrix for
the rod-interaction contribution to the flux, fj7 is the vector of finite-element coefficients
for the distribution function at time tn, G7 is the vector of finite-element coefficients for
the shear rate Ovx/Dy at time t", and 4D' is the vector of finite-element coefficients for
the molecular field at time t'. Eq. (3.78) is generated from Eq. (2.29) by the procedure
described in Section 3.2.1. The discretized flow operator Aijk is written as
AD = Tj(y)'k(y, u)[u~R i(y, u) + uxuyu . R i(y, u)]dydu. (3.79)
The operator Aijk is not stored; instead the products AijkGj .f are computed directly at
each time step. The quantity (hU is updated by using Yij as in Section 3.6.
No boundary conditions are needed in orientation space, but zero-flux boundary con-
ditions on f are used at the walls to prevent the flux of rods out of the system. This is
equivalent to setting the quantity (D -Vf + fD -Vq/kBT) to zero at each wall. These
boundary conditions are enforced in the derivation of Eq. (3.78).
The quantities (Gjn, v.) are updated through the momentum equation in DEVSS-G
formulation, written as
V.- (Vv + VvT) - V. (r + GT : [~ + (1 - S,) [I + IT]] + p6 ) = 0, (3.80)
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and the auxiliary equation for the shear rate interpolant G. written as
G = Vv. (3.81)
The polymeric contribution to the stress is continuous. because it is computed with
the shear-rate interpolant G. No-slip bolundar conditions are used for the velocity.
Equations (3.80) and (3.81) are discretized by the finite element method to give
where
,-1 - / V,7J,(.)V,,i J(y)dy. (3.83)
. u, ) r
-- y / .•. ,(. u) u.,. ., i (.u) dud(.. (3.817)
. .) 0j (N J . (3.86)
The inertial t, erms are neglected, so the velocit-v and shear rate coefficients c"" an(.1 are'"
simply ulpdated at each tihne step to he con.sistent, with f," and O'I:. Not-e that b>ecause
the velocity field is described by quadratic coefficients, there are more velocity unknownsl
than shear rate unknowns.
An operator-splitting technique is used to separate Eq. (3.69). Eq. (3.68). and Eq.
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(3.82) such that (fD'), (fj ), and (G', vj) are updated sequentially at each time step. A
parallelized conjugate gradient method is used to solve Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) for each
time step while a simple singular value decomposition (SVD) technique is used to solve
quickly Eq. (3.82). Nematic and oblate anchoring walls are implemented as discussed
in Section 3.4.
3.8 Future extensions to higher dimensional space
using local discontinuous DG
Two-and three-dimensional studies of the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation (Eq.
(2.29)) are computationally intractable because the basis functions in physical space are
mixed with basis functions in orientation space, leading to large, non-diagonal matri-
ces. This difficulty prevents the extension of chapters 7 and 8 to higher dimensional
simulations. Suen solved this difficulty for a two-dimensional Poiseuille flow problem
by using a local discontinuous Galerkin method for the discretization in physical space
[134]. The essence of the local discontinuous basis functions lies in the fact that the
piecewise basis functions are not required to be continuous on elemental boundaries [25].
Thus, a node at the boundary of 4 elements in a two-dimensional problem can share 4
discontinuous basis functions, one for each element. Each of the four basis functions has
its own associated coefficient. Information passes from one element to another through
fluxes into the element. Suen used this technique to decouple the physical elements from
each other in the update of f for each time step.
A technique much like this one would be necessary to extend the one-dimensional flow
analysis of Chapters 7 and 8 into a two-dimensional flow. Suen used xIus in the diffusion
equation and omitted the fVO term. The full nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation
is necessary to generate a polydomain structure with internal interfaces. A discontinuous
Galerkin formulation similar to Suen's will be necessary to decouple the elements, and a
two-dimensional analog of the locally-defined •ki matrix described in Section 3.4 would
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also be necessary to capture the Onsager potential in a practical manner.
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Chapter 4
Nonhomogeneous equilibrium phase
behavior
4.1 Introduction
A system of rigid rods of length L and diameter d undergoes a phase transition from
an isotropic, disordered state to a nematic, aligned state if the dimensionless system
concentration N (scaled by dL 2) increases past a critical density N*, where the critical
density represents the concentration at which the steric forces overcome the entropic
tendency toward disorder. This phase transition was first studied by Onsager, who
calculated N* for a system of rods of infinite aspect ratio [102]. The mechanism of
competition between entropic and steric forces is the chief cause of nematic ordering in
rodlike liquid crystal solutions, and rigid rods are often used to model liquid-crystalline
molecules, particularly for polymeric liquid crystals [4].
The precise features of the phase transition are challenging to compute because of
the difficulty of modeling the nonhomogeneous interactions between rods. Some dy-
namic expressions for rigid-rod systems simplify the analysis by assuming an interaction
potential with no inherent length scale. However, an accurate representation of a non-
homogeneous system requires a potential that accounts for nonhomogeneous interaction
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onil the lengtll scale of a single rod. These interactions cannot be a(lequately repfresenlte
by, the Oseen-Frank distortionl ellergyo .4 i blcause the length scale of such macroscopic
elastic interactions has no a( priori conllection to the size of thle rods.
Spatially nonhioniogeneous interactions are critical in mod[eling key features of the
isotlroplic-llieinat(ic transitionl. such1 as the siz/ and shl e of tihe interface between stable
coexistilg isotropic anl( neillatic states, as well as the size and evolution of destabilizing
(listortiolls ill the unllst able isotr)opic state (dhrinlg s)iinodal le c1omposition. These small-
scale interfaces and gradienlts are related( to the d(efect cores and( lines prevalent in liq(uid
crystal )behavior lwhich show (lirector variationts oil a length scale of order (L) in shear
flow andl are critical illn eterlillillnng the properties d11(1 (lvlamllics of liquid crystals I73].
Ourr purpose here is to dlevelop a general nimnerical miethod( for stlldlying the e(ti-
librilurl properties of rigid-ro(l systells ill the presenice of spaiial ily n ilonrogelleolus in--
termoleclllar effects. For a perio-lic. one-dilensiollal systei. we appIly this Iletlod to
tIhe calculation of the stable isotropic-nemnatic coexistence stale and the calculatiom of
nonho.nogeneous biftlrcatillg c•(uilibrilnn solutions in the spiio(lal regime. This general
imethod allows uis to calculate equ(ilibrinll solutions for the (list rilbution flinction f/(r. u) of
the svste•n. where r is the rod location and u is the rod orientation. b•v solving the Euler-
LIagranile integral equation that resuilts fromij finding the ('elllxtreia of tle free en.ergy. ()On
intention is that, these studies will aid inl our understanding of spinoldal (decomposition.
coarsening. and interfaces i liqllit 1-crystalline substances.
O)nsager [102 11and later Lekkerkerker et al. i82] used( thillrmlolvnatic argunl(nts to
calculate the properties of a stable system with coexistillng isotropic and nemnatic phases.
Onsager ruse(d a trial function for the prob)ability (listribultion fulctioln / to simplify the
problei•l an8d calculatcd a coexistence1 bulk isotropic (lensity of NA, = 4.25 and a hulk
nenlatic density of V,,,,, 5.T. Lekkerkerker et al. predicte(l ai coexistence bulk
isotropic density of ; -,, 1.9 and a bulk neinatic densit• of A,,,,,, = 5.33. similar
to Kayser and Ravech 6s pred(ictions of A•,,•, = 1.19 an(d A,,,,, 5.38 70]. Several
researchers have computed( the interfacial profile of f for the coexistence problem in one
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physical dimension, z, by solving the Euler-Lagrange integral equation in order to find
extrema of the free energy.
McMullen's 1988 investigation [93] of the interface assumed a simple monotonic func-
tional form for f in z-space and correctly predicted that the nematic phase is oriented
parallel to the interface, in agreement with Doi and Kuzuu's 1985 study [38]. Chen and
Noolandi [22] computed the interfacial density and order parameter profiles by fixing
the boundaries of the system to the bulk isotropic f and the bulk nematic f. Given
these constraints, they solved the nonhomogeneous Euler-Lagrange equation to find an
equilibrium coexistence solution for f. Their results predict monotonic density and
order parameter profiles. Their calculations assume a uniaxial solution; Chen's later
calculations [21] showed that the effects of biaxiality on the surface tension are small.
The coexistence problem was revisited by Koch and Harlen [73], who solved the
problem by using a more refined mesh and by using a biaxial form of the Onsager trial
function to fit f. Their results yielded a higher surface tension and a density profile
that varied non-monotonically in space. The calculations of Shundyak and van Roij
[127] suggest that the density profile is indeed monotonic and that Koch and Harlen's
results are in error. The calculations are more refined in z-space and assume a particular
functional form of f in 0-space. These various studies agree that the surface tension y- is
minimized when the nematic phase is aligned parallel to the interface and perpendicular
to the z-axis.
Nonhomogeneous equilibrium structures other than the coexistence state have not
been previously computed, but the existence of such states is implied by previous re-
searchers' analysis of the initial stages of spinodal decomposition. Shimada, Doi, and
Okano [126] investigated these initial stages by analyzing the nonhomogeneous diffu-
sion equation for Of/l0t, linearized about the isotropic state. Their analysis focused
on dispersion relations, which are expressions of the growth rate A of a perturbation as
a function of the perturbation wavenumber k and the system concentration N. It is
challenging to derive such expressions for perturbations in f analytically, so the analysis
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was simplified by taking appropriate moments of f and solving for dispersion relations
for the local concentration nl(r) and the local order tensor S(r). Bhave [5] carried out a
similar analysis for several simplified intermolecular potentials. Winters. Odijk, and van
der Schoot L147] reevaluated the Doi diffusion equation and analytically' solved fori the
dispersion relation for f by onmitting rotational diffusion from the diffilsion equation.
The growth rate for any perturbation is negative for N < N,*. However. in the spin-
odal regime. the growth rates of some perturbations are positive. The wavenumber k'
corresponding to the maximum growth rate is the wavenunrber of the domninant pertur-
bation growing out of the isotropic phase in the early stages of spinodal decomposition.
Setting A = 0 in any of these dispersion relations allows us to write an equation
relating N and k: for neutrally-stable perturbations. At a particular concentration N.
we may solve for k: such that A = 0. Such a perturbation from the isotropic state of
wavenumber Ak at concentration N will not grow larger or decay away: this perturbation
represents a nonhomogeneous equilibrium solution bifurcating from the isotropic base
state.
These solutions are unstable since they exist in the spinodal regime: however. the
solutions correspond to intermnediate. unstable steps in the process of spinodal decompo-
sition. During spinodal ldecomposition. particular fluctuations of f will grow out of the
unstable isotropic state. As thle system progresses toward a final homiogeneous nematic
state, these fluctuations will evolve and coarsen. Nonliomogeneous equilibrium struc-
tures act as unstable attractors during this dynamic process. Bai. Spence. and Stuart
[1] argued that the global attractor for the general Cahn-Hilliard model of spinodal (le-
composition is the union of the equilibriumn solutions and their connecting orbits. For
the one-diimnensional Cahl In-Hilliard model, they set up boundary-value problems to cal-
culate these connecting orbits. Spinodal decomposition for the Doi rigid-rod xmodel is a
direct generalization of the Cahn-Hilliard model [126] that includes the orientational de-
grees of freedom. Miuch like the simple Cahn-Hilliard model. there are clear connections
between the nonhomogeneous. unstable equilibrimn states and the process of' spinodal
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decomposition for a rigid-rod system. A goal of the present paper is to compute these
nonhomogeneous equilibrium solutions for the rigid-rod model.
4.2 Formulation
The probability that a rod will be at point r and oriented in direction u is given by
the distribution function f(r, u), where the orientation u is a unit vector described by
the spherical angles 0 and 6. Integrating f over all orientations gives the local number
density n(r). Integrating f over all orientations and positions gives the total number
of rods in the system. The local order in a system is expressed through the symmetric,
traceless order tensor S(r) as
1 1S(r) - n(r) f(r, u)(uu - 6)du. (4.1)
Invariants of the tensor S give scalar measures of order [5]; the most useful scalar measure
is S,
S(r) - ((S(r) S(r)) S(r))1/3. (4.2)
The director n is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of S with the largest
absolute value. If S is diagonalized and two of the components are equal, then f is
uniaxial about n and the local order can be completely described by S, with S ES(nn-
6/3). The three simplest phases formed by rigid rods are uniaxial: Isotropic (disordered,
S = 0), nematic (rods aligned along n, S > 0), and oblate (rods aligned along a plane
perpendicular to n, S < 0). The value S = 1 corresponds to perfect nematic alignment
and S = -1/2 corresponds to perfect oblate alignment. The biaxiality v is measured as
the difference between the two eigenvalues of S with the smallest absolute values.
The dimensionless free energy of a nonhomogeneous system of interacting rods of infi-
nite aspect ratio is a functional of f. Following Koch and Harlen [73], the dimensionless
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free energy is written as
F(f. A; [. 4f(r.u)
T f(r. ult). I( T f )dutdr
9' I
.f(rj.lu).P(r. - r-: +rl. u2)B(r,
.  
u.)diul~lu)tu.2drrl
-A (f (ri. u) - )dr Idu 1 . (4.3)
where A is a Lagrange multiplier necessary fori normalization. n , is the bulk isotropic
coexistence density. N is the average density of the system,. and B represents the exclude(l
volumne interaction between two rod(s with orientations ul and u.2 and separated by r.
If the two ro(ls overlap. B = 1: otherwise. B = 0. The surface tension , is implicit
in the interaction term F126]. The expression (5.5) for the free energy is trluncated
after the second virial coefficient, because of the high aspect ratio of the rods --4]. If
f is homogencous,. then Eq. (5.5) reduces to Onsager's original expression and B =
sin(ul,u.). We follow Koch and Hlarlen in using nl -1.25 73]. Note that ,\ behaves as
a chemical potential [22].
All stable and unstable equilibriuni solutions of f are extreima of the free energy. To
finud equilibriumn solutions of f. the first variation of the free energy with respect to f.
6F. is set to zero. yielding the Ei.der-Lagrange equation
In( r u ) + 1 -- A- f(r. = r +- r.u.2)B(r. u,.u.)dulduldr -0. (4.4)
The final termnn in Eq. (4.4) represents the dimensionless molecular field I). The integrand
in () corresponds to the vohune that a rod( at (rn. u2) cannot enter because of the presence
of a rod at (r', u'). The distribution function f is scaled with (dL' and variations in f
over a distance of order d are neglected because of the high aspect ratio.
An equilibrium sohlution is stable if it minimizes the free energy with respect to any
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Figure 4-1: Bifurcation diagram for homogeneous system of rigid rods. Dotted lines (- -)
indicate unstable states and solid lines (-) indicate stable states.
infinitesimal perturbation in f at constant N [13]. This means that the second variation
of the free energy with respect to f must be positive,
2 FP(f, ý; N) > 0. (4.5)
The spatially homogeneous form of this problem is well-known, and the homogeneous
phase diagram is shown in Figure 4-1. The isotropic branch (S = 0) is an equilibrium so-
lution for all values of N. For small N, the isotropic state is stable but becomes unstable
at the critical (spinodal) point, N = N,* = 5.09 where there is a transcritical bifurcation
with subcritical, unstable, prolate (nematic) states and supercritical, unstable, oblate
states branching away from the base state. The prolate solution regains stability at a
limit point N = NIm = 4.44. This stable nematic family exists for all higher values of N
and evolves toward perfect alignment (S -+ 1) with increasing N. For Ni•m < N < Nc*,
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Figure 4-2: The distribution function f varies in only the z-direction. A rod at position
z0o with orientation u is shown. The unit vector u is defined by the angles 0 and ¢
(inset).
both the nematic and isotropic states are stable. For N > N*, the isotropic state is
an unstable equilibrium state, and for N < N*im, the nematic equilibrium states do not
exist. Using the method outlined below, we computed the homogeneous phase diagram;
our calculations agree with previous values of N* = 5.09 [76] and Nl*m = 4.44 [55]. Addi-
tional homogeneous unstable solutions bifurcate from the isotropic branch at high values
of N [55, 70], and stable smectic solutions bifurcate from the nematic branch for high
packing fractions [97].
4.3 Computational Method
The equilibrium properties of a simple, periodic nonhomogeneous system of rods of length
b are studied where the distribution function varies in only one physical dimension, z,
scaled by L (see Fig. 4-2).
The distribution function is approximated as a weighted sum of finite-element basis
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functions on a discretized (z, 0, 6) grid with Q nodes. This approximation to f(r, u) is
written as
f(r, u)- ~ fio i(z, 0, P), (4.6)
where f, is the coefficient for node i and til is the tri-linear finite-element basis function
for node i in (z, 0, 0) [65]. A representative coarse mesh for our method is 40x20x32
elements on a (z, 0, 0) grid for a system where b = 6; more refined meshes are used for
periodic coexistence calculations. (The method is designed to be as general as possible:
the use of spherical harmonics and other trial functions for f in u-space is avoided because
of the resulting constraints on possible functional forms of f and 4D.) The angle 0 is
measured from the x-axis, and the angle Q is measured from the y-axis. The discretized
form of f is introduced into the expression for the free energy, Eq. (5.5). The first
variation of the free energy with respect to the coefficients fi is set to zero, yielding the
discrete Euler-Lagrange equation:
OF /! 4
S(f; 0 -, 0 0)) -1)
I(fO + A] sin Od0dOdz = 0, i = 1..Q. (4.7)kBT
Normalization is enforced by setting OF/&A = 0 to yield
fj J O ij (z, 0, ) sin OdOdodz - Ndz = 0. (4.8)
as an auxiliary equation for A.
Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) are residuals written in vector form as R(f,A), where f = (ft ...f).
Newton's method is used to solve this nonlinear system of equations; the (Q+ 1) x (Q+ 1)
symmetric Jacobian matrix is written as
[ORlQ OR,..Q
J _ Oa 0 (4.9)
Lan+i 08f
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Successive iterations of Newtoin's nethod solve the linear systeni
-J = R. (4.10)
mnd1 will q(uadratically converge to anll eqilibrium state f.,\ if the first guess ill the
Newtoll iteration is sufficiently close to the solution. For / = ..( and I ..Q. the
ent ries of thlle .Jacobian are
-/ (( .( -0. ) 0(T(f:_? .W )(" ) (I( )(I (l.. o
-. '-- (. 0-- -. ( ,) sill Ododo.. t. 11)
A
obli(ue coor(dinates (described( by Straley 133. (in (illlensional forim) is written as
1 2 L2 d
(r. u) -- -- / f(r u( -u , uu' x u'u` X d(/dd(Iu'. (4.12)
-L L2 - 2 -I
The variatioll of . ov1er < is negligib)le for ro(is of highi aspect ratio. For a systemn
whelre .f varies in only one physical dimension. :. the integratiol over tihe nelltratl plane
call he carrie ( olit in c'losc(l formi to yieldl a simpler expressionl for ()( -. u). which is
utilized in o01 analysis 73. Although (D is colmputationally comnplex., it is linear illn . so
this ter (ln 00 1i) in J does not have to )xe recalclulated for each Newton iteration. iThe
acc rat e•o comp)utation of ( is a critical step in the munmerical uimetho since (1 governs
the length scale and strength of intermolecular interactions across phase b)ou1ndaries an(1
other gra(lients ill structure.
Thlere are tiwo independelnt paraimeters: .. the average dlensity of the syvstem. and
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b, the physical size of the system. We vary these two parameters in our investigation of
nonhomogeneous equilibrium solutions. Arc-length continuation is used to move around
limit points in the solution structure. (Note that in a periodic system, nonhomoge-
neous solutions can be shifted in z without changing the free energy. The position of
nonhomogeneous features is set by the initial guess and the mesh.)
Energy stability theory [16] is applicable to the analysis of the equilibrium states
computed as the extrema of the free energy, Eq. (5.5). As described in [13] for a
different, but mathematically similar problem, the Jacobian matrix J evaluated about
an equilibrium solution f = fo(N, b) is the finite element representation of the second
variation of the free energy with respect to infinitesimal perturbations in f. Hence,
the thermodynamic stability of the state is given by the eigenvalues of J; if all the
eigenvalues are negative, then the energy surface is locally concave and the state is stable
to small perturbations, but if one or more of the eigenvalues is positive, perturbations
exist that will lower the free energy, corresponding to an unstable local equilibrium.
(Note that there will be one additional eigenvalue as a result of Eq. (4.8) which should
not be considered in the eigenvalue analysis because it does not describe the free energy
surface.) Of great interest is the condition where the parameters N and b are such that
an eigenvalue of J is zero, indicating the existence of a perturbation that would leave
the free energy unchanged. As described in [13], this point represents the crossing or
bifurcation of two equilibrium states. The eigenvector of J corresponding to the zero
eigenvalue indicates the difference between the bifurcating state and the base state used
to compute J.
The method monitors the eigenvalues of J and detects bifurcation points when eigen-
values switch signs. The bifurcating solutions are computed by added the corresponding
eigenvector to the base state at a value of N close to the bifurcation point. The bifur-
cating solution is then traced using continuation.
Calculations of equilibrium states and their stability is complicated by the fact that
J is a dense matrix. Thus, storage of J and direct solution of the linear equation
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set (4.10) is prohibitively expensive. Instead Eq. (4.10) is solved by the conjugate
gradient method implemented in parallel for a Beowulf computing environmient using
MPI protocols: elements of J are stored on multiple processes for the matrix-vector
imultiplications needed in the conjugate gradient iterations.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Isotropic-Nematic Coexistence
The coexistence between bulk isotropic and nemnatic states is one of the most studied
spatially nonhomogeneous states for rigid-rod systems. Previous calculations of this
state assumed a finite. one-dimensional system where the boundaries of the system were
fixed to be identical to the bulk values of the distribution function [3. 8. 101]. The use
of this boundary constraint in solving an integral equation is unnecessary in a periodic
system.
NVe compute coexistence states f(-. u) that are periodic in : for a given system size
b. 0 < - < b. As shown in Fig. 4-3 (b = 10. N = 4.76). spatial periodicity requires that
the system have two interfaces. As b is increased. the distance b)etweent he interfaces
also increases. For very large b. the system approximates semi-infinite bulk isotropic
and nematic regions separated by interfaces: thus. for large b. these periodic isotropic-
nematic microstructures approximate bulk coexistence. The calculated bulk properties
(N\).,, = 1.20. SiS,. = 0) and (0,,,,,, = 5.37. S.,, = 0.795) are quite close to those reported
by Kavser a.nd Ravech6 [70]. (Note that experimental studies by van Bruggen et al
place indicate that these estimates of Ni,, are too high: also. the experiments indicate
that Aj should be closer to N.jo rather than N,,,.,,,T [141]. These discrepancies are likely
due to Onsager's assumption of a high aspect ratio.) The interfaces shown in Fig. 4-3
have (imnensionless widths of approximately 2, in agreement with calculations of Chen
and Noolandi [22] and larger than the interfacial width calculated by Koch and Harlen
[73J. As shown in Fig. 4-3. the density and order-parameter increase monoticallv in
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Figure 4-3: Coexistence state, N
parameter profile, S vs. z. (A
calculation.)
= 4.76, b =
mesh of 32
10. (a) Density profile, n vs. z. (b) Order
nodes in each dimension was used in the
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from the isotropic to the nematic state. These profiles confirmi the results of Shundyak
and van Roij [127] and disagree with the approximate solution of Koch and Harlen [73].
(Note that Koch and Harlen assumed N,,,,,, = 5.71. which is much higher than other
estimates of A,,,,,.) Additionally. the rise in the order parameter S(:) leads the increase
in the density,. in agreement with the calculations of C'hen and Noolandi ý221. Also
there is a peak in the biaxiality v on the isotropic side of the interfaces. a feature that
was also observed by previous calculations [21]. The surface tension -,. is calculated to
be 0 = (.1-16 for b = 10. This value for 2 rmatches ordler-of-itagnitude experimental
estimates i20].
Calculation of coexistence as a periodic state. rather thain of a trulcwated approximia-
tion to two seni-infinite bulk regions as don0e before 221. 73. 1-27]. leads innnediatelv to the
generalization of the concept of coexistence for systems with varying spatial period. \e
have calculated these states for system sizes between 4.75 < .b < 13. As the system size
decreases. the regions bounding the interfaces no longer approximate bulk isotropic and
ncematic states as indicated in Fig. 4-4 by the variation of the densities in the midpoint
of both regions with changing b. The values of S'.,,,. S', .,,,. and .similarly change for
b < 7. Chen argued that the effect.s of biaxialitv on the semi-infinite coexistence calcula-
tion are small [21]; this is not true for calculations of isotropic-neatic minicrostructures
with small b because the two interfaces interact: with each other and affect the properties
of the system.
4.4.2 Nonhomogeneous Equilibrium States
Spatial variation of f is most easily depicted by the variations in the five independent
components of the traceless tensor S(:) and in the local concentration e (:). W  follow
the terminology of Shimada. Doi. and Okiano [126] in this description. Variations in
S, -- S,:,. and ill S,., are classified as examples of the "'twist" mode. Variations in S,.,
and S,,. show the "-bend" mode. and the coupled variation of n aind S', is termed the
."splay" mode. The terms bend. twist, and splay describe the possible variations of the
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Figure 4-4: The densities at the midpoint of the nematic (.. ) and isotropic (-) regions
vary with system length b. These isotropic-nematic microstructures asymptote toward
the bulk coexistence values for large b.
director in the z-direction.
Previous analyses of spinodal decomposition suggest the existence of nonhomogeneous
equilibrium solutions bifurcating from the isotropic solution [5, 126, 147]. Near the
bifurcation point, these solutions can be found via dispersion relations, derived from
linear stability theory, by setting the temporal growth rate to zero and relating the
wavenumber k of the perturbation to the concentration N. This constraint ensures
that the isotropic solution is neutrally stable to that perturbation; such a perturbation
would neither grow nor decay, and the bifurcating state would constitute an unstable
equilibrium state. Typically, closed-form expressions for the dispersion relation can only
be derived for small-amplitude, low-wavenumber perturbations and have limited ranges
of validity, as demonstrated below.
The finite element analysis described in Section 4.3 was used to compute bifurcations
from the isotropic family as a function of average density N for a given periodicity b.
The wavenumber k of a state with period b is computed as k = 27/b. The bifurcation
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to the spatially homogeneous nematic and( oblate states is easily computed and is shown
in Fig. 4-1: the form of the homogeneous bifurcating prolate and oblate states match
the results of Gopinath et al. [55]. Additional bifurcations to spatially nonhomogeneous
equilibrium states also are computed for N > _,. by monitoring the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of J. The nonhomnogeneous bifuiircating states correspond to the states
implied by the dispersion relations discussed above. These bifurcations occur at critical
values of N = .M,(k) that depend on the perturbation wavenumber k. For each A:. three
families of stat;es bifurcate from three XM,(k) correspondling to be(nd. twist. anld splay
Lmiodes. The representative bifulrcation computation for k = r/3 is discussed below.
For a systemn of length b = 6 (k = 7/3). three families of nonhomogeneous equilibrium
states bifureate from the isotropic state. At N -= 5.16. four eigenvalues of J pass through
zero, and. inspection of the eigenvectors shows that the neutrally stable perturbations are
dominated by the twist mode. The four eigenvectors correspond to the in-phase and
out-of-phase components of S, -.5 .., and. S,.:. At N - 5.:32. four additional eigenvalues
pass through zero. and the associated cigenvectors are dominated by the bend mode.
At N = 5.41. two eigenvalues pass through zero. and the associated eigenvectors are
doininated by the splay mode. A similar trio of bifurcation points may be found for
every value of A:; ,.(k:) for each mode increases with increasing A. For k -k 0. the
bifurcation points N,.(k) collapse onto NT.
The evolution of each of these twist, bend. and splay families in N was computed for
k = 7/3. The evolution of the families is represented in Fig. 4-5 byL the scalar order
parameter I S' . calculated for a nIonhomogeneous system as
|S -( S(:)d:) '. (4.13)
The ben(d and( splay families lack interesting features as they evolve only to small values
of alignment with increasing N. The twist states. however. first evolve with a moderate
increase in N to N = 5.39 where the family passes through a limit point in N. reverses
direction and proceeds to develop large increases in alignment. measured by IISl , with
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Figure 4-5: (Top) Nonhomogeneous bifurcating states (twist( ... ), bend( ), and
splay(-) modes) for wavenumber k = ir/3 from the isotropic state for system of size
b = 6. The twist mode goes through a first limit point at N = 5.38 and a second limit
point at N = 5.01. (Bottom) The twist state evolution is shown by comparing the profile
of S(z) for points (a,b,c,d) where (a) N = 5.21 (b) N = 5.36 (a) N = 5.22 (d) N = 5.51
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d(ecreasing N. _ The twist fanmilv also develops significant contributions fron the splay
miiode as it evolves in N.
The twist family for A T- /3 theni passes through a limit point anl(I tlihereafter evolves
to itlcreasilg vallies of . Fig. -1-5 shows that this second linmit point for the twistt poilt
is si'nilar to the limit point for tile Ilomogeneous, (Ak = 0) neinatic fIamil. The value of
.3) at the limit point (A 5.01) compares to S =-0.45 at1, =A 4.11 for the
homtogienleous inenatic fanily.
Tlhe spatial evohitioin of the uonhoinogeleoue s equilibriinu states is pait iilarhl in-
terestillg aiuid is (lepictedl in Fig. 4-5. he spatial strulcture(• evolves front tie initial
dlestabilizing perturbat(ion (state (a) in Fig. 4-5) to states with large o()blate regini( sep-
larger ienutatic regions (state (d)).
A large system (b 3 36) was aiinallyzed in order to evaluate the final >tages of the
twist mode's evolltioli and to observe nemiatic regions that arne mu()ch wi(ler thalln a single
rod. After the secondlil turninng point. lthe larger. dolilllant neiartic tructllreIs betgin to
grow wider a N is iincreaed (Fig. -6). The oblate regions anli• the other two ieinatic
st•luct,•ires are squieezed iward as the hhdollineant. neai hov llogeneo. nelnatic rei on s iO
widen. Iside the ( tilnaitl regions. the local values of ( ). S) imatch the correspoliding
values of (V. S) for the homogeneous neinatic phase. in(icating that these vvi(le regions
a.pproxiate bulk nenatic grain-s. Tle increase of the wvidth D (scaled bt L) for the
doimiilant reogion with increasilg~ N is ldepicte(l iii Figi 1-. Tile increaesa ini D tapers
off as the region bietween tie twr o lomillnant nelniatic regions shrink. The ~atltes of tA
where this grail expansion begins and levels off are dependent oil . This phenomenon
of grlain expansion with increasing A is thle final stage of the t-wist mno(le evolutrionl.
The two dominant regions have the saime orientation: thns. the systen becomes more
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Figure 4-6: The final stage of the (b = 36) twist mode evolution is depicted: S vs. z for
N = 4.6 (-) and N = 5.42 ( ... ). In this range, the increased value of N is primarily
accommodated by growing the width of the nematic regions rather than increasing their
density.
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Figure 4-7: Grain expansion for the final stage of the (b = 36) twist mode evolution: The
increase in the width D of the dominant nematic regions seen in Fig. 4-6 is depicted. As
these regions get close to filling the entire system, the rate of increase in D with respect
to N decreases.
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homogeneous as the dominant regions grow and behave as "bulk" grains separated by
small. nematic interstitial regions. The width D of the dominant nematic regions is
much larger than L and shows the connection between these unstable equilibrium states
and the phenomena of grain formation and coarsening in the late stages of the nenmatic
phase transition.
For a system of a given size b. there are also bifurcating equilibrium families with
wavenlumbers tk:. (41 = 2. 3. .. ) which bifurcate at higher values of N. Such states
constitute thle i-wave analogs of the original one-wave twist. bend. and splay solutions
of wavenmunber Ak and fit into the system with. a wavelength of b/l/. The concentration
N. at which these solutions biflrcate increases with increasing k.
As expected. each of the nonhomogeneous states computed for k = <;/3 is unstable
to at least one set: of small amplitude perturbations. Hence these states do not affect
the final steady-sta.te of any dynamics for N > A)\7. which. evolve to the homogeneous
nematic state. given sufficient time. However. these states will infltence the temporal
evolution toward this final equilibriunm. as discussed in Section 4.5.
The finite-element-based linear stability analysis can be used to compute the neu-
tral stability curves for disturbances to the isotropic base state as a finction of the
wavenumber Ak -- 2- ,/b of the perturbation: these neutral stai)ility curves correspondl to
the sequence of critical points for the twist lmode for varying wavenumber (AN = N.(k)).
Results are shown in Fig. 4-8 and comnpared to previous neutral stability curves of Shi-
nima.a et al. [126]. Winter et al. [147]. an(l Dhmont et al. [33! which were (derived using
small wavenumber expansions and other approximations. (These three studies focused
on early stages of spinodal decomposition. Perturbations with zero-growth-rate are
neutrally stable because thev cause no net change in the free energy: thus, these pertur-
bations should be identical to the neutrally-stable perturbations seen in the e(lquilibriumn
analysis.) As is clear in Fig. 4-8. these approximations are only accurate. if at all. for
A: < 1: for k = 0(1.) and larger, these simplifications suppress a wide range of unstable
perturbations, and only analysis of the full free-energy formulation allows accurate corn-
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Figure 4-8: Neutral stability curve for twist mode. Our results are compared with the
neutral stability curves implied by the dispersion relations of references [126], [147], and
[33]. The twist solution is depicted because it is the first mode to appear.
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putations. Care should be taken when using analyses based on approximations derived
for (k << 1) to make predictions when this constraint is not met.
4.5 Discussion
A general metho(d is presented for calculating equilibriuln states and. their thermody-
namic stability for the Euler-Lagrange equation representin i a spatially-periodic. one-
dimensional solution of rigid rods. The method is demonstrated for the calculation of
periodic isotropic-nemnatic microstructures as a function of the spatial wavelengths and
for the amnalysis of spatially-periodic. nonhomlogeneoucs equilibriuml states that evolve from
the unstable isotropic state as a function of concentration N. For large b. the periodic
isotropic-nlematic microstructures predict stable interfaces that closely match the resuilt
for an interface separating bulk isotropic and nematic phases. The density n( --) and
ord(er paraimeter S(-) increase monotonical.lv from the isotropic phase to the nematic
phase. For small b. the interfacial properties differ from the interface separa, ting bulk
phases. and biaxialityv becomes important for small b because the two interfaces affect
each other.
We, comlpute spatially nonhomogeneous equilibriulli states bifilrcating from the isotropic
states at critical values of N for each wavelength k: these states correspondl to the twist.
bend, and splay modes for liquid crystal nmicrostructures. The twist modes are partic-
lflarly interesting because of the relationship between these families of nonhomogeneous
states and the hoimogeneous nematic states. As shown in Fig. -- 9. twist funilies for
k -= ;-/3. A: .---= r/iG. and k -= r,/18 pass through a series of turning points to evolve with
increasing N in parallel with the homnogeneous nemnatic family. so that at a given value
of N (e.g. in Fig 4-9) there are multiple equilibrium states. including the thermodynam-
ically stable homogeneous state and unstable. nonhomlogeneous states with large spatial
gradients in S -- the precursor to grains.
Althoough these nonlhomogeneous states are thermodynamically unstable to one or
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Figure 4-9: (Top) The twist states for b = 6 (k = 7r/3), b = 12 (k = r/6), and b = 36
(k = r/18) are shown with the homogeneous states (k - 0). (Bottom) The S(z) profiles
for the highly aligned states for (a) k = 7/3, (b) k = r/6, (c) k = r/18 and (d) k = 0
are shown for N = 5.52.
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more disturbances at constant wavenumber. they are dlynamically significant to the study
of the evolution of the miicrostructure from the isotropic state to the nematic equilibrium
for N > N~.
As Bai et al. I1] have lemonstrated by full nonlinear. time-dependent calculaHtions
for a simple Cahn-Hilliard model of spinodal decomlposition. these unstable states are
connected by heteroclinic orbits and thus the time evolution of the coarsening process
results in inordinate lengths of time being spent in this proximity of these unstable
states. For large systems (b > 1) which will accomodate a large set of finite-wavelength
perturbations. the evolution from an initially-highl wavenumber state to a homogeneous
nemnatic state will appear as the coarsening of a series of grain-like structures.
This chapter was reproduced in part with permission fronm Green. MJ.J.. Armstrong.
R.C.. Brown R.A. . omputation of the nonhomogeneous equilibrium states of a rigid-
rod solution." .J.Chem.Phvs. 125. 21-1906 (2006). copyright American Institute of Physics
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Chapter 5
Confinement effects on equilibrium
phase behavior
5.1 Introduction
The rigid-rod model is used to study the phase behavior and dynamics of rodlike liquid-
crystalline molecules in confined systems. Liquid crystals have been used in a variety
of important industrial applications because of their unique optical, rheological, and
mechanical properties [35]. The physics of rodlike liquid crystals in confined geometries
is particularly interesting because the wall-rod interactions strongly impact the properties
of the entire system. Our goal is to capture the effects of parallel hard walls on the
equilibrium phase behavior of a system of rodlike molecules.
The model rods have a high aspect ratio L/d where L is the rod length and d is the
rod diameter. The system geometry is a narrow slit where the rod distribution function
f varies only in z, the dimension perpendicular to the walls. The independent system
parameters are the wall separation b (scaled by L) and the system's average rod density
N (scaled by dL2). The properties of an equilibrium solution may be depicted by the
density profile n(z) and the order parameter tensor profile S(z). At low N, the system
is isotropic with an oblate film at the walls. The equilibrium phase behavior changes as
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N is increased a.s follows: (I) The system goes through a oblate-nernmatic transition in
the later of rods near the walls at the "uniaxial-biaxial" transition density N1 -B3. (II) For
N > .\Nt.-1 1 the next stable equilibrinum state is the biaxial phase. comprised of a nematic
filhn at the walls and an isotropic center. A secondary nenmatic filhn grows inward from
the walls as N is increased. (III) There is a critical wall separation b(, that determines
whether the transition between the biaxial phase and the capillary cond(lensed neinatic
phase is continuous. (IV) The value of b determnines the stability limits of N for the
biaxial-capillary neinatization transition.
Prior research efforts have used both theoretical approaches and particle-based sin-
ulations to stnudv rigid-rod phase behavior in confinedl geonetries. Ping Shel's 1976
stulll [125] of the neniatic-isotropic transition used a thermnotropic Landall-(deGennes
theory to pre(lict b(,. For b < b(. the isotropic-neinatic transition is continuous because
the order introduced bvL the walls affects a. large fraction of the system. In 2004. Batalioto
et al. used a Nlaier-Saupe intermolecular potential and( a van der W.aals wall interaction
potential to estimate b(, for a thermotropic system i2]. These estimates of b1( cannot be
(directly related to the size of the rods.
For lyotropic rigid-rod models. Poiniewierski and Holyst calculated ,n () and S( ) for
nemiatic bulk solutions in contact with a single wall 109%1: this work was later e:(xtendedl
to isotropic bulk solutions ,1081]. For systems with two parallel walls. van Roij et al.
used an Onsager-like free energy functional to simulate the wall phase transition and to
compute b( = 2.08 [1-6]. The computation was greatly simplified by admitting only
three possible rod orientations. but this simplified model still generated phenomena (I-
IV). However. the small nmnber of possible rod orientations significantly decreased the
accuracy of this restricted-orientation (ROM) model. Moradi et al. extended the RONI
model to a larger number of possible orientations in order to comnplute more accurate
profiles of n(:) and S(z) [96]. The most relevant study of elongated particles confined
by walls is that of Chrzanowska et al. i23t. This study used density-flunctional theory
for hard Gaussian overlap particles with an elongation of 5. Although these particles are
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not identical to high-aspect ratio rigid rods, the results still display two of the phenomena
of interest: (I) A wall phase transition and (II) a growth of a nematic film inward from
the walls in the biaxial phase regime.
Monte Carlo simulations have frequently been used to investigate the phase behavior
of a number of confined particle systems, both thermotropic [132] and lyotropic [74]. The
theoretical results of van Roij et al. [35] and Chrzanowska et al. [23] were validated by
corresponding Monte Carlo simulations.
The goal of the present paper is to analyze phenomena (I-IV) in a systematic manner
by setting up phase diagrams for various values of b and comparing their features with
the homogeneous isotropic-nematic phase transition. Special attention is given to the
variation of biaxial phase properties with N and b. Our analysis uses the finite-element
discretization of the free energy expression introduced in a previous paper [61], allowing
for increased accuracy over the ROM method. This analysis yields new insight into
confined rigid-rod systems by showing that the properties of confined systems with large
b do not approximate the properties of homogeneous systems.
5.2 Formulation
The formulation of the present study is similar to that of a previous paper by the authors
[61]. The distribution function f(r, u) describes the probability that a rod will have
location r and orientation u, where u is a unit vector described by the spherical angles
0 and 0. The local density is expressed as
n(r) = f (r, u)du. (5.1)
The local alignment of the rods is captured by the traceless order tensor S(r) as
S(r) n(r f(r, u)(uu - 6)du. (5.2)n(r) 3
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Invariants of the tensor S give scalar measures of alignment F5]: the most useful scalar
measure is S.
S'(r) - ((S(r) -S(r)) : S(r))i '': . (5.3.)
The director n is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvahlue of S with the largest
absolute value. The three rigidl-rod, phases of interest are: Isotropic (disordered. S' = 0).
neimatic (rods alignedl along n. S > 0). andl oblate (rods alignedl along a plane perpen-
dicula.r to n. S < 0). The value S = 1 corresponds to perfect neimatic alignment and
S --1/2' corresponds to perfect oblate alignment.. The biaxiality ' is measuredl as
the difference between the two eigenvalues of S with the smallest absolute values. A
useful measiire of S(r) for a nonhoinogeneous system is (5'}. the density-weighted mean
of S(r). defined as
S /} = /* ,(r)S(r)dr. (5.4)
The dimensionless free energy of a nonhomogeneous system of interacting rods of
infinite aspect ratio is a functional of f. Following [73] an(l [109]. the dilnensionless free
energy is written as
F( f. A, A-)F#,N / .f(ri. ut) In(-rf(r. ut1 ))duidrt
+ / f(r, ut)f(r. = r- r. u.))B(r. u1. u,)dutdu-,drdr,
f+- (r. ut ) (rt. u )dudr-,\ (r. u) - ridu. (5.5)
where A is a Lagrange multiplier necessary for normalization. N is the average density
of the system. and B represents the excluded volhune interaction between two rods with
orientations ul and u. an(d separated by r. If the two rods overlap. B3 = 1: otherwise.
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B = 0. Žwaii is the external potential on a rod exerted by a wall [109], written as
woc for z -Z,au| < Cos6)
mwul = (5.6)
for z - Zwall > cos 0
in the case of one physical dimension, z, and 0 is measured relative to the z-axis. The
expression for the free energy in Eq. (5.5) is truncated after the second virial coefficient
because of the high aspect ratio of the rods [4].
All stable and unstable equilibrium solutions of f are extrema of the free energy. To
find equilibrium solutions of f, the first variation of the free energy with respect to f is
set to zero, yielding the Euler-Lagrange equation
6F = ln( 4 7rf (r u)) + 1 - A + 4w,,all(rl, ul)+
n I
f (r 2  r 1 , 2)B(r, u1, u2)duldu2dr =0. (5.7)
The final term in Eq. (5.7) represents the dimensionless intermolecular field, O0(rl, ul).
The integrand in 40 corresponds to the volume that a rod at (r2, U2 ) cannot enter because
of the presence of a rod at (rl, ul). The distribution function f is scaled with dL 2, and
variations in f over a distance of order d are neglected because of the high aspect ratio.
Normalization is enforced by setting &F/&A = 0 to yield the auxiliary equation,
f (r, ul)dridul - Ndrl = 0. (5.8)
For a spatially homogeneous system, the isotropic state is a stable equilibrium state
for N < N, (where N, = 5.09), and the nematic state is a stable equilibrium state for
N < Niim (where Niim = 4.44) [55, 76]. An unstable nematic (prolate) equilibrium state
exists for Nlim < N < N,, and an unstable oblate equilibrium state exists for N > N,.
The homogeneous phase diagram serves as a useful reference point for understanding the
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effects of the walls on the phase behaviof all  havior of the systen. as in Fig. 5-1.
5.3 Computational Method
The equilibriunl properties of a nonhomogeneous systemr of rods confined by hard walls
are analyzed for the case where the distributioll function varies only in the dimension
perpendicular to the walls. - (scaled by L). The coniputational imethod is adapted
fromn the method used in our previous paper on periodic rigid-rod systems j61] and is
similar to the techniques used by Chrzanowska et al. _23]. The distribution function
is approximated as a weighted sum of finite-element basis flunctions on a discretized
(0. H.) grid with Q nodes f65]. Newton's method is used to solve the discretized form of
Equation (5.7) to vield equilibritun solutions f.A] where f is the vector of finite-element
coefficients. The stability of equilibrium solutions canj be evaluated by monitoring the
eigenvaliues of the Jacobian matrix J.
The nonhomogeneous intermolecular field %o(.. 0. o) described by Koch and Harlen.
73]. is written as
(. u ) --) = jul xu' f(:2. U2)h:( |1 - I2I. I . u ()d .(lu. (5.9)
The trapezoidal. function h, is written as
I (---)/( 2,) for --1h > ->--.
(Ul. u.u) = (--h- a)/(, 1p) for h, > : > -h (5.10)
(o. - )!(. ) for a > > h
where
p = e -u. (5..11)
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1
a = - (P + P2), (5.12)2
1
h = -I|1 - P21, (5.13)2
and ez is the unit vector in the z-direction. These results can be derived from the general
form for (0 derived by Straley [133]. This is equivalent to the 4o used by Shundyak
and van Roij [127]. The critical feature of (o(z, 0, ¢) is the accurate computation of
interaction between rods on the length scale of a single rod. As described in [61], the
preservation of this length scale is critical for the simulation of nonhomogeneous phase
behavior in a rigid-rod system; this field allows the accurate prediction of phase behavior
based solely on particle dimensions d and L, system density N, and wall separation b.
However, this interaction across physical space and orientation space causes J to be a
dense matrix. The effect of the wall potential #wall is enforced by setting the finite-
element basis functions to zero for any point in (z, 0, 0)-space that causes the rod to
intersect a wall.
There are two independent parameters: N, the average density of the system, and b,
the separation between the walls. We vary these two parameters in our investigation of
nonhomogeneous equilibrium solutions. Arc-length continuation is used to move around
turning points in the solution structure. For each Newton iteration, the dense Jacobian
matrix J is inverted by the conjugate gradient method implemented in parallel for a
Beowulf computing environment using MPI protocols.
5.4 Results
The equilibrium phase diagram {S} vs. N is depicted for b = 6 in Fig. 5-1 along with the
equilibrium phase diagram for a homogeneous system for purposes of comparison. The
n(z) and S(z) profiles are shown for points (a-e) for b = 6 in Fig. 5-2. An oblate-to-
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Figure 5-1: The phase diagram for confined system of size b = 6 (...) is depicted alongside
the homogeneous phase diagram (-).
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nematic wall transition occurs at NUB = 3.6; this transition is continuous, in agreement
with [146], but the value is much higher than the ROM estimate of NUB = 1.031. For
N < NUB, a thin oblate film wets each wall as in Fig. 5-2a ({S} < 0); for N > NUB, a
thin nematic film wets each wall, as in Fig. 5-2b ({S} > 0). This wall phase transition
point NUB is independent of b, in agreement with [146], and is termed the uniaxial-
biaxial transition density. For an oblate film, the rods are aligned in the plane of the
wall perpendicular to the z-axis. As N increases, the interaction between the rods in
the wall layer increases, so the rods align along a common director in the plane of the
wall, forming a nematic film.
As N is increased above NUB, a secondary nematic film grows into the system interior
from the walls; Fig. 5-2c shows the initial nematic film of width 0.5 and the secondary film
growing out from the first. This nematic film grows inward as N is increased while the
midpoint of the system remains near-isotropic. For a given midpoint isotropic density,
the nematic-isotropic interfacial profile is independent of b. This two-phase profile is
termed the "biaxial" phase.
The biaxial-capillary nematization transition is continuous for b < bc, where bc = 4.2
is the critical wall separation; this value is significantly higher than the ROM estimate
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of bc -- 2.08 [146]. This computation of b(- is more accurate than those found in [2. 146]
because it is based on an intermolecular field that preserves the length scale of rod-rod
interactions an(l because of the unrestricted continuum of rod orientations. For b1 > b(,.
the transition from an isotropic alignment to a nematic aligniment in the system interior
mirrors the corresponding isotropic-lnematic transition for a homogeneous system. The
bifurcation is broken, and the system goes through two turning points -t and .>,. For
b = 6. N1 = 4.975 and NI = 1.867. Between the two turning points. the equilibriunm
states are unstable. and the system interior becomes more aligned (see Fig. 5-2d). These
unstable equillibrium.. states have not been corlputed by previous researchers. After tihe
solution passes through >2. the equilibriumn states are inematic for all :. Each capillary
condlensed' nenmatic solution (Fig. 5-2e) is identical to the corresponding homogeneous
nematic solution except for the highly aligned layer at the walls. For high values of -.
the values of { S} closely match the homogeneous case. as seen in Fig. 5-1. The chief
effect of the walls on the equilibriumI phase behavior at high N is the requirement that
the nematic director lie parallel to the walls.
Fig. 5-3 depicts the dependence of the turning points NI and N•2 on b. A1 and. A)2 are
analogs of the homogeneous isotropic and neumatic stability limits. respectively. A near-
homogeneous, near-uniaxial nematic state is the only equilibriluml state for A' > X\ . As
b decreases. tIhe quantity (N1 -- NA) decreases: the turning points do not exist for b < 1b-.
For high b. \l asymptotes to 5.41. and . 2 asymptotes to 1.74. These asymptotic values
of N- and _2V are markedly different than the homlogeneous stability limits of ., = 5.09
and m = - 4.4-14. Fig. 5-3 is depicted in the same form as Fig. 9 in [I46].
The uniaxial near-isotropic phase (N < Ni -) and the capillary condensed nemnatic
phase (N > AN) are homogeneous aside fromi the filn at the walls. so further analysis
will be restricted to the surprising properties of the biaxial phase. Fig. 5-4 shows the
neimmatic fraction IV of the system vs. X a(ndl b. I shows little variation with b. and only
the inner core of the system is isotropic at N = \N1 for all b. Another peculiar feature of
the biaxial phase is the mechanism by which new rods are incorporate(d as N is increased.
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Figure 5-3: Turning points (N1, N2)
N1 asymptotes to 4.74 for large b.
homogeneous case is N, = 5.09. The
case is Nuim = 4.44.
vs. 1/b. N1 asymptotes to 5.4 for large b, and
The bifurcation point (the analog of N1 ) for the
limit point (the analog of N2) for the homogeneous
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Figure 5-4: A colormap of the nematic fraction W of the biaxial phase is depicted on
a (N, b) field bounded on the top by N1 (b) and on the bottom by NUB. W is high
at N1 (b) for all b, indicating that the discontinuous phase transition applies only to the
inner isotropic core of the biaxial phase.
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Increased N can be accomodated either by increasing the central isotropic region density
nmi or by increasing the fraction of the system that is nematic by moving the film
interface inward from the walls. For INB < N < 4.4, the centerline isotropic density
nmid of the isotropic core of the system increases as N is increased. For 4.4 < N < N 1,
naid stays constant at n,,id = 4.25, and the increasing number of rods is accomodated
solely by the growth of the outer nematic film.
5.5 Discussion
A systematic use of phase diagrams allows us to understand and classify the equilibrium
phenomena (I-IV) for confined systems filled with rodlike molecules. These results are
restricted to systems where the rod distribution varies solely in the direction perpendic-
ular to the walls. The cumulative effect of phenomena (I-IV) may be readily seen by
comparing the phase diagrams for b = 3, 6, 12 as shown in Fig. 5-5. (I) All three systems
go through a uniaxial-biaxial wall phase transition at NUB = 3.6. For N < NIVB, the
system is oblate at the walls and isotropic in the interior ({S} < 0). For N > NUB,
the layer near the walls will be nematic rather than oblate and {S} > 0. (II) As N is
increased above NUB, the biaxial phase (NuB < N < N1) exhibits a second, less-aligned,
nematic film growing out from the wall nematic film into the interior of the system for
all three system. (III) The b = 3 solution has no turning points because the transition
is continuous for b < bc. For systems with b < bc, a discontinuous transition from a
biaxial state to a capillary condensed nematic state will not occur. (IV) The turning
points N1 and N2 vary for b = 6 and b = 12, and the the transition from a biaxial state
to a capillary condensed nematic state will be discontinuous. The biaxial phase has a
high nematic fraction W for both b = 6 and b = 12 at N1 .
These results show that a system with infinitely large b will not behave like a near-
homogeneous system. Fig. 5-3 shows that the limits of Ni and N2 for large b do not
match the corresponding homogeneous phase diagram values of N0 and Niim. Also, the
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Figure 5-5: The phase diagrams for b = 3, 6, 12 are depicted along with the homogeneous
phase diagram. Note the lack of turning points for b = 3.
growth of the secondary nematic film in the biaxial range (NUB < N < N1 ) for all values
of b prevents the equilibrium solutions from staying close to isotropic for this range of
N. Fig. 5-4 shows that the nematic fraction of the system in the biaxial phase is nearly
independent of b, so the walls affect the equilibrium behavior of the interior of the system
even for very large b. For all b, only a small region at the center of the system is isotropic
at N1, so only a small fraction of the system goes through the discontinuous transition,
unlike the bulk isotropic-nematic spinodal decomposition process in unbounded systems.
Furthermore, the fact that nmid stays constant for 4.4 < N < N1 means that it is
impossible to access "isotropic-like" states where the centerline density nmid of the system
can be greater than 4.25 if the system is confined by walls. This special value of nmid
is close to estimates of the bulk isotropic density ni,o for isotropic-nematic coexistence
(niso = 4.25 [102], nso = 4.19 [61, 70, 82]). The density of the secondary nematic film
is nfilm = 5.45, slightly higher than most estimates of the bulk nematic density nnem
for isotropic-nematic coexistence (nnem = 5.71 [102], nnem = 5.33 [82], rnem = 5.38 [70],
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nemj = 5.37 [61]). It appears that the biaxial states behave much like isotropic-nematic
coexistence states for 4.4 < N < N1 since increases in N are accomodated solely by
inward growth of the secondary nematic film rather than increases in nmid or nfflm.
One might intuit that the addition of hard walls to an infinitely large system would
act as a infinitely small perturbation to the phase behavior of an otherwise homoge-
neous system. This assumption is untrue because the nematic surface layer dramatically
changes the energy landscape of the system; as N is increased, it is energetically favorable
for a dense nematic film to grow into the interior of the system in order to accommodate
the increased number of rods. This is true for all values of b. Even if b is infinitely
large, the hard walls still do not constitute a infinitesimal perturbation because (w,,ll
is not infinitesimal. Instead, they introduce finite perturbations that change the phase
behavior of the entire system. These counterintuitive results contradict the frequent
assumption that wall effects are negligible for the interior of rigid-rod systems where
the wall separation width is large. The phase behavior of rigid rods is typically cast
in terms of the homogeneous phase diagram, but the current study shows that if the
system is bounded by walls, even in only one dimension, then it is impossible to access
any equilibrium state resembling a homogeneous isotropic system in the region 4.4 < N,
even if b is large. These results also imply that the complex, spatially-periodic unstable
equilibrium structures reported in [61] are inaccessible because the nematic film breaks
the periodicity.
In the capillary condensed nematic phase, the alignment introduced at the walls
negate the possibility of near-homogeneous nematic equilibrium states for Niim < N <
N1. This is also surprising because the existence of aligned equilibrium states are actually
prevented by the introduction of an aligning force at the walls. The physical cause for
the disappearance of nematic equilibrium states for this range of N is the energy penalty
associated with having a large mismatch in S between the interior nematic state (S , 0.6)
and the highly aligned nematic film at the walls (S ~ 0.9).
The unstable equilibrium states in Fig. 5-1 that connect N1 and N2 have not been
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previously reportedl: these states are the confined system analogs of the unstable homlio-
geneous prolate state !55].
These results fulrther illustrate the utility of the general mlethod described in i61] for
analvzilng the equilibrium phase behavior of rigid-rodl systems.
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Chapter 6
Initial stage of spinodal
decomposition
6.1 Introduction
Rod-like molecules and particles undergo a transition from an isotropic to a nematic state
as the system concentration N is increased. The phase transition occurs by spinodal
decomposition when the system concentration is suddenly increased above the critical
concentration Noit = 5.09/dL2, where d is the rod diameter and L is the rod length.
The dynamics of this process correspond to an extension of Cahn's classical theory of
spinodal decomposition to a system with both translational and orientational degrees of
freedom [126]. Theoretical studies of this process have been limited to the initial stage of
spinodal decomposition [33, 126, 147] and were aimed at identifying the growth rates of
fluctuations around the isotropic base state as a function of N. However, these studies
have yielded radically different conclusions about the dominant mechanism of the initial
stage of spinodal decomposition. The current paper seeks to bring clarity to this conflict
by showing that the results of previous studies [33, 126, 147] are determined by their
respective choices for the ratio of rotational to translational diffusivities.
The analysis here follows the development of the linearized diffusion equation for
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rod( s of high aspect ratio was Il used in the work of Shirn(la et (al. 126i. Tile dlisitributioll
function f(r. u.t) dlescribes the probability that a rod will have location r and orientation
u at timne t. In the meall fieldl approximation. the diffusion e(tllation for / is written as
i f .f
-- V (D, Vf / D, - (D) D,.R -(R lfR ). (6.1)f ,ki) T
where (lŽ(r, u.t) is the excilude(l-voluime molecullar field. R is the rotattional gralient oper-
;ator ux Yu. DI,. is the ro)tational diffusivity. an(I D, is the tran.tslaŽtioinal diffusivity tCesor.
vhhichl is (defiied as D/ - (6 - uu) -- D Iuu. where D an(l 1 ), are the coImpone(lts
iof D, perpell(licular and parallel to the orientation u. The two (liffilsivitY ratios are
ex.pressed as
0 - (D, D ) L (6.2)
anid
S-D / ). (6.3)
(Note that . < 1 for rods.) The values of the dliffusivity ratios for a (tlillute soluti)on
are (o,t 12 and 3,, 0.5 33. 34. 37]. Bliave s derivation ý5 from a ý bea(• -duIbbell
kinetic- theory formulation ilndicates that (,i 1. The exclu(dted-volume mean lfield is
computedt as
(r. u) 1' (r - r'. u. u')f (r'. u. )du'dr'. (6.1)
where the \laver function 1It 1 if the two test roms at (r. u) and (r'. u') nintersect and
I ' ( otherwise. BEs. (8.2. .3) are applicable for ro(s in the ()Oiisager limit of large
aspeclt ratios L/d although the theory reumai•is qualitativelv correct for atspect ratios as
low as 10 i[].
The initial stage of spino(lal decompositionll ca be lliderstood by analyzing the growith
of fluctuations around the isotropic base state ( f =- .1/;). For snmall fluctuations.
f(r. u) can be written as
f (r. u. ) A X/4 S -f(r. u.i) (6.5)
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The Fourier component of the fluctuation 6f is introduced as
fk 6 f (r, u, t) exp(-ik r)dr, (6.6)
where V is the volume of the system. Eq. (6.5) is introduced into Eq. (8.2), and
the resulting equation is linearized with respect to 6f. The Fourier transform of the
linearized diffusion equation yields a linear integrodifferential equation for the evolution
of fk as
Ofk
= -Qkfk, (6.7)
where the linear operator Qk and interaction kernel W14  are defined as
Qk(U)fk(u,t) = [D±(k2 -(k -u) " ) + DlI(k- u) 2 -R2]
x [fk(u, t) - fk (u', t)l/Vt(u, u')du], (6.8)
47 J
Wk(u, u') = 2dL2jo( k - u)jo( k - u') I sin , (6.9)k2 2
with jo(x) - sinx/x and y is the angle between the two test rods at u and u'. Eq.
(6.7) is solved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Qk(u). We restrict our
attention to the one-dimensional case where f = f(z) and only the z-dimension of k
remains in Eq. (6.7); the approach follows previous studies [33, 126, 147].
Shimada et al. [126] were the first to analyze the initial stage of one-dimensional
spinodal decomposition. They first simplified Eq. (6.7) by expanding fk(u,t) in density
and order parameter fluctuations nk(t) and Sk(t). Following [37], they reasoned that the
rods would entangle each other in the concentration regime where the solution becomes
unstable; in such a concentrated system, a test rod would be unable to rotate or move
laterally. They reasoned that each rod would primarily diffuse along its axis, so they
set D, = DI = 0 to account for the entanglements. (This is equivalent to selecting
a finite value of a and 3 = 0.) They then computed the maximum growth rate ama,
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and corresponding wavenumnber kma1 x for the various fluctuation modes. Their results
indicate that k,,iax > 0 for all values of AN > ,,.
Winters et al. i147] carried out a similar analysis but dlil not use an expansion of
fx.(u.t). Instead. they assumed that D,. = 0 and that the translational diffusivit.y could
be expressed byv a scalar D, for disentangled rods: this is equivalent to setting a -- 0
and J = 1. This approach ignores the difference in parallel and perpendicular diffusion
inherent inl the shape of the rods. The rationale for setting ,o = 0 is also questiolnable
since the authors argue that the rods should be able to rotate freely. Their results also
ind(icated that ,,,ax > 0 for N' > A,..
Dhont andl Briels [33] disagreed with the interpretation of diffusivities of Shiinada et
al. Instead. they assunie(d that the effects of the surrounding rods should be inodeledI
solely through the excluded-volumle mean field FI. They argued that it is unnecessary to
change the diffisivity ratios to account for the entanglement effect. so the dilute values
of the diffusivity ratios were used instead. To include (D and also change the dliffusivities
is to "double-coutnt" the entanglement effect.
The analysis of Dhont and Briels utilized a small k: expansion of .fA. and resulted in
kix = )0 for A > N,.. However. they arguedt that the scattered intensity will still exhibit a
time-dependent niaxinnun at A: > 0 because of the dependence of the eigenfunlctions on A'.
The maxinuin eigenvalue occurs at k = 0. but the functional forms of the (eigenfunctions
ensure that the eigenfunction for k = 0 is identically zero. The time--dependence of the
effective kA.x results from the competition between the eigenflnctions. which are small
for small A:. and the eiigenvales. which are large for small Ak.
The (distinction between k,,ax, > 0 and kAax 0- is of great importance because it
determines the mechanism for the initial stage of spinodal decomposition. Figure 2
of Dhont and Briels :33] pictures the difference in rod motion for the two mecha.nisml
types. If kA,,,,, 0 (Mechanism 1), there is no inherent length scale in the spinodal
decomlposition process. All of the randomly aligned rods will simply rotate toward a
conllllon director. If k:mx > 0 (Mecharnism 2). the rods diffuse translationally to forim
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differently aligned regions with an associated length scale e, where f - 27F/kmax. Our
analysis is aimed at clarifying these mechanisms.
6.2 Method
The Fourier components of the distribution function fk• are approximated by using trilin-
ear finite-element basis functions u, in (k, 0, 0)-space. Eq. (6.7) is written in discretized
form as
OfM = - Qf (6.10)
where M is the mass matrix, Z is the finite-element representation of ~2k, and f is the
vector of finite-element coefficients that vary in time. Solutions to Eq. (8.18) have the
form
f(t) = vj exp(ojt) (6.11)
where vj and oj are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of J = M-1, respectively. Because
the matrix J is independent of time, the solution to Eq. (8.18) is fully expressed by solving
for vj and oj. The eigenvector Vmax that corresponds to the maximum growth rate 0max
will dominate the initial stage of spinodal decomposition and will set the length scale of
the dominant perturbation.
For each set of parameters (N, a, 3), J is computed on a (k, 0, q)-mesh, and the largest
positive eigenvalue omax and corresponding eigenvector vmax of J are computed. The
dominant eigenvector Vmax is always associated with the wavenumber kmax. The finite
element mesh must be sufficiently refined to resolve kmax.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The dependence of kmax on N is depicted in Figure 6-1 for a = 8 and 3 = 0.1; kmax
goes from kmax = 0 to kmax > 0 at a transition point N = A• _~ 5.41. For N < NIyz,
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Figure 6-1: The dependence of kmax on N for a =- 8 and 3 = 0.1. NVM - 5.41, Ncrit =
5.09. For Nrit < N < NA, kma, = 0. For N > NM, kmax = 0. Insets illustrate the
qualitative behavior of u(k) for these two regions. At N = NM, &O/Ok = O2ao/Ok2 = 0
[5].
a(k) has its maximum at k = 0. As N is increased past NM, a(k) changes so that
kmax > 0. Because NM > Nit for this choice of (a, p), Mechanism 1 will occur for
Nit < N < NM, and Mechanism 2 will occur for N > NM. If N > NM, then
kmax increases as N is increased. In contrast with the conclusions of previous studies,
the quench depth into the spinodal concentration regime determines the mechanism of
spinodal decomposition.
The dependence of km,, on (a,3) is depicted in Figure 6-2 for N = 5.6. For large
ap3, kma. = 0, whereas kmax > 0 for small values of ap. Contour lines of constant kmax
are roughly described as a = c//, where c is a constant for each value of kma. The
contour line for kmax = 0 acts as a dividing line between the two regimes and is shown
as a dotted line in Figure 6-2. If (a,/) is above this line, kmax = 0; if (a,/) is below this
line, kmax > 0. Although kmax is not entirely determined by the quantity ap3, the ratio
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Figure 6-2: Colormap of kmx, on (a,3) field. The field is divided into regimes of kmax = 0
and kmax > 0 by the dotted line.
of ap = Dr/D 1 dominates the separation between Mechanisms 1 and 2. The maximum
value of kmx, is 2.0625 and occurs for 0 = . The dominant fluctuation mode for all
(N,a,3) is the twist mode, matching the equilibrium results of [61] that indicate that the
twisting mode loses stability at a lower value of N than the bend or splay modes.
These results generalize the results of previous studies [33, 126, 147]. A choice
of N = 5.6, a = 12,and 3 = .5 yields kmax = 0, as predicted by Dhont and Briels
[33]. The choice N = 5.6 and P = 0 yields km, = 2.0625, higher than the value of
kmax = 0.9276 predicted by Shimada et al. [126]. Shimada et al. also predicted that
the dominant mode of fluctuation should be a pure bending mode rather than a twisting
mode. These discrepancies likely result from their expansions of jo(x) and I sin 7y. The
choice N = 5.6, a = 0, and 3 = 1 yields km, = 1.0938, close to the prediction of
kmax = 1.0184 of Winters et al. [147].
It should be noted that our interpretation of Dhont and Briels' results differs from
theirs [33]. In Eq. (15) of their analysis, they separate deviations from the isotropic
base state into a homogeneous term and a nonhomogeneous term. They assume that
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the hoinogeneous terin will remain isotropic and constant with time. This assumption
later manifests itself in their Eqs. (3.5-36) which indicate that the A eigenfuncti oni
is idleiiticallv zero. Thus. the maxirum in the scattered intensity is calculatedl as an
effecti've ,,,x > (). even though (,ax is maxinized at kA = 0. The tile-(dependence of the
effective ,nI1;mx is causedl by the competition between the eigenvalues whlich are mnaximizedl
at small A- and the eigenvectors which are minimized at snmall A.
DnIDht and Briels argue that the homogeneous term will be constant with respect to
timc bcaituse the isotropic state is a stationary solution. This reasollillg is e1rroleous
)ecalllsc tOle isotropic solution is an unstable stationary solution. so thl( homoienleieO1ls
term will evolve with time. Thus. the homogeeneous 1erm caninot be consi(lered constant
and I canmnot be (lecoupled foiom the inonhllo nogelleous term. F •rtiern•ore revis stu
Y)v Bhave has alreadyl shown that tile k . eigenfinction must be nonzero if ( 3 > )
C5]. Our generalizedl anaINsis avoidls the series of assmnptiois all(l expianlsions in 33] alnd
allows infinitesinal fluctuations around the isotropic base state for all vaues of A >> 0.
O)ur anmlvsis in(dicates that thie (dihlite values for ((i. 3) will result in a d(lominant km'.,x -
thucttialtion. contrary to the effective kA,,,,(t) > () results of :3;3;.
Figure 6-2 shows that the choice of (-. 3) for a givel N eteries Ihe mechanism
for the begini ng of spinodal ldecomposition. The pair ((I. ) that is appropriate for
describing) a conicentrated rigi(l-rodl solution is difficlllt to prove conclusively. D)ihont
and Briels argue that the dilute values should always hie ulse(l since interactions between
rods1 are expressed in the excluded-volume fiel(. not th e diffusivities -33!. -Luch of the
experimental work -142. 143] and theoretical work 71. 87. 137] on this topic is aimed(
at (lescritillg an effective (iffusivity that already ilcluldes ro(l-rod0 interaction. so these
1(ifflusivity values caniot be readily applied to an e(quation where rod(-rod interaction is
considered1 separately thlrough (. Dhiont and Briels argue that changing the d(iffulsivities
in addition to computing (D is essentially double-counting the entanglement effect. Their
arguoment appears to be theoretically sound unless effects other than exclhdle(d volume
are being considered 5]. It is also possible that a mnean field such as (D is inadequate
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to represent the full effect of entanglements on rod motion. Experimental studies of
the spinodal decomposition process do indicate an initial kmax > 0, contrary to the
predictions that result from dilute values for (a, 8) [141].
The computational studies in this paper indicate that the quantities (N,a,,3) deter-
mine which mechanism is seen in the initial stage of spinodal decomposition as described
by the Doi diffusion equation.
This chapter was reproduced in part with permission from Green, M.J., Brown,
R.A.. Armstrong, R.C. "Initial stages of spinodal decomposition in rigid-rod solutions."
J.Chein.Phys. 126, 034903 (2007), copyright American Institute of Physics [62].
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Chapter 7
Dynamic phase transitions
7.1 Introduction
A disordered. isotropic solution of Brownian rodlike molecules lunldergoes a transition to a
liquid-crystalline nefiatic state as the systemn concentration I is increa.sed. Experiments
show that this transition can proceed by nucleation or by spinodal dlecomposition. 68.
141]. In the case of nucleation. a nucleation event is required to initiate the phase
transition. but inl the case of spinodlal decomposition. infinitesimal fluctuations trigger
the process if _A is suddenlyl v increased above the critical concentration X,.,. =- 5.09,/dL 2 .
where d is the rod dialmeter and L is the rod length '76. 102]. The dynuamics of this
process correspond to an extension of Cahn's classical theory of spinodal decompositionl
to inchlude both orientational degrees of freedoml andt extlen(led imolecular interactions
1 26].
The rigid-rod model has been widely used in the past to describe the structured phases
of liquid-crystalline substances. A key aspect of tihe rigid-rod model is the ability to
describe sharpi gradients in structure on the lengthll scale of a single rod. The defects and
interfaces that forml during phase transitions and shear How are critical. ill determining the
physical properties of liquid crystal products. particularly those formed from polymneric
liquid crystals.
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The nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation is derived from kinetic theory and de-
scribes the evolution of the rod distribution function f(r, u,t); the distribution function
describes the probability of finding a rod at point r with orientation u at time t. The
rigid rods interact through an excluded-volume field 4(r, u,t) that sets the length scale
of spatially nonhomogeneous features.
Previous investigations of spinodal decomposition using the Doi diffusion equation
have been restricted to the initial stage of the process. The initial stage is analyzed
by computing the growth rate of fluctuations around the unstable isotropic base state
(f = N/4r) as a function of the system concentration N. The fastest-growing fluctua-
tion may be identified by computing the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linearized
diffusion equation in Fourier space. Shimada et al. [126] simplified this analysis by
restricting gradients in f to density and orientation tensor fluctuations in one dimen-
sion. Shimada et al. also reasoned that a rod's ability to rotate or move laterally in
a concentrated isotropic solution is hindered by the surrounding rods, so rod motion
was restricted to translational diffusion along the rod axis and rotational diffusion and
diffusion perpendicular to the rod axis were disallowed.
Subsequent studies of the initial stage of spinodal decomposition also restricted gra-
dients in f to one dimension [5, 33, 62, 147]. Dhont and Briels [33] argued that the
diffusivities should not be changed to reflect entanglement effects because the interaction
potential already accounts for the presence of surrounding rods. Their results also in-
dicated that the dominant wavelength of spinodal decomposition changes over time. In
a previous paper [62], we showed that these different assumptions about entanglement
effects result in radically different mechanisms for spinodal decomposition. One mech-
anism is dominated by rod rotation with no inherent length scale, whereas the other
is dominated by rod translation into misaligned ordered regions. The assumed values
of the diffusivity ratios determine which mechanism obtains for a particular N. Also,
we showed that a linear stability analysis does not predict a time-dependent dominant
wavelength.
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These studies of spinod(al (lecomposition are restrictedl to the initial stage of the
process for which the lilearized• form of the (liffusion equation holds. Our analysis in
this paper is ained at the fulll tilne-depen(lent simulation of the spinodal decomposition
inl a perio(lic system ai(l serves as the first attempt to extend the tlheoretical treatment
of the full Doi (liffilsion equatioln bevond the initial stage of the phase transitioIn.
\We also apply our miethll( to the relatedl prob)lemn of coarseninlg b)etweeen inmisaligned(
nemnatic dlomains. Long-t iune kinetics of spino(ldl d(lecoipositionl ftrequently involve the
d(vlilnlics of topological defects created )v inisnimtches inl the orientation tensor S 16].
Prior experinmental andt theoretical stullies of neitatic coarsening were primarily fo-
c:llsed on l dynamical scaling laws for th(e defect lensity andit the claracteristic (lomlain size
6. 24. 232. 98 ) Other stud(.ies use(l similar mo(lels to analyze the anjihilation cdtviamnuics
of defect pairs 31. 119]. Tllhese studies rely on either conltiilluuil llom1odels of the direc-
tor field evolution 24. 31] or onil li(tqlui(d-crystal hy(ro(dvinamic nodlels for the orientationll
tenlsor evo lutioll b)ased oI pIhenomlenological free-energy expressionls 32. 67. 119 I .
This issue (of (domaini coarsening is also important in thile context of rhe(ologv becausen
rheological experimneIts shoi the existence of texture(l svst clns of domllains in li quiid--
crystallilne svsteirs under shear. thinn each do.ain. the nmlati director renlains
roughlyv constant. but thle variou(s (1onlains are rnisaligned froml one ano)ther and separated
by ab)rupt cihanlges in (lirector. The presence of such a polydonain text ure is comionlyv
associate(l with the "Region 1" shear-thlinning behavior of lilquid cirystals at low shear
rates 4. 101].
Tensor-base(l apiproximlatio(ns to the nollhoirogelleous Doi diffulsionI equaltion lack the
atlility to capture the nonhlioniog(Yeneouls structures that appear in studies of dlefect coars-
elning. spiinodal diecomnpositio n. and( shear flow. Potentials such as laier-Sauipe or
Marriucci-Greco are based oin Taylor series approximatiolis to the On(sager potentials
andl are inappropriate to problems that colintaii slmrp gradients in structure 5j. Thus.
we utilize the nonlhollnogeneous Doi (diffision equjtion ( coupleol with the exact Oinsager po-
tential to investigate the effects of inisalignmient an(l rod mobility on nemnatic coarsening
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between misaligned domains on the length scale of individual interfaces.
7.2 Formulation
A solution of rigid rods can be described by the distribution function f(r, u,t), which gives
the probability that a rod will have location r and orientation u at time t. Integrating f
over all orientations u gives the local number density n(r,t). The local order in a system
is expressed through the symmetric, traceless order tensor S(r, t) as
1 1S(r, t) n(r, f (r, u, t)(uu - )du. (7.1)
n(r, t) 3
Invariants of S give scalar measures of order; one useful scalar measure is S,
S(r, t) - ((S(r, t) -S(r, t)) : S(r, t))113 . (7.2)
The director n is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of S with the largest
absolute value. If S is uniaxial, then S may written as S = S(nn- 6/3). Continuum
elastic models of liquid-crystalline dynamics such as the Leslie-Ericksen theory assume
that S = 1 for all (r, t), and the system is described by the director field n(r, t).
In the mean-field approximation, the Doi diffusion equation for f is written as
Of f Drf
= V (D Vf + D V4) + - (DrRf + A() (7.3)ot kBT kBT
where 1(r, u,t) is the excluded-volume molecular field, R is the rotational gradient oper-
ator u x Vu, Dr is the rotational diffusivity, and D is the translational diffusivity tensor,
which is defined as D = D±(6 - uu) + Dlluu, where 6 is the unit tensor, DI and D11 are
the components of D perpendicular and parallel to the orientation u. The two quanti-
ties in parentheses in Eq. (8.2) are the fluxes in r-space and u-space, respectively. Two
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diffusivity ratios can be defined as
0 ( D,./D ) LD
an•l
3 -D D7I.
(For rods. 0 < 3 K< 1.)
(V,• -- 12 and ., = 0.5 [33.
The values of the diffusivitv ratios for a dilute soluition are
34:371. 3 The excluded-volume mean field is computed as
(r. u) = (r --- r'. u. u')f( r'. i'. t)du'dr'. (76)
where the Mayer function UI = 1 if the two test rods at (r. u) anl (r'. u') intersect
and I I = 0 otherwise. The field i(r. u) describes the excluded volume that a rod at
(r'. u') cannot. enter because of the presence of a rod at (r. u). Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) are
applicable for rods in the Onsager limit of infinitely large aspect ratios Lid although the
expressionu is qualitatively correct for aspect ratios as low as 10 -4]. If f varies in only
one dimension [61. 73]. the rod interaction term is written as
D(y. ul) =2 U l XU [f(yI. u:2)h(Iy -jl- !Hi U. u y12 du. (7.7)
The trapezoidal function Kh is written as
(y.Ilul.u{) =
(y -- u)/(. , ,)
(---h - .) /(pl z,)
(a - !y)/(Ip, I t)
for
for
for
-- > > y > -a
h > !)> --I•
a > > h1
(7.8)
Where
,i -= ey, u i .
1 ..
, = 7_)(ll. / 1..)_).
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(7.9)
(7.10)
(7.5)
1h= max(Au1 - A22/2 -A),1 (7.11)2
9l and ~2 are the components of ul and u2 in the y-direction, and e, is the unit vector
in the y-direction. This is equivalent to the 4 used by Shundyak and van Roij [127].
7.3 Method
Variations in f are restricted to the y-dimension as in previous studies of spinodal decom-
position [33, 62, 126, 147]. The system has length b and periodic boundary conditions
in the y-dimension. Both the distribution function and the intermolecular potential
are approximated by the finite-element method on a (y, 0, p)-mesh. The corresponding
discretized form of Eq. (8.2) is written in semi-implicit form as
ANl ((fn+ 1 - fn)/(tn +l - tn) = Qijfj(fl + l/ijkfkn@4 , (7.12)
where Aij is the mass matrix, Qij is the discretized translational and rotational diffusion
operator, W-ijk is the discretized operator matrix for the rod interaction contribution
to the flux, fi" is the vector of finite-element coefficients for the distribution function
at time tn, and (D is the vector of finite-element coefficients for the molecular field at
time t". The use of a separate finite-element approximation for the intermolecular field is
the critical aspect of the method that allows the computation of complex time-dependent
phenomena while retaining the length scale and accuracy of the nonhomogeneous Onsager
potential. The potential 4f is updated as
-hij
"  
= Y jfj (7.13)
where Yij is the discretized form of the Onsager potential operator. The various dis-
cretized operators are written in detail in the Appendix.
Calculation of I5 is complicated by the fact that Yij is a dense matrix, because of the
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couplinlg between physical and orientation space [ 6il. Elements of }i are compulIted( and
stored in parallel in a Beowulf comlputing environment using 'MPI protocols. although the
entire matrix VIj is not stored: instea(d the relationship between a nodle and its neighbors
in physical space is comlputed once and then shifted in phyical space. Parallel iterative
methods are used to solve Eqs. (8.18) and (18.23). which are separatuld by an operator-
spTlittilng tc'cltlliule s() that (') and /) are updated sequentiall at each timle step.
Thlie mettlod is generalizedl such thai it 1may applied to allY zerlo--flow. tinlli-epelldentlc
process with one-dlinensiolnal gradients inl f. such as spinodal dec)mpl•)ositioln. post-
nucleation growth. lneilatic coarselning, and(1 dviynamic confihneient effects.
The quantities in the diffusion equation are scalel as .•/L f.iL 2 . ( pD - :T. a.nd tD,.
Il(lelden(lent paramleters inclu(le X and b : ic and a re varie( ill order to (qualltify the
effects of linitedl rod mnobility oin the phase transitions. Orientation space is arrange(l
such that 0 is measured from the 1-axis. a1l(d (o is mlleasulrei from tle x-axis.
Although f may be written analyticallyv ani computed(l accurately. the gradients in
D are approxirnmatiols and result in overestilllates of the stead(h-state values of S relative
to those reported in equilibrium studies 61i.
Each sp inoldal dlecompositiOnl sil mulation begins with an unstab)le isotropic svstel of
period b at concelntlrtion N: the systemn is pert.urbed by a perio(hic fluctumation with twist.
ben(d, and splay characteristics correspon(ding to the dominant uctuiationll> cCnputedl
through linear stability analysis -621. Gra(ients in -- S,, and in S, are classifie( as
examples of the -'twist" lmode. Gradients in S,., and S, show the -bend lode. andl( tilhe
coupled( variation of tu and S,I,¢ is termed the 'splay" mno(le.
Each lnenatic coarsening sinmulation begins with an initial f(y. 0. .t ) formned
:fro1i two honlogeneoius domains of identical i, anid S (with difflerent (lirectors nl and l n)
plac:e(l side by side.
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Figure 7-1: The order parameter S(y, t) is depicted for spinodal decomposition for N =
5.8, b = 6, a = 5, and 3 = 1.
7.4 Results and Discussion
7.4.1 Spinodal Decomposition
A full simulation of the spinodal decomposition process is depicted in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2
for N = 5.8, b = 6, a = 5, and P = 1. In Fig. 7-1, two regions with directors in the
y-direction become more aligned, expand in y-space, and coalesce. The value of S(y, t)
in the aligned regions reaches a maximum just above the steady-state value of S. During
the alignment process, distortions in density arise and coalesce as the system becomes
homogeneous (Fig. 7-2). Distortions in density arise after aligned domains form, and
the density peaks occur in the regions of high alignment.
This complex, time-dependent phase transition can be characterized by the scalar
measure S,, defined as the mean value of S at the time t when max(S(y, t)) - min(S(y, t))
falls below a given threshold e. Once locally-aligned regions begin to grow, both align-
ment and coalescence must occur in order to reach a homogeneous nematic state. A
low value of S, signals that coalescence happens early in the alignment process whereas
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Figure 7-2: The density n(y, t) is depicted for spinodal decomposition for N = 5.8, b = 6,
a = 5, and 3 = 1. The distortions in density arise as the domains align.
a high value of Sc signals the formation of highly aligned regions separated by defects
prior to a coalesence event.
Fig. 7-3 depicts the dependence of S, on (a, /) for constant N and b. As a and /
are decreased, the rods become restricted in their range of motion, and the rods move
along their axes to segregate themselves into aligned regions. These regions align before
coalescing because of kinetic barriers; this results in increased S,. For values of a and
3 that correspond to high Sc, interstitial domains aligned in the x or z-directions can
appear and are annihilated as the y-aligned domains grow together; an example of this
phenomenon is shown in Fig. 7-4.
Below a certain threshold in (a, /)-space, the phase transition process is arrested as
the y-aligned domains become overwhelmed by two interstitial perpendicular domains.
This threshold in (a, /)-space is represented by the lower left edge of the colormap in Fig.
7-3. One domain's director lies in the x-direction and the other lies in the z-direction.
Since these two perpendicular directors are equivalent from a kinetic and thermodynamic
standpoint, coalescence between the domains is an extremely long process that cannot
be resolved by this method. The evolution of S(y, t) up to this misaligned state is
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Figure 7-3: Colormap of Sc as a function of (a, 3) for N = 5.8 and b = 6. Spinodal
decomposition simulations for (a, P) in the lower left portion of the figure result in mis-
aligned perpendicular grains with slow coarsening dynamics instead of a fast transition
to a homogeneous aligned state.
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Figure 7-4: S(y, t) is depicted for spinodal decomposition for N = 5.8, b = 6, a = 8,
and ~ = 0.2. A misaligned interstitial domain forms at y = 3 and is annihilated by the
growing domains on either side of it.
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*Figure 7-5: S(y, t) is depicted for arrested spinodal decomposition for N = 5.8, b = 6,
a = 8, and 3 = 0.063. Rather than converging on a homogeneous nematic state, the
system divides into two, perpendicular, aligned grains.
shown in Fig. 7-5. This trapped, misaligned state is analogous to an unstable attractor
for the Doi diffusion equation. The existence of nonhomogeneous, unstable attractors
with long-time coarsening dynamics was previously shown for spinodal decomposition in
a simple, one-dimensional system by Bai et al [1]. In a previous paper, we computed
similar unstable attractors for periodic systems of rigid rods at equilibrium [61]. The
misaligned domains pictured in Fig. 7-5 result from kinetic effects that direct the system
toward an unstable extremum of the free energy.
The initial fluctuation (of period b) can also be applied to larger periodic systems of
size 2b and 4b, shown in Figs. 7-6 and 7-7. These simulations show a complex series
of successive coalescence events culminating in a monodomain nematic system for a low
value of /. Two separate coalescence events occur; one occurs at a low value of S whereas
the second occurs between highly aligned domains at high values of S.
These simulations mark the first dynamic simulation of spinodal decomposition using
the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation; they also highlight the kinetic effects of a
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Figure 7-6: S(y, t) is depicted for spinodal decomposition for N = 5.8, b = 12, a = 12,
and 3 = 0.075 when a perturbation of period 6 is applied. Note the misaligned nematic
grain at y = 3 that is annihilated by the surrounding grains.
24
t
Figure 7-7: S(y, t) is depicted for N = 5.8, b = 24, a = 12, and 3 = 0.075 when a
perturbation of period 6 is applied.
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and . on the complex aligning and coarsening processes that drive the phase transition.
7.4.2 Nematic coarsening
Experinmental and theoretical studies of the isotropic-nemnatic transition show that long-
time kinetics are frequently determined by coarsening between nlisaligned domains. The
numerical method outlined above is used to simulate the coarsening dcvLamics between
domains with different directors nl and n..2 . Each simnilation is initialized with two
nisaligned donmains in a periodic system., so coarsening between the two domains occurs
at each of the two interfaces. The mismnatch between the two doinains may be completely
descril)ed by the three quantities 1 - nl y. .= n.- y and c =-- n . The quantities
\ ,. and I, describe the misaligmnent between the directors an I the plane of the interface.
and( (describes the inisalignment between the two directors nl and n.2.
In all simulations. a transient decrease in . and a was observed at the interface.
followed by cont.inuous orientation diffusion between the two domains. An example of
this transient decrease in is shown in Fig. 7-8 for \i =- sin('/8). -. i(). n(8)nd
S sin(,w/i4). Each simulation is characterized b.y t,., the time necessary for the system
to betcome homogeneous. Four directed stu(llies were carriedl out to identify coarsenillo
mechalnislms associated with mismatches in n, and n2.
Study I focuses on coarsening between two donmains with nl and n. in the plane of
the interface ( \ = ,, 0). Fig. 7-9 shows t, as a function of AO. where c = cos(A-).
The director of the steady-state homogeneous solution is simply the average of n, and
n, since the two directors are equivalent from a free energy standpoint.
In Study II. nt remains parallel to the interface while n. tilts into the plane of the
interface. Figure 7-10 depicts the dependence of t,. on 0. with the quantities nl = z
and I = .) T/2 kept constant. As 0. is increa-sed. \2 increases while ( decreases. The
coarsening timne t,. asyniptotes toward a constant value as 0.2 approaches r/12. The
director of the steady-state homogeneous solution is always parallel to the interface.
A comparison between Studies I and II reveals that t(, is larger when both directors are
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Figure 7-8: The evolution in time
simulation with X, = sin(r/8), Xi
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of n at the interface is shown for a nematic coarsening
= - sin(rx/8), and ( = sin(r/4).
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Figure 7-9: Study I: Coarsening time t, vs.
to the interface, which is perpendicular to y.
AO for two domains with directors parallel
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Figure 7-10: Study II:
interface with angle 0.
Coarsening time tc vs. 0 where nl = z, and n 2 is tilted into the
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Figure 7-11: Study III: Coarsening time t, vs. 0 where nl = z, and n2 is offset from
z by 02 = 7r/16. The angle 42 is varied between 0 (parallel to the interface) and 7/2
(tilted into the interface).
parallel to the interface as in Study I; this counterintuitive trend is caused by the increased
rod interaction associated with n2's being tilted into the interface as in Study II. The
increased interaction increases the free energy gradient and causes a larger driving force
toward a homogeneous solution and a decrease in t,.
Study III similarly keeps nl = z and 02 = 7r/16 constant while q2 is varied; this
keeps ( and X1 constant while varying X2. The director of the steady-state homogeneous
solution is always parallel to the interface. Figure 7-11 shows that t~ decreases with
increasing X2 for constant (. This reinforces the counterintuitive conclusion that the
coarsening driving force decreases if both initial directors are parallel to the interface.
Study IV is similar to Study II; both n, and n2 are tilted into the interface by a
varying angle 0 = 01 = 02 while 1 = 02 = -7/2 are kept constant. Figure 7-12 shows
a peak in t, at = 7r/4. For 0 < 7r/4, the steady-state director is parallel to z; for
0 > 7r/4, the steady-state director is parallel to y. Figure 7-12 is not symmetric in 0. If
0 > 7/4, the coarsening process happens rapidly because of the increased translational
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Figure 7-12: Study IV: Coarsening time t, vs. 0. Both nl and n2 are tilted into the
interface by 0.
diffusion along the rod axis.
These studies reveal several critical physical insights into the coarsening process:
(a) Initial transients show a depletion in n and S at the interface. (b) Misaligned
domains with directors parallel to the interface take longer to coarsen, because of the
smaller free energy penalty and smaller driving force. (c) Domains with directors parallel
to the interface will not rotate to accommodate domains with directors tilted into the
interface. The steady-state director is biased to be parallel to the interfacial plane. (d)
If misaligned domains do allow for a steady-state director perpendicular to the interface,
the coarsening process occurs rapidly because of increases in translational diffusion along
the rod axis. (e) The domains do not rotate as a monolithic bulk. Mismatches in n
gradually diffuse into the interior of the bulk domains. (This diffusive behavior does not
precisely correspond to the diffusivities in the Doi equation because of the biaxial nature
of the system and because S and n vary in time and space.) These insights into the
mechanics of coarsening can be applied to higher-dimensional, coarse-grained models of
the misaligned domains seen in experiments on phase transitions and shear flow.
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In summary, a numerical technique was developed for complex dynamic simulations
of the full nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation for periodic systems dominated by
gradients in one spatial dimension. This technique was used to model critical dynamic
phase transitions in liquid crystalline systems such as spinodal decomposition and nematic
coarsening on the length scale of a single rod.
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Chapter 8
Nonhomogeneous shear flow in
rigid-rod systems
8.1 Introduction
The behavior of rodlike liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) in shear flow has been the
sulbject of unany, theoretical studies I•becau.se of the importance of this system as a model
of a complex fluid with physically interesting phase and flow behavior. The ultimate
goal of these mnodels and analyses is the uniderstanding of the effects of flow oil texture
formation ini complex liquids.
Mo(lels for the mnicroscale and mnesoscale structure and the dynamics of LCPs can
be classified as being either continuum models based, on Lesl.ie-Ericksen (LE) theory
[4-1. 42. 83. 84. 120]. or microscopic theories founded on the Onsager excluded-volume
potential for mean-field interactions of indlividual rods [36. :37]. Analyses based on Leslie-
Ericksen models have been used extensively to simulate defect coarsening and banded
textures. but they cannot model the fine-scale nonhomogeneous changes in density and
rod orientation that occur in interfaces between regions with differing orientation.
WVe focus on a description of LCP phase behavior and rheology based on the Doi
formulation of the diffusion equation [36. 126] and the Onsager potential. There have
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been numerous predictions based on this formulation for homogeneous LCP solutions.
For example, Doi and Kuzuu [38] predicted rod tumbling in shear flow for a nematic sys-
tem. Marrucci and Maffettone simulated the Doi diffusion equation in two-dimensional
planar flow and demonstrated that tumbling is suppressed at high shear rates. The
most complete analysis for this model was presented by Larson and Ottinger [76, 79]
who used a spherical harmonic representation of the distribution function to solve the
diffusion equation and to identify a series of states - logrolling, kayaking, tumbling, wag-
ging, and flow-aligning - that occur sequentially as a function of shear rate and the initial
orientation of the nematic director relative to the shear plane.
Our goal is to extend the analysis of Larson and Ottinger to nonhomogeneous states,
where orientation and rod density vary in space either because of the walls or because of
spatially-varying shear rate.
Numerical computation with the nonhomogeneous Doi diffusion equation is notori-
ously difficult because of the computational expense associated with evolving the distri-
bution function f in time while evaluating spatial gradients in the Onsager potential P.
This task is greatly simplified by averaging the diffusion equation over orientation space
to yield an approximate evolution equation for the structure tensor S, created using clo-
sure approximations and replacing 4 with truncated tensor-based potentials in S, such
as the Maier-Saupe or Marrucci-Greco formulations. These simplifications of the Doi
theory have been used extensively to study nonhomogeneous flows [47, 48, 123, 124] and
are mathematically similar to phenomenological, tensor-based theories that utilize Frank
elasticity to account for nonhomogeneities [139].
Tensor-based models have limited accuracy and predictive power. As an example, the
assumption of uniform density inherent in these approximations leads to faulty interpre-
tations of defects as constant-density abnormal nematic states [139]. Also, tensor-based
theories use anchoring conditions at boundaries to set the nematic director; this anchor-
ing technique can either alter or suppress out-of-plane instabilities. Most importantly,
tensor-based simplifications of the Doi theory lack the ability to resolve interfaces and
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(defects on the length scale of an individual rod. Specifically. the aitier-Saupe poten-
tial has no inherent length scale. and the predictions of the N[arrucci-Greco potential are
characterized only in terms of the pllenomenological parameter ( introduced in the model.
Both of these potentials are constructed as Taylor expansions in spherical-harmonics of
the full exchluded-volime potential (D in space. which cannot resolve sharp gradients in .f.
We present a numerical method for accurate. efficient siamulations of LCP solutions
based on the full Doi diffusion equation and the Onsager potential. The analysis is
based oni finite-element. approximiations to the distribution futiction in orientational alnd(
plhysical space. We use the method to demlonstrate the dynamnics of a concentrated
LCP solution in simple shear and presslure-driven flows confined in a channel without the
limitations of nenmatic anchoring at the channel walls.
Few others have attempted simulation of the full nonhomogeneous diffusion equation.
Following the work of Zhou. Forest. et al :53. 150.1. Yu- and Zhang simulated the fulll non-
homogeneous diffusion equation with several key simplifications. includling the constraint
that the director is restricted to lie in the plane of shear. further approximations to the
intermolecular potential. and the use of anchoring conditions to set the orientation of the
rods at the walls. They also approximated the coupling between the flow andl structure
fields as being dilute. using a verv high solvent viscosity to ensure that (deviations froll
the Newtonian limit are smlall.
Their results for simple shear flow show an extension of the tumblinig-wagging-flow-
aligning cascade seen in the homogeneous system. These states include: (a) The in.-
planr.e clastic-driven steady state (IE) at low shear rates where no time-periodic behavior
is present. (b) The tuhmbli'rng state (IT) where tumbling occurs in the bulk of the svs-
temn bounded by flow-aligned boundary layers with time-periodic defects separating the
boundary layers from the bulk. (c) The in-plan•e wagging state wxhere wagging occurs
in the bulk of the system with two flow-aligned boundary layers at the walls. (d) Th.e
iscols-drien, steady-state (flow-aligning). They also predicted three new flow modes:
(e) the tu7nblin•ng-uwaggi'.g composite 'region (TW) which acts as a transition between the
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IT and IW mode, (f) the tumbling state with inside defects (ITD) where inner defects
arise in the midst of tumbling at high b, and (g) the tumbling-wagging composite region
with inside defects (TWD) where inner defects appear in the midst of the TW mode at
high b.
(Note that Tsuji and Rey also report four twisting out-of-plane states using a tensor-
based theory, but the complex structures found in these states are chiefly caused by the
anchoring condition that constrains the director at the wall to the flow direction [121].)
Also, quasi-periodic flows with complex defect patterns were predicted by Yu and
Zhang for pressure driven flows when the effects of viscosity and molecular interactions
were comparable. We compare these observations with our calculations using the un-
modified diffusion equation in full orientation space, strong coupling between flow and
structure, and variable anchoring conditions on the boundaries. Our results differ sub-
stantially from those of Yu and Zhang.
8.2 Formulation
We describe a solution of rigid rods of diameter d and length L by the distribution function
f(r, u,t), which gives the probability that a rod will have center-of-mass location r and
orientation u at time t. Integrating f over all orientations u gives the local number
density p(r,t). The average density stays constant at N. The local order in a system is
expressed through the symmetric, traceless order tensor S(r, t) as
1 1S(r, t) p(r, f(r, u, t)(uu - -6)du. (8.1)p(r, t) J 3
Invariants of S give scalar measures of order; one useful scalar measure is S(r, t)
((S(r, t) - S(r, t)) : S(r, t))1/3. The uniaxial nematic director n is calculated as the
principal eigenvector of S.
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8.2.1 Doi diffusion equation
In the inean-field approximation, the Doi difflision equation 14191 for f is written as
0 -.- v D Vf f D -.VjT0 tk
tR - -(Vvi u-v:I-' uuu) f --- DRf R, (8.2T
where () r. u.t) is the exchldled-volumne mean fieli. R is the rotational gradient operator
u x V,, D, is the rotational diffusivitv. and D is tile translatioinal diffilsivitv tenlsolr definled
as D - D- (6 - uu) -- D luu. where 6 is the unit tensor. D- and DI ae the components
of D perpFei(ticular anl parallel to he t orient.ation u. The two (jlmnttiiess II brackets
are the fluxes in r-space and u-space. respectively. Boundary cconlitionss of zero flux in
r-space are employed at the systeu im b lounaries.
8.2.2 Onsager potential
The excl hidledl-volumne iean fiell is complted as
Q (r. u) = 11(r - r'. u. u').f(r'. u'. t)du dr. (8.3)
where the MaxYer fnllction is (lefinedl s II = 1 if the txwo test ro(ls at (r. u) and (r'. u')
intersect anl II -= 0 otherwise. Stralev luse(d oblique coordinates ((. rl. () to rewrite the
interntolecular distance as
U 1 X U 2
r, - r .- = u _,g u  r] + u I]
(  (8.4)
1ui x u.)
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The molecules overlap if 1(| < L/2, l|71 < L/2, and I(| < d [133].
coordinates, Eq. (8.4) is rewritten as
Using these oblique
4(rl, ul) =kBT
L/2 L/2 d
I I f(ri+ui u2+ u2 +r -' u2)lu1
-L/2 -L/2 -d
xu 2ld|driddu2.
If f varies only in one spatial dimension y, Eq. (8.5) can be rewritten using a trapezoidal
function to describe the integral of over the excluded-volume parallelepiped.
Harlen [73] wrote this simplified potential as
Koch and
U1X U2 lf(y2, U2)K;( 1 - Y2 , U1, u 2)dy2du2. (8.6)
The trapezoidal function K is written as
(y + a)/(u,-t 2)
(-h - a)/(M~up2)
(a - y)/(1- 1 f2)
for -h > y > -a
for h > y > -h
for a > y > h
pi = ey -Ui,
a = -(Al + A2),
1h = - max(p1 - A2 A2 - Al),2
(8.9)
(8.10)
p, and P2 are the components of u1 and u 2 in the y-direction, and ey is the unit vector
in the y-direction.
8.2.3 Polymeric Stress
The polymeric stress caused by the rods is written as
(8.5)
where
(8.7)
(8.8)
/ \
( .11 )B 7;LT[3uu - 6/3I V: uutiuu/Di- (ul.
This ex)pression flor -r,) couples the evolution of f to the contilluitv equation (V -v = 0)
and ilonentuHn equation. For our computations. the mlonentui equation is written in
the iner(tialess DEVSS-G fornimlatioii P i6 as
V(Vv Vv') -V (r, G' [ (1 -c I' )6) -0. (S.12)
where :i - I•i' is ttle ( lilIelnsinll]ess solvenli viscosity. I is a fUoluth-order isotropi(c
tellsor. 1) is the presslure. r,, is split into visco(u11s an(l lastic teli-ils. an(l G is an aluxiliarv
vana11iabe for the i velocity gra(lient (dehfille( ias
G Vv. (5. 13)
The symbols if/. r/," and( il/ deno•t tlhe solbvcnt. polymier. anIl solutionl zero-shea~ rate
viscosities. respectively, and r,) is rescaled by 1 -- )) for iuse in Eq. (8.12).
The variables ( (. /p. ..D. i/1,. G) are 'aled as ( ./L. f/- pd1L, J.k, T. tD,.
/D J) 1,,-/pNkT. G D,.). The Deborah nllellr) is dlefined as b, o oette
flow. where V is the velocity scale. andl( D( - .O)Or (6 ' ), ) for pressure--dri\(n flow.
where Op/Or' is the pressure gradient.
8.3 Method
8.3.1 Weak form of the diffusion equation
For simtple shear flow. variations of '. c. and G are restricted to the --dintension 1-191. anll1
flow alr ill the 1--directiol. The channel has lengtll I) in the y!-dillenllsion. The (listrilltioll
functionl f(!J. 0. I). .the interiniolecular potential 1(y . 0. o. t). velocity 1(!. t). and shear
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rate G(y, t) are discretized by the finite-element method on a (y, 0, 0)-mesh as
f (y, O t) f(t),(y , , ), (8.14)
.(yu, 0 , t)- z Z (t) (y' 0' ), (8.15)
v(.y, t) -- (t), (y), (8.16)
G(y, t) Gi (t)Ti (y), (8.17)
where y,(y y, 0,) is the ith linear basis function in (y, 0, p)-space, IP (y) is the ith quadratic
basis function in y-space, and Ti(y) is the ith linear basis function in y-space. Linear
finite-element basis functions are used for f, ), and G whereas quadratic basis functions
are used for v to ensure consistency. The corresponding discretized form of Eq. (8.2) is
written using semi-implicit, first-order, time integration as
f (ffl+l - f )/(t"+1 - tif') = j + + AijkG f. + jkJf, (8.18)
where Mij is the mass matrix, Qij is the discretized translational and rotational diffusion
operator, Aijk is the discretized flow operator, Wjk is the discretized operator matrix for
the rod-interaction contribution to the flux, f fj (t' ") is the vector of finite-element
coefficients for the distribution function at time t", Gy Gj (f") is the vector of finite-
element coefficients for the shear rate at time t", and D n = (t'") is the vector of
finite-element coefficients for the molecular field at time t". We utilize the convention of
summation over repeated indices in Eq. (8.18). The discretized operators are integrated
by parts and written as
=- , i (y, u) ,(y, u)dydu, (8.19)
Qij = - Vf ( yi(y, u)DyyVy -(y, u) + D,R .,(y,u) l ,A (y, u)) dydu, (8.20)
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/ D,RL ( u) R (y. u) u4' (y. u)d ydu. (221)
8.3.2 Intermolecular interactions
The use of a separate finite-eleiueit appo~rxilmlatiioi for the interillaolecullar tieldl is the
ciritical aspect O the Jetha( tlhat llows the cinputation of c•U)lex tl(ute- (epe.ltThenoperato irt.a i.n te nt stcale ani ac(crc the pr outs i.noaeneous Oiisa•epat computial. (f is paectl e as step.
wh8.3ere is terme oleiscreular itize f m of te nsar ptential peatr. itten as
Thealulatise of is cparate fplite-el t act tppoxiation the matrix h is te leculae fiei is the
cpit bet phsical aspectof the nrient llat ian space 61. The elents cof lex are cil- ltee t
adlIt store( i h parallel ill a Beoualf conputing enviraonment using NIPI lr)aotocls. Parallel
iterative methls arei usei t sle Eqs. (.th scale) and  (8.23) at o ac tir ge st p. Theo rnatieix
1.1 is nat stored1: inste(ad the relatioanship betweeni a inoiae aindl its neiglibars in physical
spaoten is clis up atte ce asi tln shifte in physical space.
Althoau gh 4 may hue written analytically andt cmlllputeld accirat ely. bath VGJŽ aind RŽ
where inite-eleent iapproxiemations ans rs"lt ih overestites of the st ea ly-stante alues
are. finite-elenment, appr~oximations aiid r-esult in over-estimates of the stect(lv-statc -values
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of S relative to those reported in equilibrium studies [61].
Rod-wall interactions
A hard wall potential is written as
0 for Y - Ywall < > ey'u
where ey is the unit vector in the y-direction. This potential has been used in previous
studies of equilibrium phase behavior of LCPs [23, 109] and ultimately serves to set
f(r, u) = 0 for any (r, u) that results in the rod intersecting the wall. This hard-
wall interaction induces an oblate layer of rods near the wall for low N and a nematic
layer of rods for high N, but the wall does not select a particular nematic director.
Anchoring boundary conditions on f or S force the nematic director to lie in a particular
orientation and are frequently employed for tensor-based theories [120, 139]. Yu and
Zhang approximate the wall by a layer of "frozen rods." Unlike iwall, this technique
does induce a particular nematic anchoring force on rods near the wall.
We also utilize a frozen-rod potential both for anchoring and non-anchoring simula-
tions. A nematic wall is used to induce nematic anchoring, and an oblate layer is used in
the non-anchoring simulations. The oblate wall does induce oblate structure at the wall
but does not preferentially select for any nematic director in the plane of the wall. This
technique is necessary to ensure that out-of-plane instabilities are not suppressed. It
remains unknown what anchoring, if any, actually occurs in LCP experimental flows, so
the method is designed to simulate both anchoring and non-anchoring conditions. Also,
the frozen-rod potential is easily simulated in the EYj framework discussed above.
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8.3.3 Coupling with flow equations
The inoinnitumr equations are (liscretized by the finite element to Ogive
V V2 (f") v I a( f ". 4
where
; f ) = W ().1 - ,)V,[-T ()
T ?j) fa-:,(. u)us,,,a.,u . u . ,.2)
tr ndp
oi(f" I i t - 0- ace ,eto.eu t .. a.tiaon taerne s ar the wallctet.- so rthe veloity anl d flshear riiat o the sfsteni. i ints s inll v aeit
to setting the quantios e ne iity (D - D tatio pc . uto z at zero-fl . These boundaryi
tion lr upedat.c(1 th wavlls to prevet thep flu oft rcIs ut: of the system. This i.e ulivailet
to smtt{inar th q(ntit, ioD n -"l nee fD e ill orie) taon zearco. a)ut erc-hl ll. These boindla ry-
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conditions are enforced in the derivation of Eq. (8.18). No-slip boundary conditions are
used for the velocity.
An operator-splitting technique is used to separate Eqs. (8.23), (8.18), and (8.26), so
that (.), (4fn), and (Gyv') are updated sequentially at each time step.
8.4 Results
Results are presented for varying Deborah number and channel width b. The concen-
tration N is set to 5.35 and viscosity ratio 3, is set to 0.01 for all calculations in order to
ensure a concentrated, nematic solution. Direct comparison with Yu and Zhang's results
is difficult since their reported rheological phase diagram (their Figure 4) is qualitative
rather than quantitative.
8.4.1 Planar, wall-driven, rectilinear shear flow
Effect of walls
Tumbling occurs for planar Couette flow with De = 3 and b = 3 and nematic anchoring in
the flow direction, as shown in Fig. 8-1. As the bulk director tumbles in the y-direction,
low density defects are created near the walls due to the mismatch in n. These defects
are not "abnormal nematic states" as described by Tsuji and Rey [139], but instead,
they are regions of low density (p) and alignment (S) that experience a high free energy
penalty due to the mismatch between bulk tumbling and the anchoring of the rods along
the wall. The polymeric stress causes the shear rate : to increase sharply in these
low-viscosity, low-density defects.
When an oblate, non-anchoring wall is used in the simulations, the tumbling state
becomes unstable and evolves toward the logrolling state shown in Fig. 8-2 for Dc = 3
and b = 3. In a homogeneous system, tumbling is an unstable, time-periodic state for
De = 3, but the evolution from tumbling to logrolling can take a long time to occur. In
the nonhomogeneous system used in our calculations, the presence of the oblate walls
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Figure 8-1: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y,t), j(y,t), n.(y,t), ny(y, t), nz(y,t)) are shown
for a simulation in a nematic anchored system with (De = 3, b = 3). " is reported in
units of 1/Dr, and n is defined such that n, > 0. Flow is in the x-direction with velocity
variation in the y-direction. The simulation shows stable tumbling.
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Figure 8-2: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y, t), I(y, t), nx(y, t), n (y, t), nz(y, t)) are shown
for a simulation in oblate-anchored Couette flow with (De = 3, b = 3). The simulation
shows unstable tumbling evolving to a stable logrolling state.
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tiunbling (T). waogging (W). an(t flow-aligo ing, (F). InII re(gions where logrolling and in-
plane solutions ar0 e bot h stab )le. the initial state (leterminlis which state obtai ls.
(xa.iaceibates the low D( inst ability bv creating (lefects. which cause thle evolHtion to
logrolling to occur more tquickly. Thie nemiatic-ancllore(l walls suppress tihe logroltliing
instabilitv by applying a flow-aligning force to the o(is near thie .wall
of logrolliing )also occlus forl lih valu.e of b.
Anchoring and non-ainchoring walls (0o not stroingly affect thle vwagginig or flow-alignuing
state. An(:hored simiilations of the wagging state indicate small periolic defects iea
the walls.
Rheological phase diagram
The full rheological phase diagramn is prjesente(l in Fig. 8-3 for walls with oblate aiiclioring.
The in-plane (IE) elastic state described by Yu an(d Zhanig is unstable once the two-
(hiuiensional constraint is ire(nove(l: these states evolve to a logrolling state. Thle only
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possible states are the logrolling (L), tumbling (T), wagging (W), and flow-aligning (F)
states.
For low values of De, the only stable state is the logrolling state as in Fig. 8-2.
The logrolling state and flow-aligning states both consist of rods oriented parallel to the
walls, so the presence of walls do not greatly alter these states from their homogeneous
counterparts, and logrolling stability is insensitive to b. The logrolling state loses stability
for all b for De > 12.
As in Fig. 8-1, tumbling (T) states at low De would be stable in a system with
nematic anchoring walls or in a two-dimensional orientation space (as in Yu and Zhang's
simulations). Our results indicate that these tumbling states are not stable when three-
dimensional orientation space is allowed. However, there is a region in (De, b)-space
where stable, time-periodic tumbling does occur. Our results indicate that Yu and
Zhang's distinction between tumbling (T) and tumbling-wagging (TW) is not helpful
since there is not a clear way to distinguish the two. An example of stable tumbling is
shown in Fig. 8-4 for De = 7 and b = 6; the director n periodically tumbles from n.,
to n, and back. Two separate timescales may be observed. The first time scale is the
period between successive revolutions, and the second time scale is the time necessary
for a revolution to actually occur. An example of stable wagging is shown in Fig. 8-5
for De = 8 and b = 6; wagging is like a flow-aligning state, except that n, continually
"wags" from 0 to some negative value. The wagging motion refers to the wagging of
the distribution function, not a wagging motion of the rods. Wagging implies that as
rods cross the centerline of the channel (n, = 0), they quickly rotate around to a small
negative value of ny rather than spending time in the postive range of ny as rods do in
tumbling. An example of stable flow-aligning is shown in Fig. 8-6 for De = 11 and b = 9.
The rheological phase diagram in Fig. 8-3 may be seen as a nonhomogeneous extension
of Larson and Ottinger's phase diagram (their Figure 9), and an extension of Yu and
Zhang's phase diagram (their Figure 4) to an unanchored, three-dimensional system
where orientation and flow are strongly coupled. However, the transitions between these
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Figure 8-4: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y,t), jl(y,t), nx(y,t), n,(y,t), nz(y,t)) are shown
for a simulation of stable tumbling in oblate-anchored Couette flow with (De = 7, b = 6).
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Figure 8-5: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y, t), jy(y, t), n.(y, t), n,(y, t), nz(y, t)) are shown
for a simulation of stable wagging in oblate-anchored Couette flow with (De = 8, b = 6).
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a simulation of stable flow-aligning in oblate-anchored Couette flow with (De = 11, b =
9).
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various states occur at smaller values of De than those marked by Larson and Ottinger
[79]. We attribute this mismatch to the influence of the oblate walls and to slight
differences in N. Simulations have been limited to b < 15, so it remains unclear whether
the ITD and TWD states reported by Yu and Zhang are stable in a three-dimensional
geometry without nematic anchoring.
As in Larson and Ottinger's results, our rheological phase diagram (Fig. 8-3) indicates
that the initial state determines which steady state obtains since much of the diagram is
marked by regions where both logrolling and an in-plane state are stable steady states.
8.4.2 Planar, rectilinear pressure-driven flow
Logrolling states
For pressure-driven flow, higher shear rates are generated near the wall, and low shear
rates are generated near the center of the channel. For unanchored pressure-driven flow,
one might expect a uniform logrolling state for low De, similar to planar Couette flow.
Our simulations show that this is indeed the case; an example logrolling simulation is
shown in Fig. 8-7 for De = 1.5 and b = 6. Note the oblate layer near the wall for this
weak flow.
Composite states
However, for intermediate and high values of De, Fig. 8-8 shows the evolution to a
persistent composite structure with a low-density flow-aligning state in the high shear
rate regions near the walls and a high-density logrolling state in the low shear rate region
at the channel center; this calculation is for De = 6 and b = 6. (Note that the oblate
anchoring force of the wall is not sufficient to overcome the strong flow-aligning force on
rods near the wall.)
These composite states have not been observed in previous computational studies.
The flow-aligning regions are created by the high shear rate, not the wall. Moreover,
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Figure 8-7: The profiles of (S(y, t), p(y, t), I'(y, t), nx(y,t), ny(y, t), nz(y, t)) are shown
for a simulation in oblate-anchored Poiseuille flow with (De = 1.5, b = 6).
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for a simulation in oblate-anchored Poiseuille flow with (De = 6, b = 6). (Note that
nz = 1 and nz = -1 are equivalent.)
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the "twist" interface between these domainis is markedl b local maxinia in Va. Vrying
D menreley adjusts the relative sizes of thlic logrolling and( flow-aligning domains in the
composite structure. Large Dc simulations show a very small logrolling state ill the
chalmel center. Also. the initial transient flow-aligning structure in the chamni-el center
in Ftig. 8- sliows a (lirect.or tilt towar(l the centerline hefore the onslet of logrolling: this
occurs bc)(•lau1iSe of the equall an(l op)posite tllumbling forces on either stide of the centerline.
A similar hI)nIiiomI(enoni is seen in th le steadv state of Yu and Zhang's Fig-re 12: iM Fig.
8-8. xrv show this pAh'enomenonI to be a tiunbling-like transient prior to the formation of
the composite. In larger systems, the initial transient shows several tumlblinog revolutions
on e(ither side of the centerlinc prior to the formaition of the composite slate: tins is seen
in Fig. 8-9 for Dc = 5 and b = 12.
The initerfacial flow and(l structural belhavior in tliese composite states give insight into
the 'formation of donilin interfaces. donllai] jint eraction. andtll their couplig11 to the flow
691.
Our results also indicate that the brancmhing state in Yii and Zlihauigs Figure 11 is
unstalble. This branching state is roughly efquivalent to a tumnibling state couistrain- ed b
the two)-dlimelsional -geometry and is ultimatlvy unstable to either the conliJ)( site st1ate
or logrolling state.
Rheological phase diagram
The rheological phase (diagraim for Lpressulre-dIriven flow is preselted in Fig. 8-10. This
T)liase (iagrant shows the stabilily limits of the comtposite ((C) an(l logrolling (L) states.
Sinmilar to the case of planar. rectilinear shear. there is a central region wh ere the logrolling
state and composile state are b)oth possible stead(l states. dlcpeJ)i(inig on the initial state
of the system.
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Figure 8-9: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y,t), ý (y,t), n,(y,t), ny(y,t), nz(y,t)) are shown
for a simulation in oblate-anchored Poiseuille flow with (De = 5, b = 12). (Note that
nz = 1 and nz = -1 are equivalent.) A transient tumbling response occurs on either
side of the centerline prior to the formation of a composite state.
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Figure 8-10: Rheological phase diagram in (De, b)-space for rectilinear, pressure-driven
flow with oblate anchoring walls, N = 5.35, and 3s = 0.01. Logrolling (L) and composite
(C) states are stable steady states, and in the (L+C) region, both are steady states. The
initial state determines which state obtains.
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Figure 8-11: The profiles of (S(y,t), p(y, t), .-(y, t), n(y, t), ny(y, t), nz(y,t)) are shown
for a nematic coarsening simulation with (De = 0, b = 15).
8.4.3 Shear flow and nematic coarsening
We also apply this method to the problem of nematic coarsening. The dynamics of
coarsening between misaligned nematic domains was addressed in detail in chapter 7 in
periodic systems. Here we investigate the impact of flow on the coarsening process in a
walled system.
A zero-flow simulation for two nematic domains with directors in the x-direction and
z-direction is shown in Fig. 8-1 for De = 0 and b = 15. (There appears to be a
bias toward the x-direction in the absence of flow, in contrast to the unbiased, periodic
results of chapter 7. This bias may be caused by slight differences in the size of the two
domains.) The time for complete coarsening is very long. The process goes through
two stages: (1) bulk diffusion of orientation, and (2) rapid alignment once the far edge
of the smaller domain begins to become oriented in the x-direction. This second stage of
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Figure 8-12: The profiles of (S(y, t), p(y,t), ý-(y, t), n,(y, t), n,(y, t), ný(y, t)) are shown
for a simulation of nematic coarsening in oblate-anchored Couette flow with (De = 1, b =
3).
the process occurs when the smaller domain no longer behaves like a semi-infinite bulk.
A small amount of wall-driven shear flow on such an interface speeds up the process
considerably, as shown in Fig. 8-12 for De = 1 and b = 3. The interface rapidly
disappears as the system moves toward a stable logrolling state. The final states of
nematic grains under shear flow match those in Fig. 8-3.
8.5 Conclusion
Our results strongly differ from those of Yu and Zhang [149] by predicting persistent
interfaces and domains in pressure-driven flow and by predicting out-of-plane instabilities
in the presence of non-anchoring walls.
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The numerical method described in this paper allows the simulation of the nonho-
mogeneous Doi diffusion equation coupled consistently to the equation of motion and
predicts novel structural defects and domain interfaces in nonhomogeneous flows. The
oblate frozen-rod potential prevents artificial anchoring and suppression of out-of-plane
instabilities in a computationally-tractable manner.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Further Work
hI this thesis. the phase blehavior and rheoloh)gy of rodlike lq(il-(Icrystalline molecules are
exptlored( through initie element-base(ld sinmlatiouns of thlie Doi dliffusionl equation coupled
with tlec O)iisager exclu(tled interaction pot(enltial. The purpose of these simulationis is thle
restltion of thle effects of sharp grad(ielts in structulre (such s defects t an(l inter lfaces ) in
LC systemns.
In this chapter. the siiniulationi results from chapters 1-S are sitnnrlllizedl. several
overarchiig conclusi(ons arc listedI and suggest o lls for fultlur extensi ons to this research
are ima(le.
9.1 Summary of simulation results
In chapters 4-8. nonhloumogel•e•os structures prevalent in liq( puid-crystalline svstems are
stluli(ed by using ldetailed simllulatiols of rigid ro(d interactions in a kinetic theory firale-
work. Iii equilibriumi sniulations (chapters 4-5). linear stalility analysis (chapter 6).
andl dlynamic siimilationls (chapters 7-8). the finite elemiient iicethod is lse(l to discretizc
the (diflfusion eqluation in physical space and orielitational space. Computiation of tlhe
nonlholnogeneous Onsager potential is use(l to d(escribe accurately rod intleractions across
sharp gradlienlts in the ro1d (list ribution fiunction f. IThese commuon techniques are applie(l
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to important physical problems as follows:
9.1.1 Nonhomogeneous, periodic equilibrium structures
In Chapter 4, we study the nonhomogeneous equilibrium phase behavior for a periodic
one-dimensional system. Stable and unstable equilibrium solutions for the distribution
function are computed as extrema of the free energy of the system expressed by the
nonhomogeneous generalization of Onsager's theory, which models interaction between
rods on the scale of a single rod length. Biaxial equilibrium solutions are computed
in a periodic system by discretizing the Euler-Lagrange nonlinear integral equation with
the finite element method and by using Newton's method to solve the resulting set of
nonlinear equations. Stable states for isotropic-nematic coexistence are computed in a
periodic system rather than the semi-infinite system used in previous calculations, and the
interfacial surface tension is analyzed. The density and order parameter profiles evolve
monotonically from the isotropic phase to the nematic phase. The periodic coexistence
states are stable for relatively small system sizes. These novel results show that periodic
nematic-isotropic structures are stable states and that the interfaces in these states are
stabilized by bulk phases only a rod length wide on either side of the interface.
Unstable, nonhomogeneous, equilibrium states are also computed for concentrations
of rods that exceed the value for spinodal decomposition; these unstable states have never
been computed before, although their existence is implied by prior studies of spinodal
decomposition. These nonhomogeneous states are characterized by combinations of
bend, twist, and splay distortions in physical space and correspond to unstable attractors
in the dynamic process of isotropic-nematic spinodal decomposition. For large systems,
the nonhomogeneous states develop wide, bulk-like nematic regions separated by thin
regions with sharp gradients in orientation
Finally, the free energy formulation was also used to compute the accurate neutral
stability curve; this curve shows the limits of applicability of the low-wavenumber ap-
proximations previously used in the study of spinodal decomposition.
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9.1.2 Confinement effects on rigid rod phase behavior
Chapa)tCr 5 details the cxtensionl of equilibrium stildies into one-dimensio)nal systems coiln-
finedl b)y hard walls. The e(uilib)rimnl nltho(l for coifinied svYst 1ns is the saie as ill
lihapter I except that basis functions are unlltiplie byv a wall test function to prelvelt
the intersection of rods with the wall. The effects of the system walls are se•en in several
key plienoimena that are s' "stematicallY analyzed by varvinog the clihanniel width b an(l the
s.Vstern concentration : (I) The thin fih near the wall goes through a u1niaxial-biaxial
p)hase transition at a systeml (lensitv i (ndepeldent of b. (II) I•n the biaxial phase. a sec-
ondary aligned filnli grows inwar'd from the wall as N is ilcrieased. (I h) The conltillnuity
iof the biaxial-neniatic phase transit ion in the interior of the s Istcli i  determinled bv b.
(IV) The stability limits in N of the b)iaxial and capillary col(len>sed lilmnatic phase"s are
aIlso a Function of b. The analysis yieldls surprising. nIovl concllhsio)llns whenl (clomt)ar(:'ed
with the phase dliagrami for homlogelneouls systenls: The introduction of walls perturbs
the stablilitv limits for all vahues of' 1). contra(dictinog the frequent ltasslll•l)tioll that walls
(1o not imlpact thec interior of s>ysteuins with wide separalion hbetvemi walls. For all 1.
the growth of the secoidllarv lnenatic filmr in the biaxial phase is m0or, energetically" fta-
vorable than in creasing the density of the isotropic core. Th1e growth of the film is
analogous to the eCvolltion of t)eriotic isotropic-ncematic coexistence eidlibtrimn states( as
. is iicreasedl. (Our results in chapter 4 ilndicate that as i illncrease(d. the nerlaitic
fraction of a co existcnce state increases without changingh the propertic-s of either bulk
state.) FinallY. we note that the introdu(lction of walls sulppresses the existence of some
near-ho nogeneous neniatic epquilibriumi solutions: this counterintuilitive result stemis fromi)
the frec-cnergy peinalt.y of the gradlient between the high-l,' neinatic fihln at tlhe wall and
the iInterrneliate-5 neInatic state iii the interior.
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9.1.3 Linear stability analysis of the initial stage of spinodal
decomposition
Chapter 6 describes our analysis of the initial stage of spinodal decomposition for a rigid
rod system. Spinodal decomposition proceeds through either of two mechanisms: either
the randomly aligned rods rotate toward a common director with no inherent length scale,
or else the rods diffuse axially and segregate into regions of common alignment with a
selected length scale e. Previous studies of spinodal decomposition yielded radically
conflicting conclusions about which mechanism is dominant. A computational method
is employed to analyze the growth rate and properties of the dominant fluctuation mode
through an eigenvalue analysis of the linearized Doi diffusion equation in Fourier space.
The linearized operator is discretized in Fourier space and orientation space, and the
maximum eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of the operator are calculated. Our
analysis generalizes the results of previous studies and shows that the conflicts seen in
those studies are due to differences in the assumed diffusivities for rotational motion,
motion perpendicular to the rod axis, and motion along the rod axis. For a given
system density, a plot of the dominant perturbation wavenumber kmax as a function of
the diffusivity ratios shows two separate regions corresponding to mechanisms 1 and 2.
High rotational diffusivity corresponds to mechanism 1, whereas high axial diffusivity
corresponds to mechanism 2. These results show, for the first time, that the transition
between the two mechanisms depends on the ratio of diffusivities and on system density.
For a given set of diffusivities, the dominant wavenumber stays constant at zero until
reaching a particular concentration where it begins to increase with increasing density.
These results indicate the important conclusion that the quench into the spinodal regime
can actually determine the phase transition mechanism, and these results also indicate
that a deeper quench into the spinodal regime leads to a smaller characteristic length
scale, in agreement with experimental data.
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9.1.4 Time-dependent simulations of spinodal decomposition
and nematic coarsening
In Chapter 7. the finite element-based dynamic method descril)ed in chapter 3 is applied
to periodic. zero-flow processes such as spinodal decomlposition and nematic coarsening.
The nonhomogeneous Doi equation is coupled with the Onsager intermnolecular potential
and d(iscretized bv the finite element mletho(d and integrated forward in time by usihng
a parallel. semi-implicit scheme. Sinmlation results show the effects of rotational anI d
translational diffusivitv ratios on the mechanisms for alignment and phase separation
in spinodal decomposition. Restrictions on diffisive rod motion can can use the process
to become kinetically trapped ill al intermediate state marked by misaligned nematic
grains eveni though the only true steady state is the honmogeneous nenmatic state. These
results mark the first dynamic computation of the Doi diffusion equation for spinodal
decomposition in nonhomogeneous rigid-rod systems and demonstrate how the phase
transition can be trapped in a long-term intermediate state.
Nematic coarsening simulations show the effe-cts of misaligmnent between ineighboring
ordered domains on the coarsening time anid director field around structured interfaces.
The misalignmenint between the two donmain (directors and the misalignment between the
domain directors and the interface determine the alignment of the final state and the
tinme necessary to coarsen the interface. Simulations with doinain directors parallel to
the interface take the longest time to show coarsening because the free energy gradient
(and driving force) is smallest in this scenario.
9.1.5 Time-dependent simulations of nonhomogeneous shear flow
In Chapter 8. the finite element-based dynamic method presented in chapter 3 an(ld uti-
lized in chapter 7 is extended to flow simulations and coupled with the intertialess mo-
mentunm equation. The method is used to explore the dynamnics of solutions of rod(like
molecules in ionhonhomogeneous shear flow caused by the presence of rigiod boundaries and
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by pressure-driven flow. Simulations demonstrate the existence of spatially nonhomoge-
neous, time-periodic states that differ according to the choice of rod-boundary interac-
tions. Forcing the rods to align in a nematic state at the wall suppresses out-of-plane
instabilities that develop in planar Couette flow; allowing an oblate nematic plane at the
wall alleviates this constraint. A new composite state with logrolling and flow-aligning
domains is observed for pressure-driven flow in a channel. Phase diagrams (with shear
rate and channel width as parameters) are computed for planar Couette flow and planar
pressure-driven flow. These results represent the extension of Larson and Ottinger's
seminal homogeneous results to nonhomogeneous flowing systems [79], and these results
show how nonhomogeneous flows can generate polydomain textures.
9.2 Conclusions
From the simulation results of chapters 4-8, we extract several key concepts about the
physics of liquid-crystalline solutions and their theoretical and numerical treatment.
These concepts are likely to be useful in the design and optimization of industrial liq-
uid crystal processing and the development of processing techniques for novel structured
liquids. These concepts include the following:
1. * Tensor based approximations to the Doi diffusion equation lose accuracy when
describing density variations around interfaces and defects, when computing
stability properties, and when resolving structures on the length scale of an
individual rod. These limitations are caused by closure approximations, the
inability to retain the nonhomogeneous Onsager potential, and the inability
to describe variations in density. The significant differences between prior
results and results in this thesis confirm these important differences between
the original Doi equation and its approximations.
* The presence of confining walls fundamentally changes the free energy surface
of rigid rod solutions, even for very large systems.
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* The dynamics of spinodal decomposition in rigil ro-ls systemr s arc analogous
to Cahn and Hilliard's theory exten(lded to include free energy gradients in
both physical andl orientational space. However, the anisotropic nature of
the ro(ds coupled with their steric interactions causes " a coiplex dependence
of the spinodal decolmposition miechaie llsIll ltand stability properties on systceml
p.rameters such as density and (ditfusivitiCs.
* Ph1se tralisitions sulch as spiniodal (lecomipositionl can become arreste(d because(
of kinetic limitations that trap the( svsten in an11 illte ilie(iate. lnonlhoinlogenleolls
state. These kinetic limitations are a strong filctin of thei three (liffilsivities
ill the Doci diffusiol eq(luat lioln.
* Thle rod density iisitde defects in Iielnatic systeins is smnaill because of the
high free energ, penalty associated wiithji the lismllatch in orientation: these
lovw-(t eisity, low-' points call c(ollmpromlise the iltegrity of LC-dleried proId-
iNcts. Prior studlies of LC (efects have freqllently mtlischalra1cterize(t ((efects 1as
irregular nei natic states or as singularities in the (director fiel•1l.
* Misailignedl domains can formi spoltaneously in nonho logenieous i•ows with.
twist" interfaces between flow-aligning regimes alnl logrolingo reoimes: this
is sh(own in1 the pressure-(hriven flow sinnlations of chaptelr S. Misalignleld.
lllrlilg iomains ale not sta ble. These resullts giv insight into the formatio(
of polIydoinain systeins iml mIiacrosc(opicic rheological experinm- ents. O1ur. st.idlies
onil the effects of einatic( director inismatch can also be applied(l to experilmiental
settin "gs as well as to mlesoscopic, phienonieiiological expressions foi domaill
inlteractioll.
* The theoretical ( nuInerical treatmient of ro-wall int(eractions (iualitatively
ctialiges both the dtviamic anl e(lquilibrilll un propt(rties of the macroscopic sNs-
term: in particular. neimatic "frozen rodt" walls bias the systemI and Sl)suppress
out-of-plane instablilities. as seen in chapter 8. The lmost accurate rod-wall
potential is the potential use(l in equilib)rium st.uties (such as chapter 5). but
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such a potential is not practical for use in dynamic studies (such as chapter
8). An oblate "frozen rod" wall can approximate the true rod-wall potential
without biasing the nematic director in a particular direction at the wall.
9.3 Future work
It is possible to directly extend the dynamic simulations of chapters 7 and 8 to two-
dimensional systems as discussed in chapter 3. Such simulations would require the use
of a local discontinuous Galerkin method similar to that used by Suen [134] in order to
decouple elements in r-space from each other in the distribution function update. Each
element would need a density normalization condition, and global evolution equations
for density and momentum would use traditional finite element basis functions over the
entire two-dimensional physical space. Also, a two-dimensional extension of ij would
need to be developed so that rods could interact at a distance, and rod-wall interactions
could be used with a "frozen rod" wall as before. Even with these simplifications and
memory-saving techniques, such simulations would still be quite large and difficult.
One novel area of application for rigid-rod theory and simulations is the phase be-
havior and rheology of carbon nanotubes dispersed in strong acids [26, 95, 115, 118].
Nanotubes in solution naturally attract one another through van der Waals forces. How-
ever, strong acids protonate the nanotube sidewalls and cause the nanotubes to repel one
another and behave as rodlike liquid crystals. Much of the theoretical work in this thesis
may be extended to nanotubes by writing additional force expressions to describe the
effects of solvent quality on rod-rod interaction. The effects of solvent quality on the mor-
phology of nanotube fibers are currently unknown. With accurate interaction potentials
that reflect acid strength, dynamic processes such as domain coalescence in extensional
flow could be simulated. Such simulations could also elucidate nanotube phase behavior
by explaining the uneven "chimney" shape of the nanotube LC phase diagram (Fig. 9-1)
and distinguishing the properties of the biphasic state formed in oleum from the nematic
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Figure 9-1: The phase behavior of single-walled carbon nanotubes in a strong acid solu-
tion is analogous to that of conventional rodlike liquid crystals. Insets show pictures of
(a) a biphasic state and (b) a nematic state. (Reproduced from [115].)
state formed in chlorosulfonic acid [26, 115]. The practical effects of such work would
be quite valuable in the development of processing techniques for nanotube fibers.
More immediately, the detailed simulations of the diffusion equation in chapters 7 and
8 could be used to evaluate the accuracy of tensor-based approximations to the diffusion
equation, including the choice of closure approximation. Additionally, a new tensor-
based theory could be developed to reflect changes in density in addition to changes in S;
this simple change can overcome some of the limitations of tensor-based theories. Also,
the use of the 1(HR potential with tensor-based theories would reduce the number of
arbitrary parameters while retaining the ability to describe elastic distortions. The use
of coupled density-order theories, where n and S are evolved in time, has been limited to
linear stability analyses such as those in chapter 6 [5, 126]. Two- and three-dimensional
simulation packages for viscoelastic flow could easily be coupled with such tensor-based
theories for microstructure and density evolution; in contrast, the coupling of the detailed
evolution of f to three-dimensional finite-element codes would be impractical at this time.
Finally, we remark that detailed nematic coarsening simulations such as those in
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chapter 7 could be used in the creation of mesoscopic, domain-based theories of LC
rheology. Mesoscopic theories are motivated by experimental observations that the rhe-
ological behavior of LC systems seems to be connected with domain size and interaction
[4]. Mesoscopic theories have typically used ad hoc, phenomenological expressions to
describe domain dynamics [77] although one mesoscopic expression actually includes a
placeholder for a yet-to-be-developed expression for an interdomain potential [69]. De-
tailed simulations of the Doi diffusion equation could be used to connect the rod length
scale and the domain length scale by informing mesoscopic expressions for the stress
tensor in the interfaces between misaligned domains and for coarsening times between
misaligned domains.
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